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Abstract 
Design and development of an open-architecture laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) system 
for in-situ process measurements of the build process during additive manufacture is 
described. The aim of this work is to create new knowledge and contribute towards further 
understanding of complex laser powder interaction through in-situ process monitoring. The 
designed system is sufficiently automated to enable single tracks and high density multiple 
layer components to be built. It is easily transportable to enable measurements at different 
measurement facilities and its modular design enables straightforward modification for 
specific measurements to be made. The system produces components with >99% density, 
hence, the build conditions are representative to observe process fundamentals and to 
develop process control strategies. 
Open-architecture design enabled access to the build area allowing a range of in-
situ measurements such as high energy flash x-ray imaging, camera-based high-speed 
imaging, schlieren imaging and temperature measurements. High speed imaging of the 
LPBF process results reveal that the process is more dynamic than is generally appreciated 
and can involve considerable motion of powder particles and agglomerates in and above 
the powder bed. Many critical process regimes were observed for the first time, such as 
changes in inclination of the laser with varying power and scan speed; and denudation 
became less severe with respects to an increase in layer number. Schlieren imaging results 
enabled the visualisation of the argon gas flow and laser plume propagation in the 
atmosphere above the powder bed. 
In-situ monitoring has been extended to study the effect of ambient pressures from 
a high vacuum to 5 bar positive pressure on the LPBF. Considerable disruption to the 
powder bed is observed at pressures below 20 mbar. As the pressure decreases, the 
expansion of the laser plume prevents particles reaching the melt pool: profiles and cross-
sections of the track reveal a drastic reduction in its cross-sectional area. At above 
atmospheric pressure, argon (up to 5 bar), the process was further disrupted by severe 
plasma formation along with an increase in size and number of spatter. The particle 
entrainment and resulting denudation was reduced, and single-track continuity was 
enhanced. In further study, it has been found that helium, used as shielding gas at higher 
pressure, mitigates negative effects of argon; generates smooth and uniform tracks and 
islands. The smoothness and continuity of built layers at 5 bar in helium was comparable 
to argon at atmospheric pressure, with considerable increase in scan speed.
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
Cost-effective and sustainable manufacturing processes which can deliver components and 
complex assemblies in the shortest possible time frame, providing a quick solution to 
frequently changing industrial needs are highly desirable. Additive Manufacturing (AM) 
has attracted many industries in recent years because of its simplicity and less time to 
market. AM is also known as digital manufacturing wherein three-dimensional CAD 
models, a computer drawing, is printed to form a final functional part. Metal-based AM 
parts have broader application in aerospace components, medical implants and tools, 
precious metal jewellery, high-value automobile engines, aircraft assemblies, customised 
tools and fixtures. 
 AM offers multiple benefits over conventional manufacturing processes, including 
reduced material waste, reduced time to market and manufacturing of intricate shapes that 
are not possible with conventional processes. AM’s layer by layer manufacturing approach 
allows the manufacture of complex geometries in one go, this ability provides designers 
with significantly greater design freedom by reducing manufacturing constraints, enabling 
built parts to be closer to the optimum functional design. Many different types of AM 
processes exist, each has their advantages and disadvantages. These techniques can be 
differentiated by the material, principle, joining mechanism and heat source used [1]. AM 
techniques which use an arc as heat source and wire as material (Wire Arc Additive 
Manufacture-Cranfield University, Hybrid Layered Manufacturing-IIT Bombay) allow 
large components to be made much faster, but at the cost of dimensional accuracy. The 
parts made using WAAM or HLM are called near net shapes, and they need extensive post-
processing to be used in real application. An AM method uses an electron beam as a heat 
source within in a vacuum chamber is called an Electron Beam Melting (E-Beam) process. 
In E-Beam, electromagnetic coils raster the electron beam across each layer of powder. The 
process relies on two-step sequence, first lightly sintering each layer of powder to prevent 
electrostatic charging and repulsion of powder particles followed by an additional pass 
fusing the region defined by the part volume. E-beam produces near-net shape parts which 
further require extensive post processing. AM methods which use a laser as a heat source 
and powder as materials are classified as laser powder blown and Laser Powder Bed Fusion 
(LPBF) processes. In powder blown process, the laser beam melts co-axially flowing 
powder through the nozzle, depositing material forming a 3D component. This technique 
has a limitation in making intricate shapes and overhangs in parts because of the lack of 
support mechanisms during fabrication. In contrast, laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) has 
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an inherent support system, while building intricate shapes and overhangs the un-sintered 
powder act as support. LPBF is the most used rapid manufacturing process in industry and 
one of the fastest growing AM process [2]. LPBF is capable of making components within 
tighter tolerance than other AM processes, although typically associated with smaller 
(<0.064 m3) build volumes. 
1.1 Overview of Laser Powder Bed Fusion 
Laser powder bed fusion produces objects from the powdered material using one or more 
lasers to fuse or melt powder particles on the build surface selectively, layer by layer, in an 
enclosed chamber. It is often referred to by manufacturers’ names and sometimes 
trademarked, for example, selective laser melting (SLMTM). LPBF enables the production 
of complex parts matching the mechanical properties of parts produced through 
conventional manufacturing methodologies. A 3D volumetric CAD model is sliced down 
in layers and transferred to the scanner (2-axis deflection unit) through control software. 
Subsequently, the powder material is spread by a hopper on the substrate and levelled by a 
powder scraper. The geometric information of each layer is transmitted to the laser-scan 
system where a focused laser beam is directed onto the powder bed. The laser beam scans 
the specified area on the layer and melts the powder to make a solid layer. The entire 
process part building takes place inside an enclosed chamber filled with inert gas such as 
Ar which helps in minimising oxidation, removing process by-products and degradation of 
the remaining metal powder. After lowering the powder bed by one-layer thickness, the 
process steps are repeated for each layer respectively until the part is finished. 
Currently, LPBF has been employed to manufacture functional prototypes and 
small production runs of the complicated parts in exotic materials. The processing of 
different materials depends on the availability of the material in powder form. LPBF is 
commercially highly preferable for sectors like aviation that involve low volume 
manufacturing, because of the reduced costs in producing bespoke parts. It can produce 
internal honeycomb or lattice structures with optimised topology, offering weight reduction 
whilst maintaining mechanical strength as well as internal cooling channels, which are not 
possible using conventional processes. SpaceX’s SuperDraco Inconel rocket chamber [3], 
GE’s fuel nozzle LEAP-1A engines [4], Renault Truck rocker arms [5] and structural 
bracket for Airbus Eurostar spacecraft [6] are some complex components that were 
manufactured using LPBF, shown in Figure 1.1. In order to enter into series production; 
increased process productivity is necessary while maintaining consistent quality.  
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Figure 1.1: Famous components produced through LPBF, top left SpaceX’s SuperDraco Inconel 
rocket chamber [3]; top right GE’s fuel nozzle LEAP-1A engines [4], bottom left Renault Trucks 
rocker arms [5]; bottom right structural bracket for Airbus Eurostar spacecraft [6]. 
1.2 Issues with the LPBF Process 
Industries are hesitating to replace conventional processes with AM because of inconsistent 
quality and the high capital cost. The current commercial LPBF machines are also limited 
by smaller build volumes, normally 400 x 400 x 400 mm3 and slow deposition rates (long 
build times). The quality of components produced by LPBF is mainly affected by surface 
roughness, porosity, residual stresses, cracking, delamination, part shrinkage and 
distortion. 
The surface roughness is one of the major limitations in LPBF. Accuracy and 
surface finish of LPBF are typically inferior to conventional manufacturing processes such 
as machining. The built part surface finish depends on the powder particle size and the layer 
thickness used. The fine particle powder sizes and the smaller layer thicknesses produce 
smoother parts but on the cost of longer build time and operator health risk of handling 
smaller particles (<1 µm) [7]. LPBF components need additional and expensive post-
processing operations to finish the mating surfaces. On the inclined and angled surfaces, 
the roughness is mainly driven by the well-known “staircase effect” which also directly 
depends on the layer thickness. The predominate area of current research is in-process 
surface finishing of LPBF components i.e. laser polishing.  
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In LPBF, the high energy localised heat input and inherent high-temperature gradient 
induce a significant amount of residual stress in part. The residual stress has been found to 
cause dimensional inaccuracies, distortions, cracks and delamination during building and 
post-processing stages. There are two stages of stress accumulation [8]; the first is the 
temperature gradient mechanism (TGM) which occurs due to rapid heating from the laser 
beam spot which develops a steep temperature gradient around its perimeter. The second 
mechanism which induces residual stresses is the cool-down phase of the molten top layer; 
as it shrinks due to thermal contraction. In order to minimise the effect of residual stresses 
(distortion), parts are built with a support structure and heated bed. The current research is 
going on in-process mitigation of these stresses, and one of the significant challenges is to 
measure meltpool temperatures in-situ. 
An undesirable porosity is also one of the major damaging factor in LPBF. Many 
factors can contribute to pore formation, including instability of the melt pool [9], the lack 
of fusion between powder particles [10], the laser keyhole leaving a trail of voids [11], the 
narrow powder particle size distribution reducing packing density in a layer [12,13], the 
scanning strategy with insufficient overlap between adjacent tracks [8,14] and the spatter 
and oxidation due to insufficient shielding gas flow [15]. These pore formation mechanisms 
can be eliminated completely by using appropriate process parameters, scanning strategies, 
suitable shielding gas, effective cross flow and minimising O2 in process [8,16,17]. In 
current LPBF machines, however, the major reason causing undesirable porosity is in-
process dynamics such as spatter ejection, plasma generation, beam distortion and metal 
vapor generation, which can drastically reduce the energy availability to the powder bed 
[18]. In order to reduce in-process dynamic issues, either the process can be made robust 
by understanding these dynamics or a feedback control should be developed to capture the 
in-process dynamics and correct for process variances in real time. In both cases, an in-
depth understanding of the process is needed and that can be achieved through in-situ 
process measurements, as presented in this thesis. 
1.3 Aim & Objectives 
The overall objective of the work contained within this thesis is to expand on current limited 
knowledge of the in-process dynamics of the LPBF processes which affect build quality. 
The primary objective includes the design and development of an open-architecture powder 
bed fusion system which allows for easy access to different in-situ and post process 
measurements. In contrast to the commercial LPBF systems, where access is difficult and 
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modification to the system for specific measurements is expensive. The use of different in-
situ monitoring techniques such as x-ray imaging, high-speed imaging, schlieren imaging 
and thermal imaging have been detailed including results on different shielding 
environments. In-situ observations will create additional knowledge for making the process 
more robust for in-process dynamics and will provide suitable input parameters for 
sophisticated feedback control.   
This project was started as a short-term feasibility study funded by the EPSRC 
Centre for Innovative Manufacturing in Additive Manufacturing. The principal aim of the 
study was to determine if x-rays can be used for in-situ imaging of the melt pool during 
LPBF. If feasible, such images might yield new insight into fundamental physical processes 
that occur during LPBF, including how the laser beam couples with the powder bed, the 
powder melting and solidifying processes as well as insight into the formation of pores. 
The x-ray source at STFC is set up for approximately two weeks each summer for imaging 
applications. Experiments were scheduled in the summers of 2015 and 2016 but 
unfortunately issues with the x-ray source meant that on both occasions no imaging with 
the LPBF system could be attempted. However, some preliminary x-ray tests have been 
conducted which are discussed in detail in Chapter 3. In the meantime, the aim and 
objective of the work evolved after reviewing several state of art research LPBF systems 
and discussing with industrial players like Renishaw, SPI lasers, BOC gases etc. Aim and 
objectives pertaining to this project are detailed below. 
In order to achieve the desired objective, the project is further divided into following tasks.  
1) Design, development and characterisation of an open-architecture LPBF system: 
Modular for easy modifications; smaller in size for easy transportation; self-
sustained automation for operating remotely (for high power x-rays); can produce 
single tracks, islands, cubes (multilayer builds) and complex parts with density 
>99%. 
2) In-situ measurements to study in-process dynamics. 
(a) XCT Imaging; develop setup to do in process x-ray computed 
tomography to understand powder packing density as spread. 
(b) X-ray Imaging: a feasibility study of flash x-rays and phased contrast x-
rays for in-situ imaging in the LPBF process. 
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(c) Camera based high-speed imaging: Establish a high-speed imaging 
setup with suitable illumination for the powder bed visualisation at 
particle level magnification; adjustable magnification for imaging of 
single tracks, island and multilayer builds; study effects of different 
parameters including shielding environments with and without shielding 
gas cross flow. 
(d) Schlieren imaging: to study gas flow visualisation with and without 
shielding gas cross flow; study on laser plume formation and expansion 
above the powder bed. 
3) Effect of pressure: extend in-situ measurement work to study the effect of ambient 
pressure: LPBF in vacuum down to 10 µbar and high pressure up to 5 bar. 
1.4 Summary of Chapters 
 Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the thesis, including the primary motivation 
and key ambitions for the work presented. 
 Chapter 2 introduces background information on the laser powder bed fusion 
process and past work on the development of modular LPBF systems, with an 
extended focus on the literature surrounding the use of modular LPBF systems for 
in-situ measurements. Furthermore, different process signatures (features) that are 
important in understanding the in-process status of the process and the past research 
on the development of in-situ measurements are discussed in detail. In the end the 
Chapter summarises the literature and highlighted gaps in the literature. 
 Chapter 3 provides details on the design and development of an open-architecture 
laser powder bed fusion system. It details the design requirements and 
benchmarking of the x-ray sources for in-situ imaging. Then, it details full system 
characterisation from single track to high density 3D component build. 
 Chapter 4 covers the work done on high-speed imaging in the LPBF from single 
track to multilayer builds. It explains the setup modification for direct imaging as 
well as schlieren imaging. It discusses the effect of process parameters on in-process 
dynamics and highlights several new regimes observed in the laser powder fusion. 
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 Chapter 5 discusses effect of sub-atmospheric pressure on the LPBF; single tracks 
and island scans in different vacuum conditions from 20 mbar to 10 µbar are 
reported. Results in form of videos, micrographs and surface profiles are included 
and compared with atmospheric pressure results. 
 Chapter 6 discusses the effect of positive ambient pressure up to 5 bar for argon and 
helium for single layer tracks to multilayer builds. Results in the form of direct high-
speed imaging videos, schlieren imaging videos, surface profiles and micrographs 
and their comparison are detailed.   
 Chapter 7 presents the outcomes of the investigations discussed in this thesis and 
possible areas of future research are also suggested. 
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 
This Chapter aims to provide a background of laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) including 
operating principle, applications, process variants, process parameters and defect 
formation. It will then provide a review of the past work on the development of modular 
powder bed fusion systems for in-situ process studies. Subsequently, it will give details of 
different process signatures (features) that are important in understanding the in-process 
status and the past research on the development of in-situ measurements of these features. 
Background knowledge on some of the post process measurements will also be given in 
this Chapter. The conclusion of this Chapter will then identify the gap in the past research 
based on the literature review and establishes the motivation for conducting this research 
as was discussed in the Introduction Chapter. 
2.1 Laser Powder Bed Fusion 
Powder bed fusion was developed by the University of Texas, Austin USA during the mid-
1980’s, it became the first commercialised system known as Selective Laser Sintering 
(SLS). The process used laser light to selectively sinter powder particles to build a solid 
structure layer by layer. SLS is one of the first 3D printing processes to print components 
directly from CAD models. The powder bed process was initially developed to manufacture 
plastic/ABS prototypes for visualisation purposes in automobile industries and later the 
process had been used for metals and ceramics printing [19,20]. In recent times, each new 
powder bed machine developer has introduced competing terminology to describe the 
process through fusion mechanism, with variants of sintering and melting being the most 
popular. Some of the popular names are Selective Laser Sintering (SLS), Selective Laser 
Melting (SLM), Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS), Laser Beam Melting (LBM) and 
Direct Metal Laser Melting (DMLM). However, the use of a single word to describe the 
powder bed fusion is inherently problematic as multiple mechanisms are possible. The 
recently formed ASTM standard for additive manufacturing terminology defines it as laser 
powder bed fusion (LPBF). There are a variety of powder bed fusion techniques which can 
be differentiated by the material, principle joining mechanism and heat source used in [8]. 
In LPBF, a high-power laser is used to sinter or melt specified regions of a layer of metal 
powder spread on a build platform.  
There is a similar metal powder-bed fusion technology where the input energy is 
provided by an electron beam instead of the laser and is called an Electron Beam Melting 
(E-Beam). Both the E-Beam and LPBF are powder-bed fusion processes that work on the 
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same melting principle. However, there are some differences between the LPBF and the E-
Beam, for instance E-Beam typically requires a vacuum and preheating of the powder bed 
in comparison to LPBF, where the atmosphere is an inert gas at atmospheric pressure 
without preheating. The surface finish of LPBF manufactured components is better 
compared to E-Beam manufactured components. E-Beam is a hot process due to a 
preheated bed, the resulting microstructure is different from LPBF [4,21,22]. Compared to 
other powder AM processes such as the blown powder process, LPBF has an inherent 
support system, while building intricate shapes and overhangs, here un-sintered powder 
acts as support.  
 In LPBF, a focused laser beam melts and fuses submicron size randomly distributed 
powder particles in the form of a layer with the speed of 100’s of millimetres per second 
[9]. LPBF is layer by layer process, in which every layer represents a cross-sectional 
geometry of the component with a thickness equal to the metal powder layer thickness. A 
2-axis deflection unit (Galvo-scanner) coupled with a laser system scans the two-
dimensional geometry (component’s contour and filling pattern) over the deposited powder 
layer and repeats for further layers. LPBF enables the production of complex parts and 
assemblies matching the mechanical properties of parts manufactured using conventional 
processes such as casting and forging [23]. Unlike other manufacturing processes, LPBF 
does not need part specific drawing tooling and pre-production costs. Currently, LPBF is 
popular in high-value manufacturing areas like the medical, aerospace, and tools and die 
making industries where parts are small in quantity but complex in geometry. LPBF gives 
unlimited geometrical freedom to design, allowing engineers to design cost-effective 
complex parts. Although, LPBF has a significant amount of pre and post-processing 
operations. 
 Figure 2.1 illustrates the operating principle of the SLM process; first, the 3D CAD 
volume model is sliced down into layers and transferred to a scanner (2-axis deflection 
unit). Subsequently, the powder material is spread by the hopper on the substrate mounted 
on the piston that moves vertically up and down in the process. The hopper contains a roller 
or knife edge scraper which levels the powder bed; the extra powder is overflowed to 
container. The geometric information of each layer is transmitted to the laser scan system 
where a focused laser beam is directed onto the powder bed. The laser beam scans the 
specified area on the layer and melts the powder to make a solid layer. The entire part 
building process takes place inside an enclosed chamber filled with inert gas such as argon 
(Ar) which helps to minimise oxidation and degradation of the remaining metal powder. 
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After lowering the powder bed mounted on the piston by one layer thickness, the process 
steps are repeated until the part is finished. The f-theta lens ensures uniform focus (flat field 
image) along the plane of interest. 
 
Figure 2.1: Laser powder bed fusion (a) schematic of general LPBF system [8], (b) LPBF in-
process photograph (c) schematic of laser-powder interaction [24]. 
The laser melting of the metal powder is a complex process that is highly sensitive to the 
material properties, powder size distribution, packing density and process parameters. The 
bed looks like a random distribution of spheres. Due to the uncompressed nature of the 
metal powder, the packing density varies between 40% to 60% [25]. As the laser irradiates 
the powder; it is absorbed by the top layer particles and some of the scattered radiation is 
also absorbed by lower particles. Although much of the incident radiation is absorbed by 
the powder particles, a significant portion is reflected. The laser radiation absorbs, reflects 
and scatters multiple times in the powder particles which create pseudo-volumetric heating 
[26]. As the powder particles melt, viscous flow due to surface tension fuse them together 
into a melt pool. Once a melt pool is formed, the energy flows into the melt pool, which 
further transfers it to the surrounding powder through conduction, radiation, and 
convection. In the melt pool, several other complex fluid dynamic elements also influence 
the formation and movement of the melt pool such as the Marangoni convection, the 
Bernoulli effect and recoil pressure [27]. A depiction of this process can be seen in Figure 
2.1(c) [20].  
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Table 2.1: List of commercial machine manufacturer and claimed fusion mechanisms. 
Short Form Full Form Company 
Fusion 
Mechanism 
SLS 
Selective Laser 
Sintering 
3D Systems, USA Sintering 
SLM 
Selective Laser 
Melting 
SLM Solution, 
Germany 
Melting 
DMLS 
Direct Metal Laser 
Sintering 
EOS, Germany Sintering/Melting 
DMLM 
Direct Metal Laser 
Melting 
GE, USA Melting 
LPBF 
Laser Powder Bed 
Fusion 
Additive 
Industries, 
Netherlands 
Melting 
DMP 
Direct Metal 
Printing 
3D Systems, USA Sintering 
LaserCUSING - 
Concept Laser 
GmbH, Germany 
Melting 
MPBF 
Metal Powder Bed 
Fusion 
Renishaw, UK Melting 
Unique advantages such as reduced time to market, design freedom, complex assembly 
consolidation of LPBF enable a wide range of applications. The powder bed fusion was 
limited to prototyping parts for a quite long time after its invention through the mid to late 
1980’s. In the 2000’s, after seeing what additive manufacturing can do, along with 
improvements in materials and parameters used to make parts, various industries have 
adopted additive manufacturing as a way to build real parts and not just prototypes [28]. 
However, over the last five years, the process has significantly improved in terms part 
quality and mechanical strength. Thus, the application in high-value manufacture where the 
material is expensive, complex geometry and limited quantity such as aerospace, luxury 
automobiles, and biomedical industries are the main areas of current application. In 
addition, the future generation LPBF systems are being developed to make the process 
affordable for series production with added mass customisation. The main advantages of 
LPBF are topology optimisation, multi-materials, lattice structures which helps 
significantly in mass reduction of parts which is critical in aerospace applications. 
Aerospace manufacturers such as Rolls-Royce, EADS-AIRBUS, Bombardier, Boeing, GE, 
Air Force Research Lab-US, Aerosud, GKN Aerospace have already started using LPBF 
for manufacturing various complex components. The other key advantages associated with 
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LPBF are porous structures, customisable porosity and hollow geometries which help in 
adapting the technology extensively in biomedical industries. Customised implants for 
example dental crowns, cranial implants, orthopaedics surgery such as the knee and hip 
replacement, have been manufactured using the LPBF. Other potential industries taking an 
interest in LPBF are the luxury automobile and sports vehicle. Renishaw’s lightweight 
mountain bike is one of the examples of it [29]. 
There have been significant technological advancements in LPBF in last few years, 
as such, the process has improved a lot after the introduction of gas atomised powder 
particles due to their spherical nature, flowability and higher packing density [30]. On the 
other hand, as future systems are targeting high volume manufacture, new techniques such 
as quad laser systems are enhancing productivity by approximately four times and helping 
in mitigating the residual stresses in manufactured components [31]. Currently, researchers 
are working to develop a multi-laser system with more than four lasers to increase 
productivity further. Other future improvements include advancements in gas flow systems 
to optimise consumption and process by-products removal. Another advancement is an 
integrated LPBF system with auto powder cleaning, laser machining, heat treatments aim 
to improve productivity and reduce the operator health risk form handling harmful metal 
powders. Additive Industries has integrated multi-build chamber to utilise the laser 
downtime, heat treatment module and cleaning module and surface treatment module to 
enable the process for series productions [32]. 
Processing different metal alloy powders in LPBF must meet requirements such as 
it being formed into spherical powder particles by using any of the atomisation processes. 
A wide range of materials meet these broad requirements, but only a few have been 
commercialised and validated for building high-density components. Recently, a handful 
more have been developed, but there remains a tremendous amount of opportunity in 
processing new material and developing new alloys specifically for the LPBF. Some of the 
materials researched for LPBF are FeTiNi, TiZrNbMoV, ceramics, CoCrMo, WC-Co, 
Inconel 718, Inconel 625, Al 2024, high purity copper, GRCop-84, Niobium, bulk metallic 
glass, stainless steel 316L, TiAl, CMSX-4, Tantalum, W-Ni, AlSi10Mg, Bronze, Gold (18 
carat), Platinum alloy, Silver alloy. The commercially available materials are mostly steels, 
stainless steel 316l, stainless steel 17-4, sports and defence utility maraging steel, tool steel 
(1.2709), structural aerospace material (Ti–6Al–4V), biocompatible implant materials (Ti, 
Ti–6Al–4V, CoCr), high-temperature materials (Inconel 626, Inconel 625, Inconel 718, 
CoCr), Aluminium (AlSi10Mg, AlSi9Cu3) [33,34].  
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There are several commercial metal LPBF system manufacturers available today. Each 
manufacturer master either one or several variations of these printers. Many of these 
systems are available for advanced prototyping and can also be used for producing real 
application functional parts. Currently to make these machines more reachable to series 
production, many companies are developing multi-laser systems with automatically 
integrated systems for powder handling, recycling, cleaning and heat treatment. Table 2.2 
gives details about the top machine manufacturers, their different models, laser power 
capacity, both single and multi-laser, build volume, build rate and the integrated modules 
available. 
LPBF for metals is getting more and more mature every day for many industrial 
applications. However, it cannot be said that it is plug and play technology for functional 
part production. For each new application, the process parameters have to be fine-tuned for 
best performance in terms of part material properties. The manufactured parts are affected 
by a large number of different process parameters with around 130 parameters being 
apparent [35]. In LPBF, process parameters can be lumped into four categories:  
 Laser-related: laser power, spot size and laser properties (wavelength, polarisation 
etc.) 
 Powder related: particle shape, size and distribution, powder packing density, layer 
thickness, spreader type, spreader speed and powder reuse cycle 
 Scan related: scan speed, scan spacing, scan angle and space pattern, scanner 
properties (delays, acceleration) and F-theta lens properties (thermal lensing, 
internal reflection, threshold)  
 Environment-related: bed temperature, gas flow rate properties, O2 level and 
chamber pressure. 
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All the parameters are interdependent and specific to material, machine and component, 
they mutually interplay to affect build part quality. Primary defects which are governed by 
process parameters are porosity, residual stresses, micro-cracks, oxide formation, layer 
delamination, material vaporisation, lack of fusion, part shrinkage and poor surface finish.  
The effects of process parameters have been reported many times by researchers  
such as increase in laser power with an increase in scan speed and a decrease in the laser 
beam spot size leads to the fast and dense processing of metal parts [36]. Whereas, surface 
finish, material properties, the residual stress of final parts are affected strongly by scan 
spacing, scan pattern and scan speed [37,38]. A reduce scan spacing, and higher scan speed 
will lead to lower surface roughness and opposite parameter lead to excessive melting and 
porosity [14,39,40]. The larger the powder particle size means the higher the layer thickness 
and so higher the productivity of the process [41]. However, larger particles size leads to 
higher surface roughness, so optimal powder size distribution is needed to achieve higher 
productivity and improved surface roughness [42]. In recent research, it was found that the 
powder reusability also affects the powder packing density, after the 17th cycle, the 
distribution changes drastically and leaves only big particles in the powder [43,44]. 
Auxiliary system and accessories parameters such as gas flow direction and flow rate also 
influence the final part quality, poor gas flow rate and inappropriate direction lead to 
delamination of layers [45]. In contrast, to maintain the consistent quality of LPBF parts, 
all the possible affecting parameters have to be studied and optimised. Selecting appropriate 
parameters enable acquisition of desired characteristics regarding surface quality, 
productivity and the mechanical properties of the final product.  
As discussed, several defects and issues originate in the process; some can be 
eliminated by post-processing such as porosity by hipping and residual stresses by heat 
treatment but most of them cannot. To mitigate these defects; and to develop control 
strategies to avoid the formation of these defects, robust and in-depth understanding of in-
process dynamics is needed. For this, the process needs to be studied in-situ. In order to do 
in-situ measurements, the commercial system’s modification is difficult for specific 
measurements. Whereas, the current in-situ measurement systems on commercial machines 
are limited to basic build chamber monitoring such as build plate and chamber ambient 
temperature, chamber oxygen concentration, powder bed layer quality. The chamber 
pressure, the gas-scrubbing filter monitoring etc. In the next section, commercial in-situ 
monitoring systems are discussed. 
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2.2 In-situ Measurement Systems on Commercial Machines 
The fundamental issues addressed by current in-situ monitoring systems focus on the 
variability in the state of AM machines, which in turn can lead to build failure. In-chamber 
conditions such as the build plate temperature, the chamber ambient temperature, the 
chamber oxygen concentration, the chamber pressure, the gas-scrubbing filter and the 
recycling powder quality play a vital role in process shifts and the formation of defects. In-
situ monitoring of these properties is critical, is one of the primary aspects of ensuring high 
quality builds, and the first aspect of "process monitoring" to be implemented on 
commercial AM tools. In the last 3 years, a couple of advanced monitoring systems have 
been introduced by major LPBF machine manufacturers. 
 Renishaw plc, UK, has recently introduced an in-situ process monitoring system 
called InfiniAM Spectral for their newly launched RenAM500Q and M quad laser machine. 
The system combines a chamber camera with synchronous sensing of laser power, galvo 
position and multi-spectral melt pool sensing. The system monitors melt pool emissions 
across a wide spectral range including laser frequency using co-axially mounted 
photodiodes. Then “MeltVIEW” software combines all the data from the sensors with 
galvanometer position so that all the information can be accurately mapped and visualised 
[46].   
Concept Laser's “QM Coating” monitors powder bed layer distribution over the 
build surface. It uses a high-resolution camera and flash light to take a picture of the build 
surface before and after layer application. An algorithm calculates a difference image from 
the recorded data. The analyser then decides whether the powder application was sufficient 
and whether the powder dose factor needs to be increased, reduced or renewed coatings 
need to be carried out. “QM atmosphere” module [47] regulates the chamber O2 
concentration and continuously analyses the filter status. regulates the chamber O2 
concentration and continuously analyses the filter status. The machines are fitted with 
several oxygen sensors that monitor the process gas circulation.  
EOS’s EOSTATE monitoring suite is a multi-monitoring tool which comprises four 
different monitoring modules: System and Laser, PowderBed, MeltPool and Exposure OT 
(optical tomography). The powder module monitors powder coating after each layer using 
an integrated camera; MeltPool measures the light emissions from the melt pool by means 
of sensors (photodiodes). In addition, Exposure OT uses an optical tomography technique 
which deploys an eCMOS camera to capture high resolution images of the energy 
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application in the melt pool from the entire build area. It monitors the system status if a 
value deviates from within a pre-defined range, the process is stopped, and the operator is 
informed. [48]. 
SLM Solutions' in-situ monitoring module [49] monitors temperature at several 
locations throughout the machine as well as filter conditions and O2 concentration in the 
build chamber, logging these data every two seconds. Quality Assurance System (QAS) of 
SLM solutions provides in-situ information of layer spreading quality by image 
documentation after powder spreading and after exposure offering the possibility of manual 
adjustment of conditions and limits for error detection. In addition, the critical sensing 
places are the platform, build chamber, pumps, cabinet, optical bench, ambience. QAS 
enables automatic data monitoring of all sensors every two seconds. Control and output of 
temperatures, oxygen control, inert gas pressure and filter conditions [49]. 
As discussed above, many of these in-situ measurement systems provide basic 
measurements towards machine and build failures. They do not provide information on 
process- particle level understanding. In addition, commercial in-situ systems generate 
tremendous amount of data for every layer; analysing and comparing these large data with 
the particle level interaction is challenging. In order to do specific measurements for 
fundamental study of laser-powder interaction, open and modular architecture LPBF 
systems are needed. Where one can easily use any kind of sensor without excessive 
modification to the machine to monitor the LPBF processes. Some modular LPBF systems 
reported by researchers for in-situ process studies are discussed below. 
2.3 Modular AM Systems for In-process Studies 
In order to create enhanced process understanding of complex physical interactions through 
in-situ process monitoring, an open architecture modular LPBF system is needed offering 
accessibility whilst remaining compact; since commercial systems are costly and offer 
limited flexibility. An open architecture system enables complete control over various 
operations such as toolpath generation, control of laser power, travel speed, position of 
beam, beam diameter, triggering of sensors, tracking of the X, Y position of the beam (to 
track sensor data) and access to the beam delivery path etc. Current strategies for process 
optimisation still rely on expensive and time-consuming trial and error iterations. In order 
to minimise such iterations and enhance the critical knowledge base for in-process 
variations, researchers are working on developing high fidelity physics-based simulation 
models, and that too needs a sophisticated LPBF system to validate models. A perfect open-
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architecture system should not only accommodate various sensors and instrumentation used 
to support in-process measurements but also enable implementation of control strategies.   
The in-situ setups proposed in the literature can be grouped into the following major 
categories: (i) open-architecture modular powder bed systems (i.e. developed for specific 
need or general-purpose measurements), (ii) modified commercial systems (i.e. modified 
optical path, modified building chamber) (iii) external in-situ systems (i.e. external sensors 
mounting especially from viewing window of commercial system). A further important 
categorisation regards the sensor mounting strategy, which involves either ‘co-axial’ or 
‘off-axis’ systems. In co-axial configurations, sensors exploit the optical path of the power 
source. In off-axial configurations, sensors are placed outside the optical path, with a given 
angle-of-view with respect to the region of interest. In this section only the open-
architecture powder bed systems are discussed; other types of in-situ setups are discussed 
in the next section with details of in-situ measurement techniques.  
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), USA [50] has designed 
a LPBF testbed with dual purpose: (i) to assess in-process and process intermittent 
metrology methods and real-time process  control  algorithms  aimed  to  enhance  process  
repeatability,  reliability, and part quality; and (ii) to establish  foundations for  traceable 
radiance-based temperature measurements that support high-fidelity process modelling and 
model validation efforts, as well as to study methods for  real-time  thermometry  in  the 
production environment. In addition, it also provides a temperature controlled heated bed 
up to 80 ºC with the capability of heating the system chamber wall up to 250 ºC. Figure 2.2 
shows a CAD model of NIST BPF system for in-situ measurements. Figure 2.2(a) shows 
build mode, where in-process, process-intermittent metrology methods and real-time 
process control algorithms can be tested. Figure 2.2(b) shows radiance-based metrology 
mode for post process measurements. The system has in-line coaxial continuous monitoring 
for thermal measurements using a single point high-speed filtered photodetector as well as 
a coaxial IR imaging system to detect melt pool geometry. 
The system is still in development phase and has not been built completely, this 
project was started since 2014. A recent conference paper published in SPIE journal [51] 
from the group mentioned that: analysis is carried out on a baseline experiment with no 
powder material added, melt pool size measurements collected in-situ are compared to ex-
situ measurements, and results are discussed in terms of temporal bandwidth. Other 
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limitations are: the base plate is manually adjusted to allow powder spread and the size is 
large which may not suit for low quantity powder characterisation.  
Figure 2.2: CAD of LPBF system developed by NIST [50], (a) Build mode and (b) Radiance based 
metrology mode. 
Edison Welding Institute, USA (EWI) [52] has designed and developed a modular powder 
bed fusion system to demonstrate the importance of in-process sensing in LPBF and how 
it can lead to breakthroughs in improving numerical model prediction. The author 
suggested that LPBF must be treated in the similar way conventional manufacturing 
processes are tightly monitored and controlled to ensure quality. The primary objective was 
to evaluate and mature in-process sensing techniques on LPBF test bed to enable quality 
monitoring. The measurements include process deviations, geometry, distortions, bed 
flatness, metallurgical properties, pores, lack of fusion, cracking and validation of 
numerical models. In addition, the test bed was developed to allow sensor evaluation 
without physical or software constraints as it is challenging to install sensors in a 
commercial system. Furthermore, the test bed enables installation of the local sensor as 
near as possible to material fusion. Popular local sensors are (melt pool) photodetector, 
spectrometer, high-speed camera, pyrometer and global sensors, high-resolution imaging, 
laser line scan, global thermal camera (FOV and working area). Figure 2.3(a) shows a CAD 
model of EWI’s test bed with detailed monitoring accessories whereas Figure 2.3(b) shows 
the actual system in place. 
The use of the EWI system for in-situ measurements has been reported few times 
in the literature. Jamshidinia et al. [53] reported the use of the system for in-situ 
measurement of cross contamination in LPBF; three sensors including a spectrometer, a 
photodetector, and a low speed optical camera were used to monitor the process. Other 
applications of the system were reported in powder layer thermal imaging for numerical 
model validation [52], high resolution powder layer imaging [54]. The individual in-
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process studies related to this system are discussed in detail in further section of this 
Chapter.       
Figure 2.3: EWI LPBF test bed, (a) CAD model with all the accessories and (b) actual LPBF 
system in place [52]. 
Fraunhofer ILT [55] has developed a modular powder bed system for development and 
testing of new laser beam sources and optical components. In addition, it can also be used 
for precise laser-based metrology, testing technologies and individual processes studies. It 
is believed that such LPBF system helps in expanding the material database and can enable 
feasibility and process qualification study of variables in the powder bed fusion, as the 
small system needs small amount powder. The rig has additional feature of a heated powder 
bed which can go up to 1700° C. It also supports modification in shielding gas flow system 
to use it to validate simulation and design optimisation. Figure 2.4 shows, the system as 
build, left, scanner and the powder bed, right is the complete system in place. The system 
is newly developed and no results have been reported. However, the system is currently 
being used for feasibility studies towards larger powder bed size. 
Figure 2.4: Fraunhofer ILT’s LPBF system, left, scanner and the powder bed, right is the complete 
system in place [55]. 
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MIT [56]  has reported an open-architecture LPBF system shown in Figure 2.5. The project 
was started with constructing a single-layer, 1-degree of freedom linear test platform for 
initial testing, and then continued to create a multi-layered, galvanometer operated system. 
In order to maximise the use of commercial-off-the-shelf components both to leverage as 
much pre-existing engineering as possible as well as to make modifying and reproducing 
the system rapidly. An open-source, modular software platform from a combination of 
readily available and custom software was used to operate the system, which further helped 
in the rapid modification, reconfiguration, and distribution of the control system. This 
system is also a newly developed system and no results are reported anywhere. However, 
author have claimed that the system will be used to study effect of high ambient pressure 
in LPBF. 
Masmoudi et al. [57] have used a customised LPBF system which allowed LPBF 
under vacuum down to 0.1 mbar in a controlled atmosphere. The system was fitted with 
stepper motor built scanning system inside the vacuum chamber. The author demonstrated 
validation of multiphysics models by comparing temperature profile of melt pool, size and 
depth with simulated profile. Combined with laser-powder and atmosphere interaction for 
vacuum and argon atmosphere.  
In the literature, simple LPBF systems have been reported for example single base 
plate and manual powder spreading with an open optical system for co-axial melt pool 
imaging. One of such systems was reported by Matthews et al. [58]. They have developed 
a powder test chamber which can handle vacuum up to 0.6 mbar. In this, the spreading 
system was manually operated and can only do single layers. The gas flow system is also 
a handheld one to blow argon over the powder bed. The system was used to understand the 
denudation mechanism of single tracks in the vacuum. Islam et al. [59] developed a test 
bed setup and characterised the powder bed fusion process of stainless steel with two 
different test setups. The first setup comprises a simple processing chamber with a 
mechanical powder spreading system and a 200 W IPG Fiber laser with Scanlab scanner 
optics. The second setup utilised an EOS research system EOS M270 with 200 W IPG fibre 
laser. In both the setups, the process chamber was filled with a nitrogen atmosphere and for 
monitoring a Thyssen Laser-Technik TCS pyrometer and a Baumer CMOS camera with 
Cavitar CAVILUX diode laser illumination was used. The author demonstrated that both 
setups showed similar results of the build quality [59].   
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Most of the modular LPBF systems reported in the literature are in the development phase 
and no detailed study or results are available except for the EWI LPBF system. However, 
the individual in-process studies are reported in the next section which also describes the 
type of LPBF system used. 
 
Figure 2.5: MIT’s LPBF system, (a) actual systems in place and (b) CAD model [56]. 
2.4 In-process Studies 
The reviewed literature is mapped with respect to different process signatures, process 
features, associated defects and in-process measurement done either on the modular LPBF 
systems or the modified commercial LPBF system. In addition, challenges that deserve 
further research efforts such as large amounts of data handling, the high sampling rate 
needed to capture fast process dynamics and the lack of variety of samples for highly 
customised products are also discussed. 
In literature, the process signatures can be grouped into four major categories, 
depending on the level of detail required for process measurements. These categories are: 
(i) the melt-pool, (ii) the build chamber, (iii) the powder bed (iv) and, the part. The term 
“build chamber” refers to the closed environment where the part is built: it comprises 
shielding gas, metal vapour, fumes, plasma, base plate etc. Whereas the term “powder bed” 
refers to the thin layer of loose powder deposited by the recoating system. The term ‘part’ 
refers to consolidated material after laser melting such as a single track, area and multilayer 
built. Benchmarking of these signatures and respective in-process studies are important to 
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this work to find gaps in the research, understanding signature characteristics and 
limitations of different optical sensors. This will further help in establishing a motivation 
and building a robust open-architecture LPBF system for in-situ process measurements.   
2.4.1 Melt Pool 
The melt pool is a primary feature of interest in any process that involves a laser beam-
material interaction aimed to achieve local fusion of the material. The stability, dimensions 
and fluctuations of the melt pool determine the stability of the process and quality of the 
parts [60]. In the literature, four fundamental melt pool-related quantities were considered 
for measurement purposes: (i) the size (i.e. the area top and side, depth area), (ii) the shape 
(ellipticity), (iii) the temperature intensity (average or cumulative), and (iv) the temperature 
profile (1D profiles along the transversal and longitudinal direction or 2D profile over the 
entire area). The size, shape and temperature of the melt pool are predominantly affected 
by the process parameters. They strongly influence the porosity, the presence of un-melted 
particles and the partial melting of powder particles within the bulk material, cracking and 
delamination together with the development of residual stresses [61,62]. The melt pool 
features the highest level of detail for in-process monitoring, which also imposes several 
challenges from the measurement aspects. First, the in-process measurement system must 
be able to measure the characteristics of a small region (a few microns) with a sufficient 
spatial resolution and contrast. Second, a very high sampling frequency is needed, since the 
scanning speed in LPBF is in the order of thousands of millimetres per second. 
Size and shape:  
Melt pool depth, width and length are known to be the most important dimensions which 
are often being measured and compared with process instability. A research group from the 
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven [63–65] has developed a co-axial monitoring system which 
is shown in Figure 2.6(a). The optical set-up included a high-speed NIR CMOS camera and 
a photodiode. The laser beam was reflected by a partially reflective mirror towards the 
scanner, and the same mirror enabled the radiation emitted by the melt pool to be captured 
by the two sensors. The partially reflective mirror reflects the laser (1064 nm) towards the 
laser source, whereas the radiation at other wavelengths passes through the mirror. This 
radiation was then split towards the two sensors, which were both sensitive to wavelengths 
in the range. The incoming radiation was integrated into one value representing the melt 
pool intensity. The NIR camera was equipped with a 1280 × 1024 pixel CMOS sensor that 
enables determination of the geometry and temperature distribution of the melt pool. The 
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camera was used to determine the shape and size of the melt pool. The sample rate for both 
the sensors was 10 kHz [66]. Kruth et al. [67] and Craeghs et al. [68] have developed similar 
setup on commercial systems. Figure 2.6 shows melt pool monitoring (a) co-axial imaging 
setup for LPBF (b) thermal camera image of melt pool [62] and (c) CCD camera profile of 
melt pool [66]. This kind of co-axial setups with CCD or CMOS camera can be great tool 
for visualisation for laser-powder interaction, though, these studies have only focused on 
the melt pool emission mapping for part-process failure.  
Zhao et al. [69] used synchrotron radiation to image the interaction of 1 ms laser 
pulses with a powder layer at 50,000 fps. The entire process of melt pool evolution and the 
keyhole cavity formation deep inside the base metal is revealed in considerable detail using 
high-speed x-ray imaging. The dimensions of the melt pool as a function of the laser heating 
time is reported.  
Temperature intensity and profile:  
A co-axial monitoring setup was presented in [70,71], a two-wavelength pyrometer 
connected to the optical unit of laser scanning system by an optical fibre was used to capture 
the melt pool temperature intensity. The pyrometer includes two InGaAs photodiodes with 
a temperature range of 1200–2900 K, a transmission spectrum at central wavelength 
1260 nm with a 100 nm bandwidth; spot diameter area was 560 μm. In addition, a CCD 
camera with a resolution of 560 x 760 pixels was used to measure the image brightness 
profiles along the transversal and longitudinal directions. The sampling frequency used was 
20 kHz [1], with a scanning velocity of 0.12 m/s. Similar setups were implemented on 
commercial systems by [72,73]. Figure 2.7 shows the temperature intensity of the melt pool 
(a) distribution of the brightness temperature along the laser scanning direction at 50 W 
and 0.1 m/s [70] and (b) temperature distribution during melting of SS316L at 30 W and 
0.3 m/s [73]. 
Similarly, a co-axial set-up was proposed by Gestel [62] where one or two CMOS 
cameras (with wavelength sensitivity between 400 and 1000 nm) were used to determine 
the melt pool size, shape and intensity. Another version of the co-axial monitoring set-up 
for LPBF was proposed in [74,75] with two major differences: the presence of a co-axial 
laser illumination source and a pre-focusing unit. The pre-focusing unit was applied to 
avoid axial and lateral chromatic aberrations due to the different imaging properties of 
f-theta lens at wavelengths different from the processing one. Specifically, it enables the 
focal plane to be the same at every wavelength of interest. The illumination beam is 
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deflected by a beam splitter and transmitted to the dichroic mirror. The radiation emitted 
by the melt pool is transmitted through the dichroic mirror and the beam splitter towards a 
high-speed camera and a pyrometer. 
 
Figure 2.6: Melt pool monitoring (a) co-axial imaging setup for LPBF (b) thermal camera image of 
melt pool [62] (c) CCD camera profile of melt pool [66]. 
 
 
Figure 2.7: Temperature intensity of melt pool (a) distribution of the brightness temperature along 
the laser scanning direction at 50W and 0.1 m/s [70] (b) temperature distribution during melting of 
SS316L at 30W and 0.3 m/s [73]. 
Light emitted from meltpool and plasma is the primary source for in-process monitoring 
for shape, size and temperature measurement; so mainly photodiodes and optical cameras 
are used for such measurements. Meltpool and plasma above emits light in broad spectrum 
range from visible to infrared wavelengths. In order to measure the correct meltpool shape, 
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size and temperature, the light from the plasma needs to be avoided. Such setups with high 
magnification optics can generates better images for laser-powder interaction, which is 
missing in these studies. 
2.4.2 Build Chamber 
Functional performances of the part are not only affected by the melt pool but also severely 
affected by the build chamber properties. In addition, the build chamber healthiness also 
affects the machine itself in the long run; deteriorate machine’s performance and can 
damage lenses, the base plate and filtrations systems which could further affect the process  
[76]. The build chamber is an enclosed pressure regulated box made of metal mainly steel, 
which constitutes gas flow inlet and outlet systems, laser input window, lighting systems, 
baseplate, powder scraper. In the literature, four main build chamber signatures were 
considered for in-situ, and post-process monitoring: (i) spatter, (ii) fumes and metal vapour, 
(iii) shielding gas, (iv) base plate temperature/strain. The direction of spatter and the 
amount of spatter provide relevant information for the determination of balling phenomena, 
lack-of fusion or melt pool depth (keyhole or conduction mode) and porosity formation 
[77]. The metal vapour, fumes and plasma ejection are relevant to characterise process 
stability in terms of denudation and process disruptions that affect the quality of the part. 
Shielding gas not only protect the melting material from oxidation but also help in 
removing the process by-products [78]. In addition to the shielding gas flow rate, the height 
of the flow straightener from the powder bed and the type of shielding gas affects the build 
quality mainly porosity and microstructure [76]. Other features such as baseplate 
temperature and strain measurement help in minimising the residual stress in the built part 
[79]. Analogously to the monitoring of these process features imposes challenges in terms 
of required spatial and temporal resolution of the in-situ sensing system. 
Spatter:  
Spatter are the molten metal balls ejected from the melt pool. In the literature, many 
different mechanisms for the formation of the spatter have been mentioned. The spatter are 
entrained in the induced gas flow and move over the powder bed, the direction of movement 
depends on specific scanning parameters. More spatter show the unstable process. 
Furthermore, this spatter can form inclusion in the build parts and inhibit different 
microstructure as they cool faster than the bulk part. In addition, it affects surface finish of 
the top layer as these are 3-5 times larger than the powder particle and stick to the surface 
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[80,81]. In the literature, monitoring of spatter was mainly done by high imaging 
direct/thermal imaging techniques.  
Bayle et al. [82] measured the spatter ejection (ejection of liquid droplets) at 
different operating conditions mainly stable and unstable conditions. For this, experiments 
were carried out on PHENIX-PM100 machine equipped with a 50 W CW fibre laser with 
laser spot size 80 µm. The powder used was stainless steel 904L powder from OspreyTM, 
with granulometry 95% of powder with less than 16 µm size and powder layer thickness 
was set to 40 µm. For imaging, an infrared camera and pyrometer were mounted inside the 
build chamber. In addition, a 25 mm objective was used, coupled to a ring lengthening 
piece in order to increase magnification and improve spatial resolution. The acquisition 
frequency was varied from 2031 Hz up to 3556 Hz by reducing the size of the imaging 
window. In the process, the beginning of the scanning line, intensive removal of liquid 
metal droplets was visible. As it can be seen in Figure 2.8, droplets are ejected mainly in 
the direction of the laser beam scanning, the size observed was much larger than the size 
of the deposited powder and measured velocity was in the range 0.5–5 m/s. The author 
suggested that particles are emitted in the direction of beam displacement, similar to 
billiards game, except very few of them, which are emitted in the opposite direction (Figure 
2.9). Further results show the velocities of the particles travelling backwards were much 
lower than those travelling forward. These are important observations by the author and 
relevant to the work done in this thesis. However, captured images lack magnification and 
show poor contrast making it difficult to see individual powder particles. 
 
Figure 2.8: Thermal camera image of the spatter (a-d) beginning of melting and spatter balls 
ejection, (c-g) explosion and ejection of larger balls from the melt pool, (h) end of scanning vector 
[82]  . 
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Figure 2.9: Thermal camera images captured with acquisition frequency f=2031, (a-g) Spatter 
travelling in forward and backward during laser melting [82]. 
Repossini et al. [77] developed off-axial setup to acquire and characterise the spatter-related 
information during the LPBF process on Renishaw AM 250 machine. The spatter formation 
was imaged in under, over and normal melting conditions. In-situ image acquisition 
equipment consisted of a high-speed camera (Olympus I-speed 3 with CMOS sensor) in 
the visible range (about 400–700 nm) placed outside the protective window of the build 
chamber as shown in Figure 2.10(a). The high-speed camera was equipped with a Tamron 
SP 17–50 mm F/2.8 lens, images were acquired at 1000 frames per second. Patterns of 
spatter spatial spread under different melting conditions in the two builds were included in 
experimentation. It has been shown that the number of spatters observed in normal melting 
conditions was lower than the number in under- and over-melting. In addition, the under-
melting state yields a similar number of spatters to the one in the normal melting state, with 
a comparable spatial spread but with a smaller average area. Whereas, the over-melting 
state yields a more substantial number of spatters than the normal-melting state with a 
larger spatial spread, but with a smaller average area (Figure 2.10(b)). 
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Figure 2.10: Fig. 10. (a) Off-axial setup (b) Scatterplot of spatter and LHZ descriptors; blue 
crosses: under-melted, green squares: normal-melted, red circles: over-melted. (scan direction left 
to right) [77]. 
Lane et al. [83] developed off-axial setup (45° viewport) on EOSINT M270 machines. 
Experiments were carried out using an extended sensitivity range InSb camera (< 1 μm to 
5.3 μm) to measure lower temperature phenomena. In order to measure at shorter 
wavelengths, a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) 50 mm short-wave infrared (SWIR) lens 
and filters were used. In the results, hot particles could be seen being ejected from the melt 
pool generally opposite the laser scan direction. In addition, based on motion blur 
elongation and camera integration time, particle velocities were calculated and observed to 
range from almost stationary to between 11.7 m/s and 15.3 m/s. In the setup optical 
resolution was limited to measurement of smaller particles, though some ejected particles 
were observed that exceed 200 μm diameter. 
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Liu et al. [81] experimented on SLM machine DiMetal-100 fitted with a 200W fibre laser. 
High-speed photography was used to understand spatter behaviour during single track 
experiments. Furthermore, the influence of energy input on spatter behaviour (size, 
scattering and jetting height) was investigated by adjusting the laser power. Consequently, 
two different types of spatter were identified: droplet spatter and powder (sideways) spatter. 
Author reported that energy input affects spatter behaviour, including spatter size, 
scattering state and jetting height significantly. The general trend was that the higher energy 
input leads to intense spatter generation. 
Qiu et al. [61] undertook a systematic study of the effect of laser scan speed and 
powder layer thickness on porosity using a commercial Concept Laser M2 system. SEM 
images of sample surfaces revealed an increase in surface roughness and weld track 
irregularity when either the scan speed or powder layer thickness were increased above 
certain (process-specific) thresholds. Increases in surface roughness were correlated with 
an increase in internal porosity. High-speed videos were recorded at 10,000 frames per 
second (fps) through the system viewing window. The optical resolution of ~150 µm per 
pixel was insufficient to resolve individual powder particles and their interaction with the 
laser, although the number of incandescent powder particles ejected backwards from the 
melt pool was observed to increase with increased thickness of the powder layer. 
 
Figure 2.11: High speed imaging showing the interaction between the laser beam and powder 
layers at specific settings [47], the images show increase spatter with increase in layer thickness (a) 
20 µm; (b) 40 µm; (c) 60 µm; (d) 80 µm; (e) 100 µm. The arrow shows the laser scan direction [61]. 
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After reviewing the literature, it is clear that, it is extremely challenging to record images 
through the viewing window of commercial LPBF systems with sufficient magnification 
or contrast to see individual powder particles in the powder bed. 
Fumes and metal vapour:  
After the shielding gas, build chamber comprises fumes and metal vapour ejected from the 
melt pool, though, quantity is small in the build chamber compared to shielding gas, but 
concentration above the melt pool is significant. In common, generation of these products 
are associated with laser material processing; generation quantity is dynamic and mainly 
depends on processing parameters. In LPBF, the shielding gas blows the fumes and metal 
vapour away from the build chamber continuously through the outlet. However, sometimes 
due to unexpected process dynamics and inefficient gas flow, the extraction is not entirely 
100%. It is known from the literature [60], that the fumes and generated metal vapour 
absorb the laser power and could further go into a stage of ionisation and resulting in 
plasma. Furthermore, the laser absorption in plasma can further reduce the laser power 
availability at the powder bed. Metal vapour and fumes also could contaminate the powder, 
the optical window and the build part. In-situ measurement of metal vapour or fumes has 
not been reported yet for LPBF. There are significant measurement challenges for the 
application of sensors and their limitation of installation near to the melt pool. There are 
few cases in the literature where researchers have observed and highlighted the generation 
of metal vapour which is explained below. 
Ly et al. [84] reported metal vapour jet which causes induced gas flow and particle 
movements. The author carried out experiments, creating ultra high-speed image sequences 
of the laser-driven melt pool motion for tracks produced on a flat metal substrate recorded 
and compared them to those recorded for a substrate covered by a layer of metal powder 
and with the simulation results. The author claimed that the effect of a vertically-oriented 
metal vapour jet is causing a low-pressure region and pulling in the surrounding gas. The 
setup includes, a 600 W fibre laser (JK lasers, model JK600FL) was directed through a 
3-axis galvanometer scanner into a 15 × 15 × 15 cm3 vacuum chamber through a high purity 
fused silica window. Then, the vacuum chamber was evacuated using a pump and 
subsequently purged with Ar.  
An ultra high-speed camera with an optical resolution of ~5 µm with microscope 
optics was placed outside the chamber to image the melt pool. Imaging was performed at 
up to 100k fps frames per second (fps) using either a 700 mW, 638 nm CW diode laser or 
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a low coherence 810 nm to illuminate on the surface. Author claimed that, the inward flow 
of the ambient gas is sufficient to entrain powder particles, which can become incorporated 
into the melt pool or ejected with the metal vapour. Imaging of the melt pool with an optical 
resolution of ~5 μm per pixel enabled this particle motion to be observed, with particles 
ejected backwards with respect to the scan direction (Figure 2.12) or vertically upwards, 
depending on the process setting. These single track and single spot measurements prove 
useful for informing powder-level numerical models but are not part of a characterised 
build process. The experimental system for imaging comprised scanning a single laser track 
in a powder layer that had been spread manually on to a metal substrate, protected with an 
inert gas from a localised jet. 
Figure 2.12: High resolution images of the melt pool formation and ejection recorded at 100k fps 
by [84], the images show rapid heating and incandescence of the entrained particles, As the laser is 
scanned from leſt to right, particles are observed being swept up and backward with the arrow 
denoting the movement.  
Matthews et al. [58] reported high-speed imaging at 500K frames per second, exhibit that 
the metal vapour flux emitted from the melt pool at low pressures may sufficiently expand 
into a wide plume as compared to a narrower jet at higher pressures. Typical experimental 
parameters show intensive evaporation of metal within the melt pool. The author also 
observed that the metal vapour was expelled normal to the surface with a velocity close to 
the thermal velocity associated with the surface temperature. The author further 
investigated in the same article that the depletion of metal powder particles in the zone 
immediately surrounding the solidified track (denudation), which can affect porosity and 
surface roughness. It was proposed that denudation at ambient pressure is caused by the 
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intense evaporation of metal vapour from the melt pool, which produces an inward flow of 
the ambient gas towards the melt track due to the Bernoulli effect (Figure 2.13). Images 
recorded shown poor contrast and are focussed on the melt pool whilst scanning a single 
laser track in a representative powder layer.  
 
Figure 2.13: High speed imaging of melt track progression and powder movement under the 
influence of the metal vapour Bernoulli effect. The images show particles being incorporated into 
the meltpool and ejecting rearward direction relative to laser scan direction [58]. 
Gunenthiram et al. [85] noted the complexity of performing diagnostics during the LPBF 
build process and so recorded single track images in a similar system to [58] but with a 
powder layer that moved on a translation stage below the laser. The motion of powder 
particles towards the melt pool due to the metal vapour was again observed, but again high 
magnification on the melt pool prevented the formation of the denuded region from being 
imaged 
Zhao et al. [69] used synchrotron radiation to image the interaction of 1 ms laser 
pulses with a powder layer at 50,000 fps. Vapour-driven particle motion was observed and, 
additionally, the dynamic keyhole development beneath the powder bed could be seen. In 
this case, the powder bed was only 450 µm wide to enable transmission of the x-rays and a 
single laser spot was illuminated. 
As seen in the literature, higher magnification images have so far focussed on the 
melt pool whilst scanning a single laser track in a representative powder layer, and have 
been published since the start of this PhD. To date, the behaviour of the powder bed away 
from the melt pool has not been imaged, nor have the effects of scanning adjacent tracks 
and multiple layers during a full build been investigated, apart from the work reported in 
this thesis. 
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Shielding Gas:  
Shield gas is used to create an inert atmosphere which protects metal from oxidation during 
laser melting. Researchers also claimed that it increases weldability and enhance the quality 
of weld significantly [86,61]. The most common shielding gases used in the laser melting 
are argon (Ar), Nitrogen (N), Helium (He), Carbon dioxide (CO2) and mixtures of all these 
gases. In the LPBF, shielding gas serves dual purpose, first, protect the melted metal from 
oxidation and second, remove process byproducts like smoke, spatter, metal vapour and 
ensure the chamber is clear. There are several features of shielding gas and gas flow system 
which affect the part significantly such as the type of shielding gas, ionisation potential, 
flow rate, inlet system design (nozzle diameter and height), outlet temperature and 
recycling efficiency. Standard systems are available for in-situ monitoring of the shielding 
gas general properties such as temperature, flow rate etc. The more challenging is the in-
situ monitoring of interaction of the melt-pool and shielding gas during the build. In the 
literature, in-situ visualisation (monitoring) of LPBF is not reported, but there is some work 
from welding gas flow visualisation which is explained in the next paragraph. 
 
Figure 2.14: Gas flow visualisation mainly density gradient using schlieren imaging during TIG 
welding of hot and cold flows [87]. 
Bitharas et al. [87] reported a high-speed schlieren imaging setup to visualise alternating 
shielding gas flow in GTAW welding process. Schlieren imaging facilitates observation of 
transient flow features during GTAW, due to change in refractive index gradient. Setup 
includes, two 100 mm diameter, parabolic field mirrors with a focal length of 1.27 m were 
located approximately two focal lengths apart. The system was aligned in a Z-type 
arrangement; the first mirror collimated the light from the light-emitting diode (LED) 
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source whereas the other mirror focused it to a spot. In the results, a 13% increase in weld 
penetration was observed with the alternating shielding gas method compared to the ‘pre-
mixed’ case reported. Figure 2.14 shows the steady-state schlieren images of shielding gas 
flow (argon) during TIG welding process, with the arc (hot) and without the arc (cold). 
Furthermore, flow gradients, bulk flow and turbulence near to the melt pool are visible in 
the Figure 2.14. 
Dadbakhsh et al. [88] have done a post process study on effects of gas flow in LPBF 
using a commercial system MCP Realizer SLM machine. Argon gas was pumped into the 
chamber, and a cross draft is maintained in order to keep the O2 level below 0.9 percent. 
The study showed that gas flow direction can influence the quality and mechanical 
properties of stainless steel parts produced by the LPBF process. Furthermore, the 
temperature distribution and cooling rate fo the part affected by the build layout; gas flow 
influence deformations appearing in final parts. However, homogeneous temperature 
distribution could be achieved by laying the parts perpendicular to the gas flow, the results 
into decreased delamination.  
In the laser powder bed fusion, no such in-situ shielding gas flow visualisation and 
optimisation techniques have been reported. 
Base plate (Temperature/Strain):  
The build plate also known as the base plate is the support plate where the part is built layer 
by layer. Its primary purpose is to support part from delamination or warpage. Temperature 
and strain (deformation) are the two most important features associated with the base plate 
and to be continuously monitored to produce geometrically accurate parts. The key 
challenge is accessibility for such sensors if it is not part of commercial systems. In order 
to keep the build chamber sealed, no measurement equipment or wires can breach the seal 
that surrounds the build chamber without significantly modifying the machine. A few of 
such in-situ measurements reported in the literature are explained in next paragraph. 
Dunbar et al. [89] reported an enclosed instrumented system named “vault”, is 
designed to be used in the LPBF machines. The vault was designed to bolt into the build 
plate without requiring modification to the machine. The machines and material used in 
this experiment were EOSINT M 280 AM machine and Inconel 718. The vault, shown in 
Figure 2.15, is designed in such way that all measurement systems can be placed inside of 
the machine while keeping it separated from the metal powder. Furthermore, a 0.81 mm 
thin substrate is used to maximise distortion from the build. Distortion measurements are 
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completed using the M-DVRT-3 Lord Microstrain differential variable reluctance 
transducer (DVRT) displacement sensor. The DVRT produces in-situ measurements of the 
displacement in the build direction throughout the build process. Temperature 
measurements were completed using K-Type thermocouples. The results were recorded for 
the systems using a small low power computer placed inside the vault. All measurement 
systems were attached to the lower face of the substrate to prevent obstruction of the LPBF 
build process. The experimental results show that using a constant scan pattern causes 
increased distortion in the build by 37.6% as compared with the rotating scan pattern for 
the build geometry. Furthermore, the results of the experiment are compared with the 
simulated distortion. 
 
Figure 2.15: The “vault” system designed for in-situ temperature and strain monitoring from the 
commercial powder bed machine [89]. 
Sutcliffe et al. [90] reported a built in residual stress dynamometer for in-situ strain 
measurement, was designed to be fit in with the baseplate of Renishaw AM machine. The 
base plate built in dynamometer comprises 16 load cells mounted in parallel and two 
thermocouples under the base plate. Results were recorded at 100 Hz sampling rate for 
building pillars on induvial load cell, then building a solid block on the pillars. The 
measured results show that, stress was predominantly in the direction of scan; the order in 
which scan vectors are deposited had an effect on the residual stresses; and residual stresses 
are not just dependent on the material but also on the developed material parameters. 
Similar experiments for LPBF in-situ strain measurements using strain gauges in the 
bottom of the build plate have been reported by Shiomi et al. [91] and Van Belle et al. [92]. 
Wu et al. [93] reported post process residual stress measurement of the parts built 
using a Concept Laser M2 and stainless steel 316l. A digital image correlation method for 
measuring surface level residual stresses was presented and used in conjunction with the 
neutron diffraction method to assess the effect of specimen geometry and process 
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parameters, explicitly scanning strategies and laser power/speed, on residual stress 
development. Two types of specimens were built; first, L-shaped specimens were designed 
to facilitate neutron diffraction measurements. Secondly, prism specimens were built to 
highlight the effect of length scale on residual stress development. The 5 x 5 mm2 island 
scanning strategy was adopted in the preparation of the L-shaped specimens. In the case of 
prisms, the scanning pattern was varied between a continuous scan, 3 x 3 mm2 islands, and 
5 x 5 mm2 islands (with a hatch angle perpendicular to the base in both cases. The author 
claimed that combined stress-relief-via-sectioning and digital image correlation provide 
surface residual stress measurements without surface conditioning or finite element 
analysis. Results obtained using this approach are in good agreement with near-surface 
neutron diffraction measurements made on the same part Figure 2.16(a) and (b). 
Consequently, the author demonstrated the ability of this method to provide not only 
qualitative insight into process-induced residual stresses but also quantitative surface level 
residual stress measurements. 
 
Figure 2.16: Residual stress measurement by DIC (sectioning) method and neutron diffraction for 
L shaped bracket at 400W and 1.8 m/s. (a) Contour plot (b) 3d plot [93]. 
2.4.3 Powder Bed 
This category of observable signatures consists of the powder bed. In this case, in-situ 
acquisition can be performed after or during the deposition of the powder itself. The main 
quantities of interest are: (i) uniformity, (ii) temperature intensity/profile (iii) packing 
density (iv) laser absorption/scattering. In situ determination of these properties are 
important to detect defects caused in powder spreading due to recoater bouncing or 
particles/spatter dragging or other recoating system damages. In addition, the temperature 
stability from one layer to another and the temperature profile of each layer are additional 
features to be used to identify important process characteristics. A poor packing density, 
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inhomogenous powder bed and non-uniform temperature distribution can be a reason for 
increased porosity which can also change the powder bed laser absorptivity which could 
further result into over or under melting [94]. 
Homogeneity:  
Homogenous thickness powder layer is vital for high density builds. However, 
measurement of such properties of the powder bed is not as difficult as the other process 
features discussed earlier. A simple low frame rate visual camera can be used, but still, the 
location of the camera is critical as the best suitable location is where the scanner is 
mounted.   
Foster et al. [54] used an image-processing approach for the detection of local 
powder bed defects and the edge detection of the slice. These defects included unfused 
particles dragged across the bed and irregularities caused by a bouncing effect of the 
recoater (Figure 2.17). In the setup, a 36.3-megapixel single lens reﬂex (Nikon D800E 
SLR) camera in visible range was used, mounted inside the EOS M280 build chamber with 
multiple ﬂash modules to collect multiple pictures with varying illumination both after the 
powder bed deposition and melting.  
 
Figure 2.17: In-situ image showing powder layer spread defects due to recoater blade failure and 
sintered particle drag [54]. 
Erler et al. [95] proposed a topographic reconstruction of the powder bed for in-situ 
inhomogeneity measurement. For this, a 2D laser displacement sensor was used to form a 
3D powder bed topography, aimed at detecting both the powder bed non-uniformity and 
the scanned surface irregularities. The sensor operates on the principle of optical 
triangulation, with a spot area of 40 × 25 µm. A linear axis system to move the sensor over 
the powder bed surface was used. In principle, the in-process detection of powder bed 
defects can be used to activate corrective actions, like a re-deposition of the powder bed 
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and, when possible, the substitution of a worn recoating system. It has been shown in the 
Figure 2.18 that the topography images, and histograms of good (Figure 2.18(a)) and 
inferior (Figure 2.18(c)) powder layer spread with a standard deviation of (Figure 2.18(b)) 
6 um and (Figure 2.18(d)) 9.7 um.  
 
Figure 2.18: In-situ topography images and histograms of good (a) and inferior (c) powder layer 
spread; standard deviation of (b) 6 um and (d) 9.7 um [95]. 
 
Figure 2.19: Low-coherence interferometric, (a) on powder layer, (b) on melted layer; resulting 
coloured profile plots, (c) on powder layer, (d) on melted layer [96]. 
Neef et al. [96] reported a co-axial sensing technique low-coherence interferometric also 
termed inline coherent imaging (ICI), suitable for co-axial monitoring of the LPBF process 
at high frequency. A typical ICI system consists of a low-power broadband light source, a 
high-speed spectrometer and fibre based Michelson interferometer. These sensors were 
integrated into an EOS M250 machine production setup. This approach is for powder bed 
uniformity analysis and monitoring of the surface slice patterns. The proposed setup is 
based on the sensor with a maximum scan rate of 70kHz. Results showed an example of 
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surface topology reconstruction for both loose powder and molten material as shown in 
Figure 2.19. A similar setup was used by Kanko et al. [97]. 
EOS GmbH [48] recently released software, called EOSTATE, that utilises an 
integrated a 1.3 Megapixel industrial camera in the ceiling of an EOS machine processing 
chamber. Images are taken after each layer and run through edge detection algorithms. 
Furthermore, data on the edges are stored to create a record of part layers. In the sequence, 
the recoating step is completed and a second image is taken and run through an edge 
detection algorithm. If any edges are detected, it signifies insufficient recoating. In the 
outcome, the process can be paused for evaluation or recoating can be repeated before 
continuing. 
Temperature Intensity/profile: 
The temperature of the powder bed can give us critical information about the build status, 
as one can compare the temperature throughout the process to understand how temperature 
is increasing. Furthermore, inhomogeneity in the powder bed temperature leads to change 
in microstructure and resultant anisotropic material properties. To some extent, it also 
affects the side surface roughness as a hotter region can attract loose powder particle from 
the bed. 
Islam et al. [59] compared two different test setups by measuring temperature 
profiles and using on-line photography of the powder bed. The first setup was in-house 
developed and second used a commercial EOS M270. Both the setups included similar 
lasers and monitoring equipment (Thyssen Laser-Technik TCS pyrometer and a Baumer 
CMOS camera with Cavitar CAVILUX diode laser illumination). The process chamber 
had a nitrogen atmosphere, and the process parameters were kept the same in both cases. 
In the results, two test setups showed similar behaviour in the process temperatures 
according to the changes of energy input. Whereas, the maximum process temperatures 
were attained with energy inputs of approximately 1000 J/mm3.  
Wenger et al. [98] proposed two different setups by mounting two thermal cameras 
at different places aiming to integrate a thermal imaging system for the powder bed and 
melt pool into a laser sintering system (DTM Sinter station 2500). The first experimental 
setup allowed for observation of the entire powder bed surface for measuring the 
temperature distribution Figure 2.20(a). The scanner head was replaced by the thermal 
imaging system to observe the surface through the laser window. A wide-angle lens with a 
focal distance of 12 mm, resulting optical resolution of 1.5 mm per pixel on the powder 
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bed surface was used. This resolution was sufficient to analyse the temperature distribution. 
In the second setup, the camera was placed adjacent to the scanner head with an observation 
angle of 23°. This setup permitted measurement of the melt pool’s temperature while the 
process was on. A telephoto lens with a focal distance of 50 mm was used. It has been 
shown in Figure 2.20(b) and (c), a camera image showing non-uniform temperature on the 
bed and the average temperature for single scan lines.   
 
Figure 2.20: Temperature profile measurement; (a) setup, left after melting and right in-situ 
before melting. (b-c) thermal camera image of powder layer and the average temperature for 
single scan lines [98]. 
Packing density  
Packing density (PD) of powder is critical as the higher PD leads to less porosity and high-
quality parts [99]. In the literature, it is clear that PD mainly depends on the powder particle 
distributions and to some extent on the type of spreader. In-situ measurement of PD is 
challenging as the only the top is visible and visual cameras are not suitable for such 
measurements.  
Jacob et al. [100] developed an in-situ specimen used to determine the powder bed 
density on the build plate inside a LPBF machine. In this approach, packing density was 
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measured by using a special container (Figure 2.21) which captures the powder spread over 
the build plate during the LPBF process, such that the powder can be removed without 
losing any powder or damaging the container shell. The author claimed that such an 
enclosed specimen would also protect the powder from the effects of post-machining, as 
well as any climate conditions until the density measurements could be performed. The 
container was a hollow cylinder with a conical lid which allowed the user to capture the 
metal powder from different locations on the build plate. This design also enabled the user 
to open the lid manually without removing any solid material from the specimen body and 
without contaminating the enclosed powder. The author described that the measurement 
method using the closed container approach is a robust and reliable in-situ method to 
determine the packing density of a LPBF machine. 
 
Figure 2.21: Container for packing density measurement, left cross-section and right specimen on 
build plate [100]. 
Kallman et al. [101] used the XCT (x-ray computed tomography) technique for powder 
packing density measurement. For this, two different powder materials were packed into 
24 specimens of several physical densities that were independently measured using the total 
mass-volume method. The specimens were then scanned by the MicroCT system, the data 
analysed and compared in order to study the effects of powder characteristics on x-ray 
attenuation.  
Absorption/scattering  
Variability of laser radiation absorption can alter the part quality especially increased 
porosity due to under melting or over melting conditions. Furthermore, the absorption 
characteristics of powder layers in LPBF are dynamic and need to be monitored to select 
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optimal processing parameters. McVey et al. [102] conducted experiments to measure the 
amount of energy reflected and transmitted through the range of thicknesses of a preplaced 
powder layer using an integrating sphere. This technique was used to estimate the 
attenuation coefficients for pure Fe and pure Cu powders, each with three powder size 
distributions, during Nd:Yag and CO2 laser irradiation. The laser power used was 8 and 12 
W with an unfocused spot size of 0.5 cm diameter for CO2 and Nd:YAG laser respectively. 
A ZnSe beam splitter was used for the CO2 laser, and a fused silica beam splitter was used 
for the Nd:YAG laser. An integrating sphere was used to integrate the laser energy obtained 
during transmission through, or reflectance from, the powder layer. In addition, a 
thermopile detector, in conjunction with a low noise amplifier, was used with the 
integrating sphere. A specially designed sample holder made of stainless steel was built to 
enable reproducible placement of varying powder layer thicknesses. Furthermore, the 
stainless steel holder utilised ZnSe cover glass and fused silica during CO2 and Nd:YAG 
laser irradiation, respectively, as a transparent coupling media between the powder and the 
integrating sphere. The holder employed an annular ring that allows the accurate thickness 
of the powder layer by “scraping” the powder layer across the ring. It has been shown that 
the greater beam penetration and a decrease in the estimated attenuation coefficients with 
the larger powder particles, the copper powder, and the lower wavelength of the Nd:YAG 
laser.  
 
Figure 2.22: Absorption measurement test setups, (a) Shao et al. [103] (b) Wu et al. [104]. 
Shao et al. [103] presented a lumped method based on heat transfer for laser absorptivity 
measurement. The absorptivity of some powder materials such as Cu, Fe, Al, NiO, Al2O3, 
ZrO2, SiC, to YAG laser was investigated. A test device was developed as shown in Figure 
2.22(a). The powder materials to be measured were put onto a copper-made heat sink, a 
YAG laser was irradiated onto the powder material layer, and the temperature of the heat 
sink was measured. In order to control the measurement accuracy, three thermocouples 
were embedded to the top, the middle and the bottom of the heat sink. The laser was 
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irradiated for 20 s with power ranging up to 150 W. The results show that the absorptivity 
of powder materials to a YAG laser is higher than the bulk materials. 
Wu et al. [104] developed a ray-tracing model and compared data with experiments 
to estimate absorptivity of material powder. The measurement was performed during 
heating and cooling period. Figure 2.22(b) explains the setup: diode laser radiates on to the 
powder layer and resulting increase in temperature was measured using three 
thermocouples in the bottom and IR camera from the top. A similar setup was reported by 
Rubenchik et al. [105]. 
2.4.4 Part 
The part is the output of the process, is always crucial to monitor the condition of it while 
building. However, the part is buried in the powder, and only the top layer is visible for 
measurements. The layer (slice) dimensions and the melted layer properties such as 
flatness, surface roughness affect the overall part quality in terms of geometric dimensions 
and induced porosity. In the literature four main quantities related to build part are 
considered for in-situ measurements; (i) top and bottom temperature (ii) top surface 
roughness and edge effect (iii) deformation/strain (iv) single track geometry. There are 
several challenges to measure these features as one need a high-speed and high-resolution 
optics and a camera system. It is similar to fitting the high-speed microscope into the 
machine. Researchers have used different techniques to measure these features and more 
explanation can be seen in the next section. 
Top and bottom temperature: 
Temperature of the slice (top layer) can give information about the part stability with 
increasing height and if the temperature increases or decreases or shows nonuniformity; it 
can lead to process failure. High-temperature gradients and thermal nonuniformities of the 
part’s slice cause residual stresses, distortions and inﬂuence the microstructure.  
 Furthermore, variations in wall thickness over the height can cause heat 
accumulation; mainly in the filigree part areas and can be detected by utilising 
thermographic monitoring during the build process either on-axis or off-axis [106,107]. In 
addition, necessary adjustments in the process parameters to achieve a homogeneous 
temperature field perpendicular to the build direction can be identified. Figure 2.23 shows 
the in-situ temperature measurement of turbine blade and investigations on macro scale 
simulations. 
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Figure 2.23: In-situ part temperature measurement and comparison, (a) simulated results (b) 
experimental results [106]. 
 
Figure 2.24: Top surface thermography, (a) single frame – melting start and finish, (b) maximum 
temperature measurement [108]. 
Krauss et al. [108] performed layer-wise monitoring of the temperature distribution of the 
part slice to gather information about the process stability. For this, integration of an off-
axis mounted uncooled thermal detector to the build chamber of EOS M270 commercial 
AM machine (200W Yb fibre laser, the spot diameter of 70 μm) was done. The 
microbolometer thermal detector aimed at a view angle of 55 degrees on this platform, 
reached a pixel resolution of approx. 250 μm per pixel and operated at 50 Hz. In addition, 
the solidification of the layer was monitored that enabled the identification of hot areas in 
an early stage of built and helped to avoid process interruptions. Potential quality indicators 
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were identified from spatially resolved data, and these have been correlated to the resulting 
part properties as shown in Figure 2.24. 
Surface roughness & Edge effect  
Surface roughness is one of the major hindrances in rapid production because of LPBF 
components must go through time-consuming post-processing operations. Since, only the 
top layer is visible, in-situ measurements of side surfaces are not possible because of the 
surrounding powder. Furthermore, an in-situ measurement of the top layer surface pattern 
exposes irregularities that may be caused by different defects, including spattering, balling, 
porosity and local distortions. Eventually, this information can be further used to implement 
a real-time correction system to reconstruct the printed slice [109]. In addition, top layer 
characteristics also allow detecting elevated edges and other surface irregularities that may 
have a substantial impact on the wear of the recoater blade and the consequent defect 
propagation within the building area [110]. The primary challenge in such in-situ 
measurements is requirements of high-resolution long-distance optics.   
Zur Jacobsmuhlen et al. [111] proposed an in-situ surface roughness measurement 
using a thresholding method by comparing the monitored descriptor image against an 
empirical threshold. The author proposed a fast image processing operation of images 
captured at the end of each layer through the high-resolution off-axis camera in the visible 
range. For this, a high-resolution monochrome CCD camera in combination with a tilt and 
shift lens was used.  The descriptor was defined as the product of the area and the mean 
intensity of the region of interest. The proposed approach involved the estimation of 
different descriptors, including the relative elevated area and the number of detected 
elevated regions. Furthermore, both 2D and 3D mappings of the spatial locations of pixels 
corresponding to the elevated areas were constructed to visualise the regions of the 
produced parts where this kind of defect was detected in-situ. 
Zhang et al. [88] proposed a fringe projection system for in-situ surface roughness 
measurement for the top layer; the experiments were conducted on the testbed structure of 
the LPBF machine designed and developed by the Edison Welding Institute, USA (EWI). 
The full setup of the fringe projection system on this machine chamber is shown in Figure 
2.25. A machine vision camera (PointGray Flea3, resolution 4096 × 2160 pixels) with a 
50 mm lens for high-resolution imaging of the build process was used. In addition, a DLP 
projector was mounted on top of the chamber, illuminating the powder bed at an angle of 
approximately 35° through an anti-reflection coated window. The author claimed that this 
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kind of system is suitable for measurement of the profile height of each layer and surface 
patterns of the scanned slice. 
 
Figure 2.25: Fringe projection system for powder bed surface roughness measurement [88]. 
Deformation/Strain (Residual stresses)  
The LPBF parts may show different kinds of dimensional inaccuracies and geometric 
deviations from the nominal model. Regarding the size of the part especially the height and 
shrinkage measurements were reported by various authors, even some time opposite effect 
expansion of the part (larger than the nominal) was also reported. Furthermore, these 
distortions show a common source of inaccuracy in LPBF. In some cases, a combination 
of both shrinkage and distortion can form a curved profile on down-facing surfaces which 
are intended to be flat. These undesirable deformations strongly impact the quality and 
functionalities of the part for different reasons. First, it deteriorates the dimensional 
accuracy of the part, second, it may interfere with the recoating system, increasing wear 
and affecting the powder layer uniformity [112]. Measuring the distortion in part in-situ is 
challenging because only the top layer is visible, although slice by slice measure can give 
overall part deformation at the end of the process. 
Dunbar [89] proposed a setup for in-situ distortion measurement of the part during 
the process. These measurements were performed using a Lord Micro strain differential 
variable reluctance transducer (DVRT) displacement sensor attached to the underside of 
the baseplate. This allowed the author to investigate the effect of scanning strategies on the 
build distortions. Figure 2.26(a) shows the substrate with sensors and Figure 2.26(b) shows 
results of distortions captured for the first three layers for accumulated distortion in the 
vertical direction (z) due to rotating scan patterns. 
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Figure 2.26: Part deformation measurements, (a) post build substrate with sensors, (b) comparison 
of distortions in Z direction accumulated by changing scan patterns for three layers [89]. 
 
Figure 2.27: Image captured in-situ of thermal distortion during build [54]. 
Another in-situ measurement of deformation measurement was reported by Foster et al. 
[54], it used a 36.3-megapixel single lens reflex camera (SLR) mounted inside the build 
chamber with multi-flash modules to collect multiple pictures with varying illumination 
both after the powder bed deposition and again after melting. In addition, a 28 mm focal 
length lens which allowed resolution of about 50 μm/pixel across the entire 250 × 250 mm2 
baseplate was used. In the results, Figure 2.27 shows the image captured in-situ of thermal 
distortion during the build which can be a potential cause for recoater blade failure. 
Track Geometry 
Single tracks are critical to the overall quality of the components. In addition, its 
characteristics such as smoothness, full melting, width, wetting angle are the primary to 
study process stability. Analogously to the monitoring of the melt pool, the monitoring of 
the process along the scan path imposes challenges in terms of required spatial and temporal 
resolution of the in-situ sensing system.  
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Figure 2.28: ICI imaging of single track profile, (a-d) 430 um layer thickness, (e-h) 80 um thick 
powder. (a) and (e) before laser melting, (b) and (f) in-situ data laser melting, (c) and (g) after 
melting, (d) and (h) Post photographs of tracks [97]. 
A co-axial sensing technique was proposed by Kanko et al. [97]; it consists of a low-
coherence interferometric technique, also known as inline coherent imaging (ICI). A typical 
ICI system consists of a low-power broadband light source, a high-speed spectrometer and 
fibre-based Michelson interferometer as previously stated. ICI systems were assembled 
into the two different powder LPBF systems; one to investigate the melt pool and 
surrounding area where the imaging beam passes through the scanner and whereas in the 
other setup, imaging is in line with the fibre laser beam for higher speed measurements. It 
allows detecting different kinds of single track defects, including balling, under melting, 
over melting and other surface irregularities. Furthermore, a spatial mapping of melt pool 
morphological properties was created to highlight regions of the scan path where deviations 
from the normal melting state occurred. Figure 2.28(a-d) show results of single track 
co-axial inline measurement ICI imaging of 403 um thick layer and Figure 2.28(e-h) shows 
results of 80 um thick layer. 
Another in-situ measurement of a single track was done by Bertoli et al. [113], they 
reported off-axial high-speed imaging systems (250000 fps) for LPBF for two different 
powders: gas atomised and water-atomised. The obtained experimental results were 
compared with simulation results. This study was done to quantify simulated cooling rates 
and compare then with experimentally determined ones. 
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2.5 LPBF in Vacuum 
To date, very few papers have investigated the laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) of metals 
at sub-atmospheric pressures [57,58,114,115]. The perceived advantages of sub-
atmospheric pressure include reduced porosity and surface roughness in the fabricated part, 
similar to that achieved with laser welding. Remaining pores that are not filled with 
shielding gas would be removed more effectively by hot isostatic pressing. Other potential 
advantages stated by these authors include reduced oxidation and the control of crystal 
orientation. 
Zhang et al. [114] melted single layers of pure Ti powder with a fibre laser at 
100 µbar. At this single pressure, the authors varied the laser power and scan speed; and 
found acceptable density (close to 100%) and surface porosity only at very low scan speeds, 
≤0.02 m/s. The density was already reduced to 95% at a laser scan speed of 0.1 m/s, 
decreasing steadily to 70% at 0.6 m/s. The width and height of a single melted track were 
both significantly reduced, this was attributed to the increasing metal vaporisation due to 
the reduction in boiling temperature at low pressure. The authors claimed that balling was 
completely avoided at low pressure. 
In a subsequent publication, the same group scanned single tracks in stainless steel 
powder and investigated the effect of reducing the chamber pressure from 1 bar to 1 mbar 
whilst again varying the laser scan speed [57]. This time, consolidated tracks were only 
observed at pressures ≥100 mbar for 0.1 m/s scan speed: below 100 mbar, no powder was 
consolidated and only re-melting of the solid substrate occurred (Figure 2.29). The lack of 
powder consolidation below 100 mbar was again explained in terms of increasing metal 
vaporisation due to the reduced vaporisation temperature at low pressure. The authors 
concluded that reduced pressure requires an increase in scan speed (or a decrease in laser 
power) to limit material vaporisation. The apparent contradiction with their previous 
observations [114] at 100 µbar and low scan speeds was not addressed. 
Sato et al. [115] melted single layers of Ti-6Al-4V powder on to stainless steel 
substrates at 50 nbar. At a very low scan speed of 0.01 m/s, they observed a surface 
roughness (Ra = 0.40 µm) which was significantly lower than the most abundant powder 
diameter of 35 µm and the largest powder diameter of 88 µm. Imaging at 60 frames per 
second (fps) revealed that no spatter was produced from the melt pool at this low scan 
speed. At 0.01 m/s, the surface roughness (Ra = 25 µm) and spatter had both increased to 
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resemble the LPBF process more closely. The authors concluded that, at sub-atmospheric 
pressures, the sputter free process at low laser scan speeds improves the surface roughness. 
 
Figure 2.29: Effect of vacuum on SS 316L tracks prepared by the SLM process (a) 995mbar, (b) 
500mbar, (c) 250mbar, (d) 100mbar, (e) 10mbar, (f) 1mbar at 0.1 m/s [57]. 
Matthews et al. [58] investigated the depletion of metal powder particles (denudation) in 
the zone immediately surrounding the solidified track, which can affect the porosity and 
surface roughness of built parts. The width of the denuded region was measured after 
scanning laser tracks across layers of Ti64 powder in a vacuum chamber. The width 
increased as the pressure was reduced from 1 bar down to 13 mbar (Figure 2.30), and was 
attributed to the increased velocity of the evaporation plume from the melt pool and the 
associated increase in particles entrained towards the melted track by the inward flow of 
the ambient gas.  
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Figure 2.30: Montage of 1.2 x 0.25 mm optical micrographs (top) and height maps (bottom) of the 
solidified melt track within a powder layer at 225W and 1.4 m/s as a function of ambient Ar 
pressure (shown above image slices in Torr) [58]. 
The width then decreased from 13 mbar to a local minimum at 3 mbar, before increasing 
again as the pressure was further reduced to 660 µbar. The decrease and subsequent 
increase in the denuded zone width was attributed to the onset of molecular (or rarified) 
flow and the outward expansion of the evaporation plume counter-acting and eventually 
dominating any inward flow of the ambient gas. An alternative explanation involved 
asymmetrical heating of particles close to the laser spot which were then propelled away 
by the vapour flux generated, transferring momentum to remove adjacent powder particles. 
However, this second explanation was not preferred because smaller diameter particles 
were preferentially removed below 3 mbar, whereas asymmetrical heating should affect 
particles of all diameters equally. High-speed images were recorded close to the melt pool 
at atmospheric pressure using a localised jet of inert gas, and so this mechanism at lower 
pressures was not confirmed. 
Laser welding at sub-atmospheric pressure is well established in the literature [116] 
and has received increased attention recently for joining thick materials using solid state 
fibre and disk lasers. The penetration of a keyhole weld is typically twice that achieved at 
atmospheric pressure, with an associated reduction in voids in the weld seam and an 
increase in weld pool stability. The deep, narrow weld is similar to that achieved with 
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electron beam welding but without the production of harmful x-rays associated with that 
technique. The improved penetration at reduced pressure is attributed to two principal 
effects: the reduction in the metal vaporisation temperature, so that less energy is required 
to create and maintain the keyhole; and the increase in laser energy reaching the workpiece 
due to reduced absorption and scattering of the beam by the atmosphere. Clearly it is not 
the objective to introduce a keyhole during LPBF, but the effects of laser processing at sub-
atmospheric pressures are informative for this study. 
In laser welding, the keyhole depth increases as the ambient pressure decreases 
[116,117] due to the decrease in vaporisation temperature at reduced pressure: the mean 
temperature of the molten keyhole surface is reduced [118] so that the same incident laser 
power is absorbed along the surface of a deeper keyhole. The penetration depth becomes 
independent of the ambient pressure below some threshold pressure (Figure 2.31). This 
effect has been explained in terms of the total pressure acting inside the keyhole to keep it 
open, which is the sum of the atmospheric pressure, surface tension, hydrostatic pressure 
and weld speed pressure  [118]. Ignoring the relatively small contribution from the 
hydrostatic pressure, the lowest pressure that can exist in the keyhole occurs for low weld 
speeds under a complete vacuum and is the pressure PC due to the surface tension only. 
Hence reducing the atmospheric pressure below ~Pc/10 has no noticeable effect on the 
penetration depth. At sub-atmospheric pressures, the reduced vaporisation temperature 
accounts for ~40% of the increase in penetration depth seen in laser welding [117,118]. 
 
Figure 2.31: Bead surfaces and cross sections of disk laser welds in SUS304 stainless steel plate at 
different speeds under various pressures [118]. 
Absorption of the incident laser beam in the laser evaporation plume (metal vapour and 
plasma) occurs via the inverse Bremsstrahlung process. The improved penetration depth at 
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reduced pressure for CO2 lasers operating at a wavelength λ≈10 µm has been explained in 
terms of reduced inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption [119]. The lower temperature of the 
vapour plume, combined with its reduced density, reduced the degree of ionisation to the 
extent that the plasma was almost completely suppressed at low pressure. However, the 
solid-state fibre and disk lasers used for welding and LPBF operate at λ≈1 µm. They 
produce weakly ionised plasmas (< 5%) and the inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption, which 
varies with λ2, is therefore 100 times less significant than for a CO2 laser. Kawahito et al. 
[120] measured the attenuation of a probe laser beams propagating through the laser plume 
above a keyhole and showed that it scaled with λ-4. They therefore concluded that Rayleigh 
scattering dominates due to small particles of condensed metallic atoms with diameter 
~100 nm, at least in the plume above the keyhole; neither Mie scattering from larger 
agglomerations of condensation particles (which has no λ dependence) nor inverse 
Bremsstrahlung absorption are significant. At sub-atmospheric pressures, reduced Rayleigh 
scattering due to the reduced density of small condensation particles accounts for an 
increase of 10–20% in the incident laser power [118,120]. This effect, combined with the 
reduced vaporisation temperature discussed in the previous paragraph, accounts for the 
doubling of the penetration depth observed in practice. 
2.6 LPBF in High-pressure Atmosphere 
Recent high-speed imaging of the laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) has shown that the laser 
plume of metal vapour and plasma from the melt pool induces a flow in the shielding gas, 
which entrains powder particles towards the track [58,69]. The resulting depletion of 
powder (denudation) increases the likelihood of porosity and the surface roughness of built 
parts. If the pressure is decreased in the transition region between hydrodynamic and 
molecular flows, particle entrainment increases due to the increased speed of the laser 
plume [58]. Eventually the expansion of the laser plume prevents the entrained particles 
from reaching the melt pool. Further pressure decreases into the molecular flow regime 
cause particles to be only repelled away from the melt pool by the laser plume. In some of 
the gas assisted laser drilling processes, it has been observed that he laser plume velocity 
reduces with an increase in pressure [121]. 
An increase in ambient pressure might reduce denudation, due to a decrease in the 
laser plume velocity and the resulting induced flow in the shielding gas leading to less 
entrainment of powder particles. A reduction in the recoil pressure from the laser plume 
might lead to a more stable melt pool and a smoother build. It might also reduce 
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condensation coating on machine windows from evaporation of metal from the melt pool. 
It increases the vaporisation temperature that might allow use of higher energy densities 
and increased scan speed without boiling the material. To the best of the authors’ 
knowledge, few researchers have reported the use of above atmospheric pressure in laser 
LPBF. Gieseke at al. [122] reported the development of 3 bar pressure capable laser LPBF 
system to process low boiling point metals such as magnesium. It has been said that the 
3 bar pressure will increase the boiling point by 127 ºC to 1220 ºC allowing for wider range 
of laser power and scan speed to increase the build speed and improve material properties. 
Although. the authors have not reported any experimental results or studies so far in this 
area. 
2.7 Summary 
A detailed literature review on modular laser powder bed systems and in-situ measurements 
studies performed on both the modular LPBF systems and the commercial machines have 
been presented. In addition, few papers available on LPBF feasibility in vacuum and 
positive ambient pressure have also been discussed. Despite the number of papers on in-
situ process measurements, little research has been presented regarding the in-situ micro 
laser-powder-atmosphere interactions. 
The design of an open architecture LPBF system was primarily determined by the 
requirements for in-situ x-ray access as explained in Chapter 1, however from the literature, 
several other gaps have been found in the research. The current in-built, in-situ sensing 
systems are limited to basic process monitoring for build failure detection. In contrast, the 
modular LPBF systems have shown tremendous potential for such measurements and most 
of the current state of art research investigating critical process interactions came from such 
systems. However, as seen in the literature, many systems just represent AM for producing 
single layer and single tracks only. A few other systems are still in the development and 
characterisation phase by research groups such as NIST [36] and Fraunhofer ILT [41] and 
no results are available. 
Regarding the in-situ measurements using the high-speed imaging techniques, the 
research is limited to single layer builds; and the recorded images through the viewing 
window of commercial LPBF systems shown insufficient magnification and poor contrast 
to see individual powder particles in the powder bed. Whereas, higher magnification 
images from the modular LPBF systems have so far focussed on the melt pool whilst 
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scanning a single laser track. Despite the direct impact of ambient gas on the process, no 
study on in-situ gas flow interaction and visualisation have been reported. 
 Very few researchers have investigated the LPBF process of metals at sub-
atmospheric pressures. The perceived advantages of sub-atmospheric pressure include 
reduced porosity and surface roughness in the fabricated part, similar to that achieved with 
laser welding. Research in this area is insufficient to explain the complex laser powder 
interactions under vacuum: the pressure and laser settings required for a successful process 
have not been established and no multi-layer builds have been undertaken. 
No literature is available for LPBF in positive ambient pressure up to 5 bar. Though, 
there are few papers explaining powder particle movement and denudation. The primary 
aim of this work is to explore the unknown regimes in the process including minimising 
such particle movements and denudation.  
Considering the limitations mentioned above and gaps in the research, motivation 
of this work was established as explained in Chapter 1. In the following paragraphs, a 
chapterwise description of the work contained within this thesis is discussed with the aim 
of mitigating limitations associated with the LPBF processes interactions. 
Chapter 3 reports the design of a compact and fully automated open-architecture 
LPBF system for in-situ measurements. It discusses the flexibility of the LPBF system to 
enable access to a range of in-situ measurement techniques including x-rays. It further 
discusses, the calibration and characterisation of the LPBF system for building single tracks 
and high density >99% multiple layer builds. Chapter 4 details the high-speed imaging of 
the laser-powder-atmosphere interaction whilst building multiple layer builds with best 
magnification and contrast to date in order to see individual powder particles. Several 
regimes of the laser-powder interactions which have never been reported and/or visualised 
are discussed. In addition, schlieren imaging for shielding gas flow visualisation including 
cross draft in LPBF is discussed. Chapter 5 reports on the high-speed imaging to investigate 
the interaction of the laser beam with the powder bed at sub-atmospheric pressures to 
provide some process understanding for future implementation in LPBF. Several regimes 
are visualised for the first time; analytical solutions and micrograph results supporting 
arguments made within this thesis are discussed. Chapter 6 discusses the use of high 
pressure atmosphere up to 5 bar in LPBF which have not been reported before. The results 
obtained using the high-speed direct and the schlieren imaging, micrographs and area 
profile measurements for single track and multiple layer builds are discussed. The Chapter 
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also discusses the use of helium atmosphere at high pressure in LPBF, the results are 
visualised and compared with argon atmosphere results, and the outcomes are discussed in 
detail. 
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Chapter 3. LPBF System Design and Calibration 
3.1 Introduction 
The LPBF system described in this Chapter was designed as part of a feasibility study to 
use x-rays for in-situ imaging of the melt pool during metal LPBF. The open-architecture 
design of the system also enables flexible access for other process measurements in addition 
to x-ray imaging, including high-speed imaging, shielding gas flow and temperature. In this 
Chapter, the design of the open-architecture LPBF system and its performance validation 
are described. The results of specific process monitoring applications, and the 
understanding of process fundamentals provided by them, will be reported in further 
Chapters. As an outcome of this work, a journal article entitled “An open-architecture 
metal powder bed fusion system for in-situ process measurements” was published in 
the peer-reviewed Additive Manufacturing journal as an open access [17].  
The design of the LPBF system was determined by the requirements for x-ray 
access. The aim of the x-ray measurements in the feasibility study is to yield process 
understanding, rather than validating the quality of parts during their build. Such images 
will yield new insight into the physical processes that occur during LPBF, including the 
powder melting and solidifying, fluid dynamics in the melt-pool and the formation of pores. 
One example where this insight might be useful is in improving the high-cycle fatigue life 
of titanium components produced by AM, which is dominated by cracks that nucleate at 
near-surface pores. A better systematic understanding of the relationships between the 
process parameters and the size, density, and three-dimensional spatial distribution of pores 
might be used to eliminate their detrimental effect on fatigue life, without resorting to 
additional costly process steps such as hot isostatic pressing [123]. 
As explained in Chapter 2 (Literature Review), x-ray access to the powder bed is 
extremely difficult in a commercial LPBF machine. Obviously the complex and compact 
machinery is not optimised for x-ray passage to the powder bed and modifications to the 
powder delivery system, build platform and laser delivery would be prohibitively 
expensive. In the literature, nobody reported a multilayer capable LPBF system for in-situ 
x-ray imaging.  Initial x-ray imaging experiments were conducted at STFC (Science and 
Technology Facilities Council, UK) in 2015 with the Vulcan laser to understand the 
feasibility of flash x-ray monitoring in the powder bed fusion. Sufficient intensity and 
spatial resolution for imaging were achieved. However, the broadband source produced 
high-energy x-rays that were absorbed by the detector but not by the stainless-steel powder 
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particles, producing insufficient contrast to image individual particles. Alternatively, the 
long-exposure phase contrast x-ray source at UCL (University College London, UK) 
explored and found to best to provide sufficient contrast to see individual particles. 
3.2 Requirements for the LPBF system 
Our objective is to record in-process x-ray images around the melt pool in a metal powder 
bed. We are interested in imaging a region ~500 μm long that incorporates the melt pool 
with un-melted powder in front and solidifying material behind. Of particular importance 
is realistic heat conduction away from the melt-pool and the ability to monitor pores 
through multiple build layers. A short exposure time is required to effectively freeze the 
motion of the melt-pool as it moves across the powder bed at speeds up to several hundred 
mm/s. Successful x-ray imaging therefore requires that: 
• the intensity of the x-ray source is sufficient to record short exposure images 
through the build plate and any other metal in the beam path; 
• the spatial resolution is sufficient (~1 μm) for individual powder particles to 
be imaged; 
• the image contrast is sufficient to resolve small variations in x-ray absorption 
in the powder layer above the noise in the image. 
X-ray sources with these characteristics can be set up at the Science and Technology 
Facilities Council Central Laser Facility (STFC CLF) in the UK. The ultra-high intensity 
Vulcan laser (power ~1015 W, light intensity 1021 W/cm2 pulses) can drive a compact 
particle accelerator when focussed on a solid foil target [124]. The short laser pulse (~few 
ps) produces a plasma and drives electrons at relativistic energies through the foil. These 
electrons interact with the solid material of the foil to generate high-energy Bremsstrahlung 
x-rays that emerge from the rear surface of the foil in a diverging cone from a spot of less 
than 100 μm across. These x-rays have a broad energy spectrum (10’s keV to 5 MeV), a 
duration of a few picoseconds and sufficient intensity to record projection images through 
thick metallic objects [125,126]. The time between x-ray pulses is ~15 minutes, determined 
by the repetition rate of the Vulcan laser. The diverging x-ray beam emerges horizontally 
into a test room, with an included angle of approximately 40° as seen in Figure 3.1. The 
operator is stationed in a separate control room to avoid exposure to the burst of x-rays, 
gamma rays and charged particles produced by the compact accelerator. 
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Clearly then, the LPBF system must be sufficiently portable to operate in the x-ray test 
room with automated operation from the control room. Its design should minimise the 
amount of metal in the x-ray path to the melt-pool. Experiments require a small number of 
fully fused layers to be deposited, over which a powder layer is spread in readiness for the 
x-ray pulse. The x-ray pulse is requested from the Vulcan control room, and LPBF system 
laser is synchronised to scan across the powder bed and to be at the centre of the imaging 
region when the x-ray pulse arrives. It must be possible to deposit multiple layers 
automatically and remotely in order to monitor the development of pores between 
successive layers. 
 
Figure 3.1: In-situ flash x-ray imaging setup and the powder bed setup 
3.3 LPBF system design 
The open-architecture LPBF system is shown in Figure 3.2 and 3.3. It comprises a powder 
reservoir and spreader block that are moved as a single unit by a stepper motor and lead 
screw. The powder is gravity-fed and deposited in the build area as the spreader block 
moves linearly in one direction; the excess powder is removed as the spreader block returns. 
The build plates are 80 × 40 mm2 coupons that are bolted to a rectangular support assembly 
that is rigidly connected to the vertical stage (z-axis). A circular hole in the support 
assembly leaves clear passage for the x-rays to pass from below the powder bed. Powder 
layers of the desired thickness are produced by lowering the support assembly with the 
vertical stage (Standa 8MVT40-13-1, ~10 nm resolution). The rectangular support 
assembly moves as a ‘piston’ within the surface plate: a Teflon O-ring around the edge of 
the rectangular support prevents powder falling through the gap with the surface plate. 
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As noted above, the STFC Vulcan x-ray beam emerges horizontally into the test room with 
a total included angle of 40°: the desired x-ray beam diameter and direction are selected 
from within that cone with lead bricks. Two x-ray imaging directions are accommodated 
in the current design. The length of the slot in the spreader block can be set to <1 mm in 
the y-direction so that a thin line of powder is deposited in the x-direction. In this case, the 
LPBF system is positioned so that the central region of the x-ray cone passes horizontally 
through the test region, as shown in Figure 3.2(b). However, a thin powder stripe is not 
representative of the heat flow away from the melt pool in the standard process, especially 
for multiple layer deposition. Hence a second mode of operation is enabled by the circular 
hole in the support assembly. In this case, the LPBF system is raised so that the upper 
portion of the diverging cone of x-rays passes through the hole in the support assembly. 
X-rays making an angle of between 12 and 57 degrees to the powder bed pass directly 
through the build coupon and powder layer, as shown in Figure 3.2(b). X-rays out with this 
range of angles are absorbed by the support assembly. This observation direction enables a 
powder layer of full width to be spread and the vertical ‘edges’ of the powder at the front 
and one side of the melt-pool to be imaged. For both imaging directions, the detector is 
placed ~1.5 m behind the LPBF system to yield a spatial resolution in the image of 
approximately 1 μm. 
Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic of the open-architecture powder bed fusion system. (b) Passage of x-rays, 
either at 12° to 57° to the horizontal, or horizontally, through the powder-bed. 
The powder in each layer is melted with light from a single mode fibre laser (SPI 400 W 
continuous wave, 1070 nm) which is scanned over the powder surface (Raylase MS-II-14 
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scanner with 163 mm focal length f-theta lens). A PC remotely controls the vertical 
movement of the support assembly, the movement of the powder spreader and the laser 
illumination and scanning. The build area on the coupon is approximately 30 × 30 mm2. 
The maximum build depth is approximately 10 mm for the motion limit of the vertical 
stage. After processing, the metal coupons are removed for analysis. 
The LPBF system is enclosed in a detachable shielding gas chamber made of clear 
5 mm thick Perspex sheet, of size 350 × 230 × 220 mm3 (Figure 3.3). The shielding gas 
chamber is sealed to a baseplate using a Perspex flange and a silicon gasket (diameter 
4 mm) that fits into a groove that runs completely around the baseplate. The chamber has 
inlet and exhaust ports for filling the shielding gas and providing a gas flow across the 
powder bed during builds. For a shielding gas that is heavier than air, the chamber is filled 
from a port close to the baseplate and the lighter air is exhausted from the port in the top 
surface of the chamber.  
 
Figure 3.3: The open-architecture LPBF system with the shielding gas chamber in position (a) 
photograph and (b) schematic 
When using a shielding gas that is lighter than air, the ports are reversed so that the lighter 
shielding gas enters at the top and expels the denser air from the bottom port. Once the 
oxygen concentration is reduced to <0.5% (measured using a Grove O2 gas sensor) the 
shielding gas inlet is switched by an external valve to a second inlet port that is midway up 
the side of the shielding gas chamber to provide a constant flow across the powder bed 
during the build. A removable flow straightener (not shown) can be connected to the inlet 
port and mounted adjacent to the powder bed if required. The exhaust gas runs through a 
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water bath to remove potentially harmful nanoparticles produced by the process. The laser 
beam passes through an anti-reflection coated UV-grade fused silica window in the top 
surface of the shielding gas chamber. 
The key requirement of the spreading system is that it produces an accurate and 
repeatable powder layer thickness, and does not create excessive shear forces on previously 
deposited layers. Figure 3.4 shows a cross-section of the spreading system at its midpoint. 
It comprises two main components: the carriage is supported on the rails and is driven 
backwards and forwards across the build coupon by the stepper motor and lead screw; and 
the spreader block that is connected to the carriage by fine pitch screws. The spreader block 
contains a V-shaped reservoir from which the powder is fed by gravity to sit between the 
two cylindrical spreaders. Clearly moving the whole reservoir is slower than spreading the 
powder with a separate wiper arm but an additional mechanism to deliver a metered dose 
of powder is avoided. Hence, gravity feed was chosen for simplicity and because build 
speed is not the primary concern for investigations into the process that involve single 
tracks and small build volumes. The design incorporates a piezoelectric shaker attached to 
the spreader block that can agitate the powder during spreading, but it has not been used in 
practice to date. 
 
Figure 3.4: Detail of powder spreading system. (a) Front view showing the powder spreader block 
mounted on its carriage with the fine pitch screws to adjust the height of the spreaders above the 
surface plate. (b) Side view (cross-section) showing the relative height of the spreader above the 
surface plate 
To deposit a layer, the carriage and spreader block move across the build plate in the 
forward spreading direction from the start position indicated in Figure 3.4(b), and then 
return to the start position. The ‘rear’ spreader with respect to the forward spreading 
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direction, on the left in Figure 3.4(b), is 100 μm higher than the ‘front’ spreader. Hence the 
forward pass of the spreader block leaves an excess depth of 100 μm of powder that is 
scraped off by the front spreader as it returns to the start position. The depth of each powder 
layer is determined by the height of the front spreader above the surface plate, the amount 
the z stage moves down between layers plus the consolidation of the powder from the 
previous layer. The height of the front spreader is set by adjusting the height of the spreader 
block below the carriage with the fine pitch screws (0.5 µm per degree rotation): feeler 
gauges are inserted between the front spreader and the build plate to determine the height. 
We have tested tungsten carbide spreaders in the form of knife edges and cylinders. In both 
cases the spreader motion was jammed by the build-up of particles between the rigid 
spreader and the build plate. Therefore, we currently use silicon cord of diameter 3 mm. 
 
Figure 3.5: Process flow diagram 
The vertical movement of the platform, the movement of the powder spreader and the laser 
illumination and scanning are controlled remotely by a computer, a block diagram of 
process flow is shown in Figure 3.5. LabVIEW code takes as input the LPBF process 
requirements such as number of layers and layer thickness and controls all aspects of 
depositing each powder layer. To start a build, the shielding gas valves are activated 
remotely to fill the shielding chamber: when the O2 sensor reports the desired concentration 
the shielding gas is switched to flow across the build area. The code then drives the z-stage 
controller to lower by the amount required for a given powder layer depth. The motion of 
the powder spreader system is initiated: an Arduino Uno drives the lead screw forwards 
and then backwards until micro-switches attached to the extreme positions on the guide rail 
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are activated. With a powder layer deposited, LabVIEW passes control to a SCAPS USC-
2 [127] card and SAMlight laser marking software [128] which control the laser power and 
scanning unit. Hence the system has complete flexibility for laser power and speed, and 
scan geometry including hatching. 
3.4 System Calibrations 
3.4.1 Beam Profiling 
Laser beam characteristics such as spot size, focal point, beam quality (M2) and power 
distribution are critical to producing high quality repeatable parts through the LPBF 
process. These properties need to be checked regularly and must be controlled if deviate 
from the nominal value. In our system, it is further critical, as high-quality results need to 
be produced every time. For this measurement, a camera-based beam profiler consists of a 
camera SP928 [129], profiler software Beam Gage Professional [129], beam attenuation 
accessories LBS 300s and set of ND filters were used to profile the laser beam. In the setup, 
as shown in Figure 3.6(a), the beam from the f-theta lens was coupled with the camera 
using a LBS-300-NIR wedge that passes 1% of the beam to the camera. The wedge consists 
of a beam splitter lens and a mirror as shown in the Figure 3.6(a). A thermopile beam dump 
was used to dump the rest (99%) of the laser beam. A combination of two stackable neutral 
density filters provided by Ophir was employed in front of the camera, each with different	
attenuation capacity to reduce the laser power further. The beam splitter is designed in such 
way that the preferential polarisation selection effect of a single wedge is cancelled out and 
the resulting beam image is polarisation corrected to restore the polarisation components 
of the original beam [129]. 
ND filters were changed when the beam image gets saturated with an increase in 
laser power. The profiler was mounted on the vertical motorised stage (Standa 8MVT40-
13-1, ~10 nm resolution). In the primary setting, the motorised stage was set in such a way 
that the camera sensor was on focus of the beam (smallest beam size). Then, the beam was 
scanned in the direction of propagation as shown in Figure 3.6(b) and results were obtained. 
Figure 3.7(a) showed the image of beam profile at 100 W laser power taken at the focus; it 
details gaussian distribution and spot diameter in D4σ (ISO definition) and D%pk (1/e2-
diameter definition) in X and Y direction. Subsequently, the motorised stage was moved to 
~1 mm up and the beam diameter was measured; the corresponding image is shown in 
Figure 3.7(b). In conjunction with beam profiling, the beam propagation Eq. (3.1) [130] 
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was used to calculate the theoretical beam diameters d(z) at different distances z from the 
beam waist    (from focus). 
 
(3.1) 
 
Figure 3.6: Schematic of the laser beam profile measurements, (a) front and top view of Ophir 
camera based beam profile setup used (b) beam size measurement as a function of distance  
For determining the focus position, SPI Laser’s marking procedure [131] was used. Sets of 
lines of 10 mm length were marked on stainless steel substrate at different z positions 
(0.2 mm steps in z height). Marked lines were analysed using a Leica microscope: best 
focus was identified as a thin line between wider lines on either side of the focus.  
For these experiments (reported in the thesis), the build plate of LPBF system was 
set accordingly to have the spot diameter of ~50 µm on the powder bed. 
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Figure 3.7: Beam profile at (a) position 1 (focus) (b) position 2( ~50 µm) 
3.4.2 Beam Distortion and F-theta Effect 
The scanner consists of two mirrors mounted on the low inertia motors; it is used to deflect 
the beam in the X and Y directions. The scanner has a laser beam input, into which the 
beam is fed, and a beam output, through which the laser beam is emitted. Such scanners 
are prone to produce barrel-shaped distortion of the marking field which is unavoidable 
when using a 2-axis deflection unit. In addition, if an ordinary spherical lens is used for 
focusing the laser beam, the focus lies on the sphere; in a flat image, field results in a 
varying spot size. In order to resolve this problem, F-theta lens is used after the deflection 
unit. It focuses the laser beam at uniform quality at any position in the marking field and 
provides partial optical compensation for barrel-shaped distortion. However, the laser beam 
distortion on the bed is affected by the scan angle, if scan angle increases the beam 
distortion will increase as seen in Figure 3.8 (left).  
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Figure 3.8: Change in Spot Diameter (40 x 40 mm2) with F-theta lens 
In order to keep this angle smaller, the F-theta lenses are made as big as the working field. 
In this setup, F-theta ronar lens with a focal distance of 163 mm is used which provides 
working area 110x110 mm2, although the LPBF system has a working area of 40 x 40 mm2 
and it can be selected anywhere in the total field. However, to reduce back reflection, the 
area was selected in the starting corner of one quadrant. The scan angle varies from 0º to 
28.5º for the full working area (110 x 110 mm2), however for LPBF working area 40 x 40 
mm2 the scan angle varies up to ~12º, the resulting beam diameter distortion is shown in 
Figure 3.8 (right). The beam diameter varies (increases) up to 6.25% in the entire working 
field of the f-theta; and approximately 3.12% variability over the LPBF system’s working 
area. 
3.4.3 Power Measurement 
In order to measure the laser optical power output, a laser power meter Power Max -Pro 
HP sensor from Coherent Inc. was used [132]. This power meter is the most advanced 
system for infrared laser power measurement up to 15 kW, as it has novel, thin-film 
technology to sense thermal changes rapidly; the response time is below 10 µs. In addition, 
the power meter comes with its software called LABMAX-PRO and a control box which 
provides a terminal for the quick trigger on and off laser system. In an effort to investigate 
the actual power incident onto the powder bed and to measure power losses in the optics, a 
set of measurements were performed. As explained previously, the laser parameters 
including power setting are the input of the SCAPS scanning software which is connected 
with laser system using USC-2 control card.  
In the first set, direct laser power (without any optics) was measured, for this, power 
was set in software and variesd from 50 W to 300 W with the increment of 50 W. 
Subsequently, the power measurements were performed separately when the beam passed 
through F-theta lens, then from F-theta lens to fused silica 2 mm optical window fitted on 
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shielding gas chamber. In addition, power measurement was performed on the dirty fused 
silica window, after the long run of experiments some smoke got on the window. In the all 
measurements except direct (5 mm), the laser beam diameter was approximately 10 mm 
(after the focus) to avoid water cooling for the power meter. 
 
Figure 3.9: Power measurement and losses in optics 
Figure 3.9 shows, a graph plotted between the SCAPS power setting and measured power 
for different cases. As it can be seen, the power is decreasing as different optical 
components are added to the path. The most striking result is from the dirty window, power 
loss was more prominent than what was expected. In the results, measured power loss in 
scanner and f-theta was ~2%, till optical window (clean) was ~3% and in dirty window 
was~12%. Thus, the optical window was regularly cleaned, and the output laser power was 
measured before every experiment, and at the end of the experiment, the readings from the 
power meter were used to calibrate the laser source to achieve a desired power on the 
workpiece.  
3.5 Results 
Whilst the design of the LPBF system was originally determined by the requirements for 
x-ray access, portability and remote operation, the resulting open architecture design 
enables access for other in-situ measurements for fundamental process studies and for the 
development of process control. In this section, we validate that the LPBF system produces 
single tracks and volume builds of acceptable quality to demonstrate that the process is 
representative for such measurements. For these experiments, we used gas-atomised 
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stainless steel 316L powder (Renishaw PLC) with particle diameters in the range 15 to 
45 µm and a mean diameter of 30 µm [133]; the morphology of the powder material is 
shown in Figure 3.10. SS316L was chosen to validate the performance of the system 
because it has comparable properties to titanium but is significantly easier to handle. The 
80 × 40 mm2 build plates (coupons) were made from 2 mm stainless steel (304L). For all 
the experiments reported, light from the laser was focussed to a spot with a Gaussian beam 
profile and 4Dσ diameter of 50 μm in both the x- and y-directions. 
 Figure 3.11 shows single tracks produced at different laser scanning speeds and 
two laser powers. A single powder layer of thickness 50 µm was spread directly on to the 
build coupon surface, where the thickness was set with the feeler gauge between the ‘front’ 
spreader and the build plate. Thinner tracks are produced as the laser power is decreased or 
the laser scan speed is increased. The thin tracks at the highest scan speeds demonstrate 
balling due to Plateau-Rayleigh instabilities in the molten metal and reduced penetration 
into the substrate. 
 
Figure 3.10: Morphology of SS316L powder, taken from Raith scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) [134].  
 
Figure 3.11: Typical tracks at different laser scan speeds for laser powers of 50 and 100 W. Laser 
beam diameter 50 μm and powder layer thickness 50 μm. 
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Conversely, the wider tracks at the lowest scan speeds are irregular and broken, with 
obvious spatter, due to the decreased viscosity at higher temperatures and instabilities in 
the melt-pool produced by the Marangoni flow. The tracks are continuous and straight for 
scan speeds from 0.1 to 0.4 m/s at 50 W and 0.2 to 0.6 m/s at 100 W. 
For volume builds, the spreader height above the build plate was again set to 50 µm 
and the downwards motion of the z-stage between successive layers was set to 40 µm. For 
a laser power and scan speed of 50 W and 0.120 m/s respectively, layers were built by 
scanning adjacent parallel tracks. The adjacent tracks in each layer were scanned in 
alternating directions. Between layers, the scan direction was rotated by 90°, i.e. parallel to 
the x-axis for odd layers and parallel to the y axis for even layers. Figure 3.12(a) shows a 
staircase object built in this way. Figure 3.12(b) shows a profile measurement for the 
staircase of the mean height across the step in the x-direction that was measured at each y-
value when the staircase had been removed from the powder bed.  
 
Figure 3.12: (a) Staircase objects built to investigate powder layer shrinkage. (b) Mean height across 
the step in the x-direction (solid line) and mean height over each step (dashed line). (c) The measured 
thickness of each melted layer. Also shown is the powder layer thickness that produced each layer, 
calculated from the measured thickness of the preceding melted layer, the known downwards motion 
of the z-stage between layers (40 μm) and the height of the ‘front’ spreader above the build plate (50 
μm). The dashed lines show the melted layer and powder layer thicknesses calculated using the 
powder consolidation of 0.3 calculated from Figure 3.12(b). 
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The well-known edge effect [39], in which the first scanned line in a layer has a larger 
height than adjacent scans, is clearly seen in the odd-numbered layers where the scan in the 
x-direction is parallel to the edge of the step. The mean height of each step was calculated 
from the profile in Figure 3.12(b) and is plotted in the figure as a dotted line. The powder 
layer thickness, and consequently the melted layer thickness, develop during the first few 
layers of a build until the steady state for the process is achieved. Figure 3.12(c) shows the 
evolution of the melted layer thickness that was calculated as the difference between the 
mean height of consecutive layers from the measurements in Figure 3.12(b). 
The evolution of the powder layer and melted layer thicknesses for the first three 
layers is shown schematically in Figure 3.13. Each layer in the figure shows the spread 
powder thickness prior to melting it. For layer 1, the powder layer thickness, tp1, 
corresponds to the height of the spreader above the build plate, tsp. In our system, the 
spreader was adjusted to be 50 μm above the surface plate with a feeler gauge, and the 
surface plate and built plate (coupon) surfaces were adjusted to the same height, giving tp1 
= tsp = 50 μm. For layer 2, the build plate surface moves down by zl and the powder layer 
thickness now corresponds to the height of the spreader above the build plate, tsp, plus the 
difference between the zl and the thickness of the first melted (consolidated) layer, tm1. 
Similarly, for layer 3, the build plate surface has moved down an additional step of zl and 
the powder layer thickness changes by zl-tm2, where tm2 is the thickness of the second melted 
layer. In this way, it is straightforward to show that the powder layer thickness for layer n 
for n≥2 is given by the geometric series: 
   
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2
0
1
n
i
i
splsppn cctztt  (3.2) 
where c = tmn/tpn is the consolidation ratio that relates the thickness of a melted layer 
produced by shrinkage of the powder layer. The change in powder layer thickness between 
consecutive layers,     21  nspl cctz  tends to zero. Therefore, the powder layer thickness 
in the steady state can be determined by summing the geometric series in Eq. (3.2) to 
infinity: 
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 (3.3) 
The melted powder thickness is obtained by multiplying Eq. (3.2) by c, so that the melted 
layer thickness is 
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and the melted layer thickness is in the steady state is lm zt   . 
 
Figure 3.13: Schematic of the powder layer thickness evolution for the first three layers. tsp is the 
distance between the spreader and the surface plate and zl is the z motion of the build plate for 
each layer. tpn and tmn are the powder and melted layer thicknesses, respectively, for layer n. 
The measured melted thickness for each layer in the staircase object in Figure 3.12(b) 
enables the thickness of the subsequent powder layer spread over it to be calculated from 
the known spreader height above the build plate tsp = 50 μm and the build step increment 
of zl = 40 μm. The powder layer thickness calculated for each layer is shown in Figure 
3.12(c). The consolidation ratio for each layer can then be calculated, and its mean value 
was approximately 0.3. The consolidation ratio includes both the powder packing density 
as well as the powder particles being thrown away by the laser plume.  Figure 3.12(c) 
includes the melted layer thickness and powder layer thickness, calculated from Eqs. (3.4) 
and (3.2) respectively, for these experimental values of tsp, zl and c. Steady state melted 
layer thickness of tm = zl = 40 µm, and powder layer thickness of tp = zl/c = 133 μm are 
established after approximately 10 layers. Such a low consolidation could be due to the 
entrained powder particle being thrown away by the laser plume which is explained in 
detail in further Chapters of this thesis. 
For volume builds, an acceptable distance between parallel adjacent tracks in each 
layer, the scan spacing s, was determined by experiment. For laser power and scan speed 
of 50 W and 0.120 m/s, specimens were produced with scan spacing reduced from 110 μm 
to 50 μm in steps of 20 µm.  
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Figure 3.14: Optical microscope images of melted areas with scan spacing factors of a) 1.1 (110 
μm), b) 0.9 (90 μm), c) 0.7 (70 μm) and d) 0.5 (50 μm) for laser power 50 W, scan speed 0.12 m/s, 
laser spot diameter 50 μm and powder layer thickness 50 μm. 
 
 
Figure 3.15: Surface profile measured along a line at the centre of the microscope images shown in 
Figure 7. An offset of 10 μm, 20 μm and 30 μm has been added to the lines for scan spacing factor 
0.7, 0.9 and 1.1 respectively, in order to separate the lines on the graph. 
These scan spacing values corresponded to scan spacing factors s/2d of between 1.1 at 110 
µm to 0.5 at 50 µm, where d is the laser spot diameter. The surface quality of each specimen 
was inspected under an optical microscope, Figure 3.14, and the surface profile was 
measured orthogonal to the adjacent tracks, Figure 3.15. For a scan spacing factor of 1.1 
the tracks are clearly separated and no overlapping is observed. The surface flatness only 
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increases marginally in passing from a scan spacing factor of 0.7 to 0.5 with an approximate 
20% increase in processing time. 
Three cubes of size 5 × 5 × 5 mm3 were manufactured on a single coupon with scan 
spacing factors of 1.1, 0.9 and 0.7 and with the same laser parameters, Figure 3.16. The 
build time of the components was around 1.5 hours, which is dominated by the scan speed 
of the powder spreader which was ~0.01 m/s. Three such coupons were produced, making 
a total of 9 cubes, i.e. three cubes at each scan spacing factor. The cubes were separated 
from the build coupon using a low speed diamond cutter. The density of each of the nine 
cubes was measured by applying Archimedes’ immersion method following the procedure 
described in [16] We used a KERN analytical balance (AJS/ACS, resolution ±0.1 mg) with 
a density measurement attachment for solid materials (ABT-A01) and deionised water as 
the immersion fluid. The density is expressed as a percentage of the density of bulk stainless 
steel 316L (7.9 g/cm3). Air buoyancy was included in the calculation [135] which typically 
reduces the density by approximately 0.1% compared to the non-corrected value. A density 
exceeding 99% was achieved for a scan spacing ratio of 0.7, Figure 3.17(a). 
One cube for each scan spacing ratio was sectioned, embedded in epoxy resin and 
polished using diamond suspension paste. Optical micrographs at ×5 magnification were 
recorded from the centre of the cubes, Figure 3.16(b) and (d). At the largest scan spacing 
factor of 1.1, the pores are uniformly distributed in a regular pattern due to insufficient 
overlapping of the individual single tracks resulting in a low density. The micrographs 
show the increase in density with decreasing scan spacing factor. At 0.9 scan spacing factor 
the overlap of adjacent tracks is close to a threshold where any necking (thinning) of a track 
results in porosity. At 0.7 scan spacing factor, the track overlap was sufficient to 
accommodate any track necking without loss of track overlap.  
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Figure 3.16: Effect of scan spacing factor on component density. (a) Cube samples for density 
measurements. (b) Microscope images of sectioned cubes at ×5 magnification for scan spacing 
factors of (b) 1.1, (c) 0.9 and (d) 0.7. 
These images were analysed in ImageJ to measure the area of pores, and the values 
expressed as a percentage are plotted in Figure 3.17(b). Again, a density >99% was 
measured for a scan spacing factor of 0.7. Both Figure 3.17(a) and Figure 3.17(b) indicate 
that further increasing in the scan spacing factor might improve the density still further if 
required, but obviously at the expense of an increased processing time and residual stresses 
(due to increased heat input per unit volume of powder). We have found that the density 
measured by immersion produces a systematically lower result than by imaging and that 
this is consistent with other studies using optical and SEM imaging, Figure 3.17(c). In 
general, the Archimedes method gives the fastest measurement although obviously no 
information is obtained regarding the distribution of defects. 
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Figure 3.17: Effect of scan spacing factor on component density. Density measurements using (a) 
Archimedes immersion method (3 cubes at each scan spacing factor) and (b) analysis of optical 
microscope images (one cube at each scan spacing factor). (c) Relationship between density 
measurement methods including a comparison with results reported by Kamath [21] and Spierings 
[20]. 
 
 
Figure 3.18: Cylinder, dome, pyramid and inverted pyramid produced by the open architecture 
LPBF system. Each component is contained in a cube of 5 × 5 × 5 mm3. 
Figure 3.18 shows four complex shapes built with the system. The CAD model was 
prepared using Creo 2.0, sliced using the open source software Slice3r [136] and each sliced 
geometry processed on the LPBF system using the SCAPS scan software. Processing 
parameters were chosen based on the previous experiments: power 50 W, scanning speed 
0.12 m/s, scan spacing factor 0.7 and a stable powder layer thickness of 130 µm. The built 
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components were inspected visually and found to be of good quality with almost no exterior 
defects. The depth of the components was 5 mm or approximately 125 layers. The 
dimensional accuracy, in particular heights, widths and diameters, were checked with a 
CMM and were accurate to within ±0.1 mm. The surface finish was measured with an 
optical confocal profilometer (Alicona) profilometer: the top surface finish <20 µm Rz and 
side surface finish <25 µm Rz. 
3.6 Preliminary X-ray Monitoring Results 
3.6.1 Flash X-ray Measurement 
One of the objective of this work was the feasibility study of high power flash x-rays for 
in-situ imaging of the LPBF process. In order to achieve sufficient contrast, stainless steel 
316l powder particle size 15 – 45 µm with three type of substrates stainless steel 304, 
Aluminum AlSiMg10 and Perspex sheet of two different thickness 1 mm and 2 mm were 
used. The coupons were cut in dimensions of 80 x 40 mm2, and a thin paper double sided 
tape (~0.5 mm thickness) of dimension 40 x 40 mm2 was stacked (Figure 3.19 right). 
Subsequently, the powder was applied manually on the tape and lightly pressed so that it 
does not fall when tilted vertically. As seen in Figure 3.19 (left and right), the prepared 
samples were mounted in the front of the x-ray source. In order to achieve high and low 
magnification, the detector was moved from far (1.5 m) to near (0.5 m) to the sample.   
 In the x-ray images, sufficient intensity and spatial resolution were achieved. 
However, the powder particles were not seen on the any of the samples. Instead, other metal 
components such as washer, screw and clamps were visible. Because, the broadband source 
produced high-energy x-rays that were absorbed by the detector but not by the stainless-
steel powder particles, producing insufficient contrast to image individual particles as seen 
in Figure 3.20. 
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Figure 3.19: Flash x-rays source and sample mounting location (left), powder on an aluminium 
substrate mounted near to x-ray source. 
 
Figure 3.20: X-ray images of low-density substrates (Perspex and Aluminum) at high and low 
magnification 
3.6.2 Phase Contrast X-ray Imaging 
In an effort to achieve high contrast and spatial resolution in x-ray imaging, we have worked 
on a feasibility study of phase contrast x-ray (PCX) imaging in LPBF.  The PCX imaging 
is an attractive emerging method when the classical x-ray absorption method does not 
provide sufficient contrast. In PCX imaging, in addition to attenuation, information 
concerning phase change of x-ray beam is also added while creating an image on the 
detector. For these experiments, Phase-Contrast Microscopy using high x-ray energy 
80 keV developed at University College London, UK was used. The setup is characterised 
by low-intensity source then the flash x-rays, but the more prolonged exposure can be used 
to get sufficient contrast. 
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Samples were prepared as described previously in flash x-ray imaging using two different 
powder size distribution stainless steel 316l powders 15 – 45 µm and 100 – 150 µm. In 
addition, 2 mm thick steel washer was added to locate the powder in the output image 
easily. Figure 3.21 shows the samples (left) and x-ray setup (right); the samples were 
prepared using different material substrates such as stainless steel, aluminium, Perspex and 
thick paper, the thickness of coupon was varied from 0.5 mm to 2 mm for stainless steel. 
The main reason behind using dissimilar material substrate is to characterise the contrast 
possible on these micro metal powder particles.   
 
Figure 3.21: Phase-contrast x-ray imaging, SS 316l powder coupons (left), the setup (right) 
 
Figure 3.22: Phase-contrast images from 1 mm thick SS 304 substrate, (a) SS316l 15 – 45 µm 
powder (b) SS316l 100 – 150 µm powder (c) tracks of melted single layer using SS316l 15 – 45 µm 
powder (d) tracks of melted second layer SS316l 15 – 45 µm powder 
In the results, as our primary interest is stainless steel substrate, the Figure 3.22 (a) and (b) 
shows the image of SS 316l 15 – 45 µm powder (left) and SS 316l 100 – 150 µm powder 
(right) on 1 mm thick SS 304 substrate for 10 min exposure. The particles are visible; 
however, lack of spatial resolution noticed which can be further improved by increasing 
exposure time. In order to identify the PCX imaging suitability with melted tracks: single 
layer and multi-layer (2 layers) tracks were produced using 50 W of laser power at 0.1 m/s 
scanning speed. Figure 3.22 (b) and (c) show the output image of the same, the tracks are 
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visible in both cases single layer and multi-layer. The PCX imaging was found to be the 
most suitable imaging for the LPBF process, however shorter exposure time is required to 
freeze the fast-moving melt pool. 
3.6.3 X-ray CT Measurement 
This work was aimed to use ex-situ (pseudo in-situ) high-resolution x-ray computed 
tomography (XCT) to characterise powder packing in the bed as spread and the retained 
defects in melted layers, to support the experiments and modelling. The XCT imaging 
creates a 3D image by directing x-rays at an object from multiple orientations and 
measuring the decrease in intensity along series linear paths. The system chosen for such 
measurement in LPBF is the High Flux Nikon XTEK bay at the x-ray imaging facility, 
University of Manchester. The XCT setup has a high resolution capability from 2 to 119 µm 
for specimen areas from < 8 mm up to 202 mm diameters respectively. In order to use the 
LPBF system for XCT imaging, some modifications were determined by the requirements 
for the XCT access and those are: 
 The XCT scan head needs to be as close as possible to the powder bed. 
 The powder spread must be circular to reduce diffraction and to later construct the 
3D image. 
 To get higher resolution faster, the powder bed must not be bigger than 10 mm 
diameter. 
 The XCT table is a rotating type so no obstacles should be in the path of the scan 
head. 
The LPBF system was modified by changing the powder bed build plate. As can be seen in 
Figure 3.23, the moving build plate is replaced with a fixed plate with a hole of 10 mm 
diameter. In addition, a plunger with diameter 10 mm was mounted onto the Z stage, which 
makes a piston-cylinder arrangement with the fixed plate hole and provides a flat surface 
for powder.  
To deposit a powder layer, the spreader completes the cycle as explained previously 
and then taken out from the system. Subsequently, the plunger was moved up by 20 mm 
for obstacle free imaging. For workability of the system, serval powder spreading trails 
have been made as shown in Figure 3.23. 
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Figure 3.23: XCT setup (a) CAD model of modified LPBF (b) LPBF in XCT machine (c) Powder 
trials 
 
Figure 3.24: XCT 3D constructed image (left) and sliced 3D images of two different powders 
The LPBF system with XCT scan head in the machine is shown in the Figure 3.23(b). There 
were two different powders used, first, stainless steel 316L powder size 15 – 45 µm, 
second, titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V size 45 – 105 µm. After the test, 3D images were 
constructed (Figure 3.24 left) and sliced from the middle shown in Figure 3.24 right. The 
difference can be clearly seen in particle distribution of both the powder materials; Ti-6Al-
4V powder resulted higher packing density than stainless steel powder.  
3.7 Summary 
A compact and automated system for powder bed fusion additive manufacture has been 
reported. Its design was determined by the requirements for x-ray access, portability and 
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remote operation. In particular, the system can accommodate both horizontal viewing 
through a very thin powder bed, and oblique imaging at 12 to 57° from the horizontal from 
below the powder bed through a full-width powder bed for more representative heat 
conduction. In both cases, single track, area and multiple layer builds can be implemented 
automatically. The system was characterised and it was demonstrated that parts with >99% 
density are produced by the system. The design is simple and very few components require 
precision machining, making it an approach that is accessible to most research groups. 
Furthermore, its open-architecture design enables access to the build area for a range of 
other in-situ measurement techniques discussed further in this thesis. 
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Chapter 4. High-speed Imaging in LPBF 
4.1 Introduction 
Detailed imaging of the interaction between the laser beam and the powder bed whilst 
building multiple layer islands with laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) has not been reported 
previously. It is extremely challenging to record images through the viewing window of 
commercial LPBF systems with sufficient magnification or contrast to see individual 
powder particles in the powder bed. Higher magnification images have so far focussed on 
the melt pool whilst scanning a single laser track in a representative powder layer. In this 
Chapter, detailed in-process imaging of the interaction of the laser beam with the powder 
bed during the LPBF build of fully dense parts is reported. It is demonstrated that the LPBF 
process is more dynamic than is generally appreciated and involves considerable motion of 
the powder particles and agglomerates in and above the powder bed. This motion is driven 
by the laser-induced plume of metal vapour and plasma above the melt pool. As an outcome 
of this work, a journal article entitled “Fluid and particle dynamics in laser powder bed 
fusion” was published in the peer-reviewed Acta Materialia journal as an open access. 
Supplementary data (Videos) associated with this Chapter can be found at the online 
version of published article [137]. 
In the work presented here, detailed high-speed imaging of the interaction of the 
laser with the powder bed is shown at a range of laser powers and scan speeds. It was 
observed that powder particles entrained in the atmospheric gas flow were drawn in towards 
the melt pool and ejected backwards with respect to the scan direction or vertically upwards 
at different process settings, as reported previously in Chapter 2. But by imaging the wider 
powder bed, the denudation produced by these effects are observed for the first time. In 
addition, effects that have not been reported previously at other process settings, including 
the forwards ejection of entrained particles and denudation arising due to their interaction 
with the laser plume, and particles being driven away from the melt track at atmospheric 
pressure are reported here. More importantly, the imaging has been extended from single 
tracks to multilayer builds, in order to observe how these effects manifest in the powder 
bed during a full build. Furthermore, high-speed schlieren imaging for gas flow 
visualisation of the density gradients in the gas flow, not attempted for LPBF previously, 
both to elucidate aspects of the physical phenomena involved in the process are reported in 
this Chapter. 
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4.2 Experimental System 
The design and characterisation of an open architecture LPBF system for in-situ 
measurements during LPBF have been reported in Chapter 3, which is shown schematically 
in Figure 4.1. A key feature of the system is computer control for the automated build of 
fully dense components. The computer controls the vertical movement of the build plate 
between layers, the movement of the silicon cord powder spreader and the laser 
illumination and scanning. The system has complete flexibility for laser power and speed, 
and scan geometry including hatching. Hence it is possible to achieve high resolution 
imaging not only whilst melting single tracks in the powder bed, but also during multiple 
layer builds under conditions known to produce parts with >99% density. Minor 
modifications were made to the top and end faces of the Perspex shielding chamber to 
incorporate viewing windows. For top views of the powder bed, a window of diameter 
50 mm made from infra-red absorbing KG glass was added, Figure 4.1. Side viewing 
windows were added, made from Zerodur glass flats of diameter 75 mm, polished to λ/4 
on both surfaces. 
 
Figure 4.1: Schematic of the open-architecture LPBF system with modifications for high-speed 
imaging and schlieren imaging. 
All the experiments reported here were undertaken with gas-atomised stainless steel 316L 
powder (Renishaw PLC) with particle diameters in the range 15 to 45 µm and a mean 
diameter of 30 µm [133]. Powder layers were melted on to 80 × 40 mm2 stainless steel 
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304L build plates (coupons) of thickness 2 mm, using a single mode fibre laser (SPI 400 
W continuous wave, 1070 nm) which was scanned over the powder surface (Raylase MS-
II-14 scanner with 163 mm focal length f-theta lens). The coupon surfaces were roughened 
by manual, circular rubbing with P400 sandpaper. The powder layer thickness for particular 
experiments is noted in the relevant sections below. Light from the laser was focussed to a 
spot with a Gaussian beam profile and 4Dσ diameter of 50 μm in both the x- and y-
directions, measured with an Ophir Spiricon SP928 beam profiling camera. The shielding 
chamber was purged with argon until the measured oxygen concentration was <0.1%. The 
experiments were performed with an exchange of clean argon into the chamber between 
experiments, exhausted through a water bath to remove potentially harmful nanoparticles 
produced by the process. The pressure in the chamber remained at 1 atm. 
A Photron Fastcam Mini UX100 monochrome camera [138] was used for high-
speed imaging. The full resolution for this camera is 1,280 × 1,024 pixels up to 4,000 fps. 
The direct imaging experiments reported here were recorded at 8,000 fps and 1,280 × 616 
pixels. The camera was fitted with a C-mount QiOptiq Optem Fusion lens, configured to 
provide a zoom of 7:1 and a working distance of 135 mm. At this working distance, the 
region of interest could be varied between approximately 14 × 11 mm2 (depth of field 
2 mm) and 2 × 1.5 mm2 (depth of field 0.2 mm). 
The top viewing window was used for direct imaging from above the powder bed 
with the camera angled at ~20° to the vertical as seen in Figure 4.2(a). One side window 
was used for direct imaging from the side of the powder bed, with the camera positioned at 
approximately 10° to the horizontal as seen in Figure 4.2(b). For the side views, an infra-
red absorbing filter was placed in front of the camera lens. The camera was mounted on a 
tilt stage to change the area of the powder bed that was imaged, which enabled multiple 
areas to be scanned and imaged on the same coupon. This feature was particularly useful 
for side imaging with high magnification and a small depth of field: the tilt stage was used 
to select the build region on the powder bed followed by a fine adjustment of the lens focus 
as necessary. Illumination was provided by a 300 W tungsten filament lamp that was 
focussed through the top of the Perspex shielding chamber on to the powder bed in a 
rectangle of approximately 15 × 5 mm2. The illumination was switched on for a few 
seconds during imaging and produced negligible heating of the powder bed. 
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Figure 4.2: High-speed direct imaging experimental setup (a) top view (b) side view 
Schlieren imaging to view and optimise shielding gas coverage during welding applications 
have been previously reported by Bitharas et al. [87,139]. Schlieren imaging enables 
refractive index gradients due to temperature, pressure and concentration gradients to be 
visualised. Figure 4.3 shows a schematic of the optical setup that used Toepler’s double 
parabolic mirror schlieren arrangement [140]. The Toepler’s portable z-type schlieren 
system was incorporated into the LPBF system as seen in Figure 4.3. Two 100 mm 
diameter, parabolic field mirrors with a focal length of 1.27 m, Mirror 1 and Mirror 2, were 
located approximately two focal lengths apart. Aligned in a Z-type arrangement, Mirror 1 
collimated the light from the 300 W tungsten lamp source while Mirror 2 focused it to a 
spot. Ideally the included ‘Z’ angles should be less than 3° in order to reduce the separation 
of the tangential and sagittal focus planes of Mirror 2. However, in order to incorporate 
LPBF system between the mirrors, while keeping the distance between the mirrors within 
the confines of the lab space, it was necessary to increase the ‘Z’ angles of the mirrors to 
approximately 8°. The result was a small amount of astigmatism in the recorded images. 
Tungsten lamp that was focussed on to a 2 × 5 mm2 rectangular source slit with its long 
edge vertical through condenser lens of focal length 120 mm. The slit was placed at the 
focus of the first schlieren Mirror 1 to produce a collimated beam that passed across the 
LPBF system via the windows in the side of the Perspex shielding chamber, Figure 4.1. A 
second, mirror (Mirror 2) focussed the collimated beam to produce an image of the source 
slit on a vertical knife-edge filter. The knife-edge filter was positioned with a micrometer 
to block 50% of the image of the source slit in the horizontal (x) direction, producing 
images with a uniform measurement range in which the intensity was proportional to the 
gradient of the refractive index ∂n/∂x. Schlieren images were recorded with the high-speed 
camera using a variable focus telephoto lens (focal length 75 to 300 mm) at 16,000 fps and 
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1,280 × 312 pixels. An additional infra-red absorbing filter, and a polariser to remove glare, 
were placed in front of the camera lens. 
 
Figure 4.3: Schlieren imaging setup for laser powder bed fusion, top, schematic of z-type schlieren 
setup [140], bottom, image of the lab setup with LPBF system 
4.3 Results 
The high-speed direct imaging results are divided into single track and multilayer builds in 
the following sections. These are followed by sections for the results of high-speed 
schlieren imaging and finite element modelling. All the results in this section were recorded 
without a flow of shielding gas across the powder bed in order to focus attention on the gas 
movement due to the laser’s interaction with the powder bed. The effect of an additional 
flow of shielding gas across the powder bed is introduced in the Discussion Section 4.4. 
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4.3.1 High-speed Imaging: Single Tracks 
Figure 4.4 and Videos Figure 4.4(a-f) show high-speed imaging for side and top views of 
the powder bed during laser scans of individual tracks. Three different laser power and scan 
speed combinations are shown: 50 W and 0.1 m/s, 100 W and 0.5 m/s, and 200 W and 
1 m/s. The 100 and 200 W laser power conditions have the same line energy (laser power 
divided by scan speed) at 200 J/m while the 50 W condition has a line energy of 500 J/m. 
The 50 W and 100 W laser power conditions have been shown to build parts with >99% 
density in Chapter 3. These results are for the first powder layer of thickness 50 µm spread 
on the coupon. We had access to only one high-speed camera and so the side and top views 
were recorded in separate experiments. 
 
Figure 4.4: High-speed images for side and top views when scanning single tracks (left to right scan 
direction) with laser power and scan speeds of (a) and (b) 50 W and 0.1 m/s; (c) and (d) 100 W and 
0.5 m/s and (e) and (f) 200 W and 1 m/s. Inset is a schematic of the melt pool shape, which 
determines the laser plume direction. The videos for all figures are included in the supplementary 
material. 
The results show that the direction of spatter ejection with respect to the laser scan direction 
and the denudation mechanism both change with process parameters. At the 50 W 
condition, the plasma jet is established forwards with respect to the laser scan direction. 
The induced flow of the ambient gas entrains powder particles in towards the melt pool 
from all directions on the powder bed. Entrained powder particles are either consolidated 
into the track or ejected forwards, due to the inclination of the plasma jet and induced gas 
flow as seen in the side view Figure 4.4(a). At the 100 W condition, the plasma plume and 
spatter are directed predominantly vertically upwards, resulting in less momentum in the 
shielding gas flow at the powder level and consequently less denudation. At the 200 W 
condition, the plasma and spatter are directed backwards with respect to the scan direction. 
The plume is at a sufficiently low angle that it impinges directly on the powder bed and 
causes denudation by blowing particles away from the track. 
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4.3.2 High-speed Imaging: Multiple Layer Builds 
Multiple layer builds were undertaken at laser power and scan speed of 100 W and 0.5 m/s, 
respectively. Figure 4.5 and Videos Figure 4.5(a) and (b) show high-speed imaging of side 
views of the first and second layers of a rectangular island of approximately 2.6 x 1.8 mm2. 
The powder layer thickness for the first layer was again tsp = 50 µm, which was determined 
by the height of the powder spreader above the coupon surface. The z-stage was lowered 
by zl = 40 µm between layers from which the powder layer thickness for each layer is 
calculated (Chapter 3) and given in the caption for Figure 4.5. The scan spacing was s = 
60 µm between adjacent tracks, corresponding to a scan spacing factor s/2d of 0.6, where 
d is the laser spot diameter. The laser was switched off for ~500 µs at the end of each line 
before returning in the opposite direction; the rectangular outline to the island was not 
scanned at the start. 
 
Figure 4.5: Side views during island scans at 100 W and 0.5 m/s. (a) Layer 1, laser scan path front 
to back in the image. (b) Layer 2, scan path left to right. The powder layer thickness is 50 µm and 
75 µm for layers 1 and 2, respectively, as it increases towards its steady state value. 
For the first track of layer 1, Figure 4.5(a) shows vertical ejection from the melt pool as 
expected. From the second track onwards, the laser plume and entrained particles are angled 
away from the previously melted track. Powder particles and agglomerates alike are 
entrained by the shielding gas flow induced by the laser plume: their exact motion on and 
above the powder bed is determined by the specific scan strategy of the laser. The videos 
show instances where these agglomerates are melted directly into the track or melted into 
larger spherical beads in the atmosphere. Both views emphasise the dynamic nature of the 
powder bed when moving from single track to island scanning and the importance of the 
laser plume in driving that process. 
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Figure 4.6 and Videos Figure 4.6(a-d) show top views whilst building the rectangular island 
through multiple layers using the same laser scan parameters. The same region of the 
powder bed was imaged as the layers were built and the scan direction was rotated by 90° 
between successive layers. For the first layer, Figure 4.6(a), the first scan line shows 
relatively little denudation and the laser plasma is vertical as observed in Figure 4.4(b) and 
Figure 4.4(e). From the second scan lines onwards, the laser plume points away from the 
previously built, adjacent track as observed in Figure 4.5(a).  
 
Figure 4.6: Top views of island scans at 100 W and 0.5 m/s for (a) layer 1, (b) layer 2, (c) layer 5 
and (d) layer 6. Denudation is reduced after the first layer due to the increasing powder layer 
thickness and the surface roughness of built layers. The powder layer thickness is 113 µm and 119 
µm for layers 5 and 6, respectively, as it increases towards its steady state value. 
As the first layer progresses, the video shows an increase in temperature around the melt 
pool, through increased emission of light from plasma in the laser plume, and the 
denudation increases. For subsequent layers in the build, Figure 4.6(b-d), the denudation is 
less severe as the layer number increases, both between adjacent tracks in a layer and 
around the edges of the island. This decrease in denudation is in part due to the increase in 
powder layer thickness between layers as it evolves towards the steady state thickness. By 
the sixth layer, Figure 4.6(d), the powder layer thickness is already 89.5% of the steady 
state value of ~130 µm as shown in Chapter 3. Additional images sequences recorded for 
layers seven through ten showed no significant change in behaviour from that of layer six. 
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At the steady state powder layer thickness, it appears that there is sufficient powder adjacent 
to the track for it to roll towards the track without leaving a completely denuded region. 
However, the rough surface of the previously built layer also seems to contribute towards 
decreasing denudation compared to the first layer, which is discussed later.  
4.3.3 Schlieren High-speed Imaging 
Schlieren imaging was conducted for the first layer only. This was because the powder 
reservoir and the spreader block obstructed the collimated schlieren illumination passing 
across the powder bed. Hence, for the schlieren experiments only, the spreader block 
assembly was used to spread a powder layer on the coupon and was then carefully removed. 
The Perspex shielding chamber was fitted and purged with argon.  
Figure 4.7 and Videos Figure 4.7(a-c) show high-speed schlieren imaging for single 
track laser scans across the powder bed at the three laser power and scan speed 
combinations used in Figure 4.4. The images were recorded at 16,000 fps, but the video 
playback speed has been doubled to produce the same apparent time dilation as for Videos 
Figure 4.4. The telephoto lens gave a lower magnification than for direct imaging of the 
powder bed in order to capture the gas motion above it. Therefore, individual cold powder 
particles cannot be resolved but the refractive index gradient around hot particles expelled 
by the laser plume can be seen. The direction of the laser plume and ejection of entrained 
particles with respect to the laser scan direction for the three process conditions is consistent 
with Figure 4.4. At the 50 W condition, the low scan speed combined with the forward 
plasma ejection causes the laser beam to traverse a considerable distance of heated gas, 
metal vapour and plasma before it reaches the powder bed surface. It is not possible to 
separate the relative contribution due to temperature, pressure and metal vapour 
concentration on the measured refractive index gradient from the images. However, these 
refractive index gradients are undesirable as they can contribute to process instability 
through defocus and lateral wander of the laser spot. At the 100 W condition, the laser beam 
is apparently just in front of the region of high refractive index gradients once the large 
convection plume from the initial laser incidence on the powder bed has been cleared. 
Circular plumes of vapour can be seen when vertically ejected particles are vaporised by 
the laser beam. For the 200 W condition, interaction between the laser beam and the heated 
gas, metal vapour and plasma is not an issue due to the high laser scan speed, although 
these conditions were previously seen to produce a balled track. 
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Figure 4.7: Schlieren images during left to right line scans at (a) 50 W and 0.1 m/s, (b) 100 W and 
0.5 m/s, and (c) 200 W and 1 m/s. The characteristic refractive index gradients due to convection 
are visible in (a) and (b) but not present in (c) due to the backwards tilt of the laser plume. 
Entrained Fe vapour is visible behind the convection front in (a). 
Figure 4.8 shows a composite schlieren image sequence at the times indicated after initial 
illumination of the powder by the laser for a single-track laser scan across the powder bed 
towards the camera, taken from Video Figure 4.8.  
 
Figure 4.8: Composite image of the heated gas rising due to convection at the times indicated for 
laser power 100 W and scan speed 0.5 m/s towards the viewing direction. Radial momentum is 
imparted to the atmosphere by eddies trailing the convection fronts. 
Upwards momentum carried by the plume is imparted to the surroundings, as indicated by 
the observed convection front while radial gas motion is induced by the eddies trailing it. 
Dark lines in the initial convection front are particularly clear, and are due to entrained iron 
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vapour. They are also visible in the Video Figure 4.7(a). The plume of heated gas continues 
to be fed by the laser plume: intermittent bursts of gas and vapour could be caused by laser-
supported absorption waves (LSAW) although the spatial and temporal resolution of these 
measurements is insufficient to resolve directly the shock front or light emission associated 
with those events. 
4.4 Discussion 
This research shows the importance of the laser plume and ambient atmosphere for a full 
understanding of the LPBF process, because of the influence on denudation but also on the 
production and subsequent transport of debris. A detailed numerical model which includes 
plume dynamics and temperature distribution is included in the published article but not 
shown here. From the article [137], the plume includes Fe vapour and an optically thin 
plasma of metal ions. The plume velocity is of the order of several hundred m/s and scales 
with laser power. The laser plume induces an inwards flow in the surrounding atmosphere 
that reaches velocities of the order of tens of m/s. This flow exerts a significant drag on 
powder particles and agglomerates in the proximity of the melt pool, altering the local 
particle distribution and powder availability. When scanning islands, the temperature build-
up increases the density of the plasma and the number of powder agglomerates that form. 
Agglomerates can also be affected by the laser plume-induced flow: they can be drawn 
back into the melted track, presumably with an increased likelihood of producing porosity, 
or ejected into the atmosphere and produce large molten beads if they interact sufficiently 
with the laser beam, hot gas, or a combination of both. Particles that are “heat-treated” and 
ejected act as an inclusion if reincorporated into the build at a later time, due to 
microstructure mismatch and oxide layer formation, as shown by previous studies for 
maraging steels in [34], stainless steel, Al-Si10Mg, and Ti-6Al-4V in [80] and Ni-based 
superalloys in [123]. These entrained powder particles, agglomerates and larger solidified 
beads are also routinely found in the filters of commercial LPBF systems, which is 
explained by these results. When building multiple layers, the denudation caused by the 
plume-induced flow of the atmosphere becomes less significant as the powder layer 
thickness increases towards its steady state value. 
The motion of particles entrained in the flow of the inert atmosphere immediately 
around the melt pool produced by the high-speed vapour jet has been observed previously 
[58,69,85]. Our description of the jet as a laser plume recognises that it contains plasma in 
addition to metal vapour. Entrained particle motion has been proposed as a mechanism for 
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denudation [58] but the results presented here are the first direct observation of this 
denudation process. Entrained particles are generally drawn towards the melt pool, Figure 
4.4(b) and Figure 4.4(d), but we also observed denudation arising due to particles being 
blown away from the melt pool, Figure 4.4(f). The diameter of the induced flow increases 
with distance from the melt pool, and for the laser scan conditions in Figure 4.4(f), it was 
angled backwards sufficiently to impinge directly on the powder bed and blow particles 
away from the scan track. It is perhaps worth emphasising that denudation due to particle 
motion away from the melt track was inferred in [58], but that was only at very low ambient 
pressures and was therefore due to uniform expansion of the Fe vapour and not due to the 
angle of the plume.  
The evolution of vertical to backwards ejection of material from the melt pool as 
the laser scan speed increases has been observed in laser welding [141] and LPBF [58,84]: 
the ejection direction is taken to be normal to the surface of the melt pool under the laser 
spot which varies due to a complex interaction of the laser plume recoil pressure and the 
liquid metal, as indicated by the schematics in Figure 4.4(d) and Video Figure 4.4(d). We 
also observed the laser plume directed forwards from the melt pool for the first time, Figure 
4.4(b). Previous studies have reported particle ejection from the melt pool in the forward 
direction, due to interfacial surface tension forces resulting in droplet detachment, rather 
than the laser plume directed in the forward direction. We believe a forward direction of 
the laser plume is specific to LPBF and is not seen in welding. The presence of additional 
material (i.e. powder) in LPBF enables a build-up of molten material in a bead at the back 
of melt pool, as indicated by the schematic in Figure 4.4(b). We speculate that there is a 
gradual transition between these regimes, and hence in the direction of the laser plume, in 
particular from vertically upwards to backwards. Hence the denudation caused by particles 
entrained in the gas flow could transition from an upwards plume pulling inwards towards 
the track, observed in Figure 4.4(d), through an intermediate stage of a backwards tilted 
plume still pulling inwards (not observed), to a plume tilted sufficiently far backwards that 
the flow impinges on the bed and blows away from the track, Figure 4.4(f). The onset of 
Plateau-Rayleigh instability (balling) may be enhanced by the drag forces exerted by the 
plume on the liquid surface, but the characterisation of this interaction would require a 
unified model of the melt pool and plume.  
The vertical plume could be investigated further as a favourable process setting, 
both with respect to reduced denudation and uniform direction of spatter within the build 
chamber. However, the detailed imaging of rectangular islands at 100 W showed that the 
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laser plume tilts away from the adjacent track, which we again attribute to the modified 
shape of the melt pool. Hence spatter, entrained particles and agglomerates are ejected away 
from the build towards fresh powder in the bed. The interaction of particles and 
agglomerates above the powder bed is entirely dependent on the scan pattern of the laser 
within the island. Particles carried by the flow can be dragged towards the scan line without 
being sintered or ejected upwards by the flow and can interact with the beam at a later time. 
This effect becomes more prevalent as the layer number increases and more powder is 
available in the build area. We have not undertaken a detailed analysis of the particle 
velocities because only its component in the image plane is available; furthermore, the 
particles are of different diameters and the force acting on them varies with distance from 
the melt pool making any inferences rather speculative. Nevertheless, cold particles raised 
off the powder bed typically move at ~2 m/s, and the maximum length of image streaks 
from the ejection of hot particles corresponds to ~6 m/s. These speeds are in agreement 
with the simulated velocity of the induced flow as shown in the published article [137]. 
The extent of denudation in the first layer can be significant as the powder bed 
temperature increases and the effects of many adjacent tracks accumulate, Figure 4.6(a). 
Whilst this observation can be taken into account in process planning, its effect should not 
be over-exaggerated. Firstly, a commercial LPBF build typically has ~100 sacrificial layers 
for support structures before layers of the actual component are deposited. Hence relatively 
small areas in the first layer are actually scanned and the powder can be pulled in from 
surrounding regions. Secondly, the first layer is relatively thin and is spread directly on to 
the coupon. The powder layer thickness for the first layer was tsp = 50 µm, which is 
determined by the height of the powder spreader above the coupon surface and the z-stage 
was lowered by zl = 40 µm between layers. A geometric series describes the evolution of 
the powder layer thickness between layers (in Chapter 3). In the steady state, the melted 
layer thickness is	zl and the powder layer thickness from which it was produced is zl/c, 
where c is the consolidation ratio (equal to the thickness of a melted layer divided by the 
thickness of the powder layer that produced it). For c = 0.3 measured in our system, the 
steady state powder layer thickness of ~130 μm and the denudation is less severe as 
observed in the results. However, it appears the surface roughness of previously built layers 
also contribute to the reduced denudation in later layers. In a separate experiment, we 
spread a thicker first layer of 130 µm directly on to the roughened coupon surface. The 
denudation was less than for the 50 µm first layer but larger than for layer 6, because the 
particles could move more freely on the plane coupon surface compared to a built layer. It 
highlights that caution is required if trying to extract general conclusions from single track 
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and single layer observations, which are not typical of the conditions observed in building 
a complete, fully dense part. 
Schlieren imaging enabled the effect of refractive index gradients, associated with 
the laser plume (metal vapour and plasma) and the heated atmosphere, above the melt pool 
to be visualised. These gradients are undesirable and can cause variations in the laser 
position and focus. In a commercial system, these hot fluids should be cleared by a flow of 
shielding gas across the powder bed during the process, which can also serve to extract 
‘airborne’ particles and prevent them from landing back on the powder bed. All the results 
presented so far have excluded this cross-flow, in order to focus on the effects of the plume-
induced flow. Indeed, these cross-flows are typically of the order of a few m/s, and so will 
not interfere with the plasma flow directly. It is instructive to observe the interaction of the 
laser-plume induced flow with a laminar cross-flow of 10 l/min across the powder bed from 
the flow-straightener.  
A cross flow system for shielding gas flow across the powder bed was added in the 
same way as available in commercial machines. A typical cross flow system consists of 
flow diffuser and flow straightener. The design of the system was inspired from commercial 
machines, and an [76]. The challenges in designing such system were the LPBF system’s 
small working area 40 x 40 mm and space limitations in the build chamber. Several design 
iterations were made, and fitment was cross-checked in Creo 2.0 CAD modelling software 
(Figure 4.9(a)). The iterations were mainly for the flow diffuser design, as the gas inlet was 
from a tube of 4 mm diameter, to diffuse the gas efficiently in limited space, a solid cone 
of base diameter 8 mm and height 10 mm was added immediately after the inlet. 
Furthermore, a honeycomb structure of thickness 5 mm with the edge of 0.75 mm (Figure 
4.9b) was added to make flow uniform and distributed over the entire working area. In 
addition, a fluid flow model of the system was prepared in COMSOL Multiphysics to 
validate the design and performance. The cross-flow system was made from ABS plastic 
using FDM 3D printing technology. The outlet system (Figure 4.9(d)) was also added to 
the front of the cross-flow system in the build chamber to protect the sliding rail from 
spatter and contamination. The flow rate used in these experiments was 10 l/min. 
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Figure 4.9: Cross-flow system in the LPBF system (a) cross-section of flow straightener (b) cross-
section of flow straightener (c) cross-flow system assembled in the LPBF system (d) cross-section of 
flow system assembled in the LPBF system 
Due to the relatively low velocities in the decelerated flow a few mm above the powder 
bed, a lower frame rate is more suitable for this application. Figure 4.10 and Videos Figure 
4.10 show schlieren imaging with the high-speed camera replaced with a standard CMOS 
camera operating at 150 fps. An additional 633 nm ±1 nm full width at half maximum band-
pass filter was included to eliminate incandescence from the melt pool and plasma light. 
Figure 4.10(a) shows the plume with no cross draft. Figure 4.10(b) and Figure 4.10(c) show 
the introduction of a cross draft for laser powers of 100 and 200 W respectively, which 
indicate the need to match the cross draft to process setting if the plume and particles are 
to be removed effectively. Another interesting observation is that ejected particles carry 
enough upwards momentum so as not to be affected by the cross-flow initially, but are 
swept to the side upon re-entry to the stream after free-falling. It is difficult to separate the 
relative contribution due to temperature, pressure and metal vapour concentration on the 
measured refractive index gradient from these images. However, Figure 4.10(d) shows the 
effect of introducing a helium inert atmosphere. The refractive index sensitivity to 
temperature and pressure gradients is lower in helium than argon due to its lower density, 
and as a consequence the metal vapour can be distinguished. A full study of the effect of 
cross drafts and of the He atmosphere are beyond the scope of this thesis, and will form 
part of future research. However, this discussion highlights the importance of fluid and 
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particle dynamics on the cross-draft requirements in commercial systems and in the 
usefulness of schlieren imaging to determine the effectiveness of the extraction system 
during builds. 
 
Figure 4.10: Long exposure schlieren images. (a) 100 W laser power and no cross flow, (b) 100 W 
laser power with 10 l/min cross-flow, (c) 200 W laser power with 10 l/min cross-flow. (d) Vapour 
stream in Helium atmosphere. Refractive index gradients due to temperature and pressure are 
reduced in He with schlieren sensitivity tuned for Ar. 
 
 
Figure 4.11: (a) Laser plume radiation during an island scan at 200 W and 0.5 m/s, where surface 
temperature is increased. (b) Scattering of the laser beam by ejected particulate from the plume. 
(c) Swirling hot particle ejection (d) Ejection of hot particle followed by collision, deflecting the 
particle back towards the bed.   
The video sequences provide many interesting local effects which cannot all be discussed 
individually. A particularly nice example around 150 ms in Video Figure 4.5(a) is the 
formation of a powder agglomerate close to the scan track, which is lifted off the powder 
bed by a subsequent scan, fused into a molten bead whilst ‘airborne’ and ejected from the 
build region. To finish, Figure 4.11 shows some other interesting events not in the videos 
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selected for this thesis. Figure 4.11(a) is a clear example of the laser plume at 200W to 
compare with the emitted light distribution from the plasma as shown in the article. Figure 
4.11(b) shows scattering of the laser beam by ejected particulate from the plume. Figure 
4.11c shows emission from a partially vaporised particle that was swirling (rotating) as it 
was emitted. Figure 4.11(d) shows a Λ-shaped streak, formed by a change in the trajectory 
of a hot ejected particle due to a collision. High-speed particles which are turned towards 
the bed in this manner can form impact craters in the powder layer, unsettling nearby 
particles. 
4.5 Summary 
The results presented in this work elucidate the dynamic phenomena that arise from the 
complex interaction between the laser and the molten metal during LPBF, which are related 
to the quality of the manufactured part. The open architecture design of the system enabled 
detailed high-speed imaging to be performed for single tracks and multiple layer builds, as 
well as schlieren imaging for flow visualisation. It was shown that the Fe vapour, plasma 
and induced Ar gas flow determine the pattern in which powder is denuded from the 
vicinity of the melt pool. Single line scans showed that the direction of particle ejection 
with regards to the scanned direction changes from forwards to backwards with increasing 
laser power and scan speed. When the scan speed and power were relatively high, the plume 
was pointed fully backwards and towards the powder layer, which was heavily disrupted 
as a result. Upward ejection resulted mostly in particles being pulled towards the laser spot 
due to the aerodynamic drag. Particles that approached the plume were either sintered or 
melted and subsequently ejected according to their accumulated heat and momentum. The 
high temperatures of the plume promoted the formation and ejection of agglomerates 
(particles sintered together) and large spherical beads (particles fused together) which may 
result in defects and inclusions if reincorporated into the build after landing. Imaging of the 
process after several layers showed that denudation has a reduced impact on the powder 
availability compared to the first layer, due to increased powder layer thickness and surface 
roughness. 
Schlieren imaging enabled the visualisation of the plume, facilitating flow 
characterisation. It was observed that convection fronts originating from the melt pool 
propagate in the atmosphere above the powder bed. Momentum was conveyed radially with 
respect to the plume axis through transient eddies trailing the convection fronts. The jet of 
vapourised material becomes entrained in the hot gas, accentuating the refractive index 
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gradient presented to the laser beam. Refractive index gradients were observed around 
ejected particles, confirming that both heat and momentum is transferred from the plume. 
High-speed observation of the convection patterns in the atmosphere correlated well with 
the denudation effect observed through the direct imaging. Vapour jet visibility was 
enhanced in a He atmosphere, due to weaker refractive index gradients. This difference 
suggests that heat and mass transfer in the plume can vary significantly with a change in 
ambient gas, warranting further investigation. 
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Chapter 5. Laser Powder Bed Fusion in Vacuum 
5.1 Introduction 
The perceived advantages of laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) at reduced pressure include 
a more stable melt pool and reduced porosity, although it has not been realised to date. In 
this study, high-speed imaging is used to investigate the interaction of the laser beam with 
the powder bed at sub-atmospheric pressures. As an outcome of this work, a journal article 
entitled “Laser powder bed fusion at sub-atmospheric pressures” was published in the 
peer-reviewed International Journal of Machine Tools and Manufacture journal as an open 
access. Supplementary data (Videos) associated with this Chapter can be found at the online 
version of published article [142]. 
To date, very few researchers have investigated laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) of 
metals at sub-atmospheric pressures [57,114,115]. The perceived advantages of sub-
atmospheric pressure include reduced porosity and surface roughness in the fabricated part, 
similar to that achieved with laser welding. Remaining pores that are not filled with 
shielding gas would be removed more effectively by hot isostatic pressing [143]. However, 
the findings from this thesis are somewhat contradictory: the pressure and laser settings 
required for a successful process have not been established and no multi-layer builds have 
been undertaken. In this Chapter, first high-speed imaging of the interaction of the laser 
with the powder bed at sub-atmospheric pressures are reported to provide some process 
understanding for future implementation in LPBF. In this work, only single powder layers 
are investigated in order to resolve the inconsistences in the LPBF literature regarding 
suitable process settings for sub-atmospheric pressures. Similar process where a vacuum is 
used as atmosphere is called electron beam melting (E-Beam). The E-Beam process is 
different than the LPBF process as it uses the electron beam as an energy source so no 
detailed literature study of the same is reported here.  
The Clapeyron equation describes the gradient of the coexistence curve on the phase 
diagram of a material, for which two phases exist in thermodynamic equilibrium, 
 vTLdTdP  , where P is the pressure, T is the absolute temperature and v  and L 
are the change in specific volume and the latent heat of the phase transition, respectively. 
For vaporisation well below the critical point, the change in specific volume of the vapour 
is significantly larger than that of the liquid, enabling the specific volume to be replaced 
using the ideal gas law to obtain the Clausius-Clapeyron equation [57,114]: 
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(5.1) 
where R is the specific gas constant and (P1, T1) and (P2, T2) are two points on the phase 
boundary. The change in vaporisation temperature with ambient pressure is plotted in 
Figure 5.1 for stainless steel 316L, taking the boiling point of 3090 K at atmospheric 
pressure and the latent heat of vaporisation, Lvap = 7.45 MJ/kg. The plot also includes the 
empirical line: 
 
T
P
868,18
1183.11log   
(5.2) 
which is determined from a fit to experimental data in the range 1750 to 5000 K [144,145] 
with the pressure in Pa. The melting point is essentially independent of pressure, and the 
Tliquidus is marked on the Figure 5.1. The pressures for the experiments reported here are 
marked in Figure 5.1 and the lowest pressure is just above the sublimation region. 
 
Figure 5.1: Plot of vaporisation temperature against pressure. The pressures reported here are 
marked and the corresponding of vaporisation temperatures are: 1698 K at 10 µbar; 2071 at 1 
mbar; 2415 K at 20 mbar and 3087 K at 1 bar. 
 
5.2 Experimental System 
The design and characterisation of an open-architecture LPBF system for in-situ 
measurements have been previously reported in Chapter 3. For this work, the system was 
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encased in a custom-made vacuum chamber, Figure 5.2. A key feature of the LPBF system 
is computer control for the automated build of fully dense components, enabling in-process 
measurements under realistic build conditions. However, for this study, the laser interaction 
with a single powder layer was investigated in order to understand the process conditions 
that might enable multiple layers to be built in the future. 
Figure 5.2: Schematic of the open-architecture LPBF system with vacuum chamber. 
The vacuum chamber incorporated access windows to illuminate and image the powder 
bed. The window for the LPBF laser was an anti-reflection coated, high-vacuum viewport 
assembly (Thorlabs VPCH42-C) providing ~30 mm clear aperture. Similar viewport 
assemblies, but without anti-refection coatings on the windows, were used for white light 
illumination and imaging of the powder bed. These two windows were positioned 
asymmetrically with respect to the vertical so as to avoid direct scatter of the illumination 
into the camera, Figure 5.3. The imaging window provided a top view of the powder bed 
with the camera angled at ~20° to the vertical. The two end windows were not used in this 
study. 
Experiments were performed on layers of gas-atomised stainless steel 316L powder 
(Renishaw PLC) with particle diameters in the range 15 to 45 µm and a mean diameter of 
30 µm [133]. These layers were spread on stainless steel 304L build plates (coupons) which 
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had been roughened by manual, circular rubbing with P400 sandpaper. The powder layer 
thickness for all experiments was 60 µm, determined by the height of the powder spreader 
above the coupon surface (Chapter 3). Individual tracks were melted with a single mode 
fibre laser (SPI 400 W continuous wave, 1070 nm) focussed to a spot with a Gaussian beam 
profile and 4Dσ diameter of 50 μm in both the x- and y-directions. 
 
Figure 5.3: Cross-section of the chamber showing the build area and imaging arrangement. 
The vacuum port included a T-piece and isolation valves (not shown in the figure) to 
connect the chamber to both the vacuum pump and the Ar shielding gas supply. Initially 
the chamber was purged with Ar by continuously filling for 10 minutes, with the pressure 
gauge port intentionally opened. Air was displaced through the pressure gauge port due to 
the denser Ar entering at the bottom of the chamber, a process known to reduce O2 
concentration to <0.1% (Chapter 3). The pressure gauge (Edwards APG100-XM, NW16) 
was then tightened in position and the system pumped down to just below the pressure 
required, using an oil-free, scroll pump (Edwards XDS35i). Finally, the chamber was 
slowly back-filled with Ar until the test pressure was reached. The lowest pressure tested 
was 10 µbar, limited by the pump performance. The pressure increase due to leakage was 
negligible during the time required to scan the laser tracks at a given pressure. 
Image sequences were recorded with a Phantom V2512 monochrome high-speed 
camera. The full resolution for this camera is 1,280 × 800 pixels up to 25,700 fps. The 
results reported here were recorded at 40,000 fps and 768x368 pixels. The camera was 
fitted with a C-mount adaptor and a QiOptiq Optem Fusion lens, configured to provide a 
zoom of 7:1 and a working distance of 155 mm. At this working distance, the region of 
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interest could be varied between approximately 6 × 8 mm2 (depth of field 2.6 mm) and 0.9 
× 1.2 mm2 (depth of field 0.2 mm). Vignetting due to the mismatch between the 35 mm 
format of the camera sensor and the C-mount lens was not an issue because of the reduced 
image size at high frame rates. The camera was fitted with a band-stop filter to block light 
from the LPBF laser (Thorlabs NF1064-44). The powder bed was illuminated with a white 
light source guided via a liquid light guide and collimator (Lumencor SOLA SM light 
engine) to illuminate a circle of ~10 mm diameter on the powder bed. The illumination was 
switched on for a few seconds during imaging and produced negligible heating of the 
powder bed. 
5.3 Results 
At each pressure, results were recorded for three different laser power and scan speed 
combinations that provided the same line energy (laser power divided by scan speed) of 
250 J/m: 50 W and 0.2 m/s, 100 W and 0.4 m/s, and 200 W and 0.8 m/s. The 100 W laser 
power condition has been shown to build parts with >99% density in our system. All 
pressures reported are absolute, i.e. 1 bar corresponds to atmospheric pressure. High-speed 
images sequences were recorded for the ‘top’ view of the powder bed for single track laser 
scans. 
Figure 5.4 and Videos Figure 5.4(a-c) show baseline measurements recorded at 
1 bar. The results are consistent with our previous observations at atmospheric pressure: 
both the direction of spatter ejection and the denudation mechanism change with different 
process parameters (Chapter 4). At the 50 W condition, Figure 5.4(a), the laser plume is 
established forwards with respect to the laser scan direction. The induced flow of the 
ambient gas entrains powder particles in towards the melt pool from all directions on the 
powder bed, which are consolidated into the track or ejected forwards. At 100 W, Figure 
5.4(b), the plume and spatter are directed predominantly vertically upwards, resulting in 
less momentum in the shielding gas flow at the powder level and consequently in less 
denudation. At 200 W, Figure 5.4(c), the plume and spatter are directed backwards with 
respect to the scan direction, at a sufficiently low angle to impinge on the powder bed and 
to blow particles away from the track. Clearly the parameters at 200 W are not suitable due 
to the onset of balling. However, the higher frame rate used here (40,000 fps) compared to 
that used in the previous study (8,000 fps) in Chapter 4 enabled the balling process to be 
observed directly, for the first time for LPBF to the best of our knowledge. Molten metal 
from the melt track is drawn backwards into the ‘ball’ due to the increase in surface tension 
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as it cools. Once the ball has solidified sufficiently, the next instability begins to draw in 
molten material backwards from the melt pool, and the process repeats in a reasonably 
regular pattern. 
 
Figure 5.4: High-speed images for top view when scanning single tracks (right to left scan 
direction) at 1 bar. Laser power and scan speeds of (a) 50 W and 0.2 m/s, (b) 100 W and 0.4 m/s 
and (c) 200 W and 0.8 m/s. The videos for all figures are included in the supplementary material. 
Figure 5.5 and Videos Figure 5.5(a-c) show the results recorded at 20 mbar. Despite the 
low pressure, a far larger number of powder particles are entrained in the flow induced by 
the laser plume, and they are drawn in from considerably further away on the bed. It is 
inferred that the vertical speed of the laser plume is larger than at 1 bar, but at the same 
time the inward flow begins to be offset by the lateral expansion of the laser plume that is 
associated with the transition to molecular flow. The flow transition with reduced pressure 
can be characterised by a Knudsen number Kn ≈ 1, from a hydrodynamic flow where 
Kn<<1 to a molecular flow where Kn>>1 [146]. The Knudsen number was of the order 
0.018 and 0.9 at 1 bar and 20 mbar, respectively, assuming a temperature of 2,000 K and 
particle diameter of 40 µm [58] and the dynamic viscosity and the atomic mass of Ar to be 
89 kg/(ms) and 6.67×10-26 kg respectively.  
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Figure 5.5: High-speed images at 20 mbar. Laser power and scan speeds of (a) 50 W and 0.2 m/s, 
(b) 100 W and 0.4 m/s and (c) 200 W and 0.8 m/s. 
 
 
Figure 5.6: High-speed image at 20 mbar for 200 W and 0.8 m/s. The symmetry of the entrained 
particles and their shadow are particularly clear when the laser spot has exited the field of view. 
The dense jet of entrained particles casts a shadow on to the powder bed, due to the angle 
of illumination and observation. Point P in Figure 5.3 represents an entrained particle 
vertically above the laser scan line: in the camera image it appears above the scan line, 
whilst its shadow appears below the scan line. The jet of entrained particles and its shadow 
are marked in Figure 5.5(a) and Figure 5.5(b). The effect is most obvious for the highest 
scan speed once the laser beam has passed out of the field of view: the correlation between 
features in the jet of particles and its shadow are apparent, which can be observed in Video 
Figure 5.5(c) and are labelled in a single frame in Figure 5.6. 
At 1 mbar, Figure 5.7 and Videos Figure 5.7(a-c), powder particles are still drawn 
in from a considerable distance away on the powder bed. At the lowest scan speed, Figure 
5.7(a), the bare metal surface of the coupon is just visible in a distinct gap between the front 
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of the melt pool and the powder in front of the track: the outward flow of the laser plume 
carries sufficient momentum to overcome the inward flow of entrained particles and to 
clear the laser track. The Knudsen number is approximately 18 and the flow is still in the 
transition region between the hydrodynamic and molecular regimes. At 0.4 m/s, the scan 
speed of the laser matches more closely the speed at which particles are repelled by the 
vapour, whilst at 0.8 m/s the particles do not have sufficient speed to escape and are still 
incorporated into the melt pool.  
 
Figure 5.7: High-speed images at 1 mbar. Laser power and scan speeds of (a) 50 W and 0.2 m/s, (b) 
100 W and 0.4 m/s and (c) 200 W and 0.8 m/s. 
The laser scan speed is acting cumulatively with the inwards drag forces exerted on 
particles by the induced ambient flow, whilst competing with the vapour expansion velocity 
which repels particles from the melt pool. 
Finally, at 10 µbar, Figure 5.8 and Videos Figure 5.8(a-c), no inward flow of 
entrained particles from the powder bed is observed and the flow has become fully 
molecular, Kn ≈ 1,800. The outward flow of particles directly affected by the laser plume 
at 0.2 and 0.4 m/s is slightly increased with respect to 1 mbar, indicating that the velocity 
of the plume in the plane of the powder bed has increased between the two pressures. 
However, the 0.8 m/s scan speed is still sufficiently fast to prevent particles escaping the 
melt pool. 
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Figure 5.8: High-speed images at 10 µbar. Laser power and scan speeds of (a) 50 W and 0.2 m/s, 
(b) 100 W and 0.4 m/s and (c) 200 W and 0.8 m/s. 
Typical track profiles are shown in Figure 5.9. These are presented according to laser 
processing condition in order to observe the effect of pressure in each case. At 50 W and 
0.2 m/s, Figure 5.9(a), the cross-sectional area of the bead is significantly reduced at 
20 mbar and below. It is clear from Figure 5.6(a) and Figure 5.7(a), and the associated 
videos, that the profiles at 1 mbar and 10 µbar are melted substrate and do not contain any 
powder. The profile at 20 mbar similarly contains almost no powder, despite the large 
entrainment of powder towards the melt-pool. Of the pressures tested, 20 mbar was 
apparently on the cusp of these entrained particles being expelled by the expansion of the 
laser plume, for the 50 W condition. The profiles for 100 W and 0.4 m/s, Figure 5.9(b), are 
also significantly reduced at pressures below 1 bar, although slightly larger than for 50 W 
and 0.2 m/s: the front of the melt pool and the powder always interact, even at 50 µbar. 
Finally, Figure 5.9(c) shows the profiles for the 200 W and 0.8 m/s. Powder is incorporated 
into the melt pool at all pressures due to the high scan speed, although balling occurs in 
each case.  
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Figure 5.9: Transverse (left-hand column) and longitudinal (right-hand column) profiles of the 
laser tracks. Laser power and scan speeds of (a) 50 W and 0.2 m/s, (b) 100 W and 0.4 m/s and (c) 
200 W and 0.8 m/s. 
 
Figure 5.10: Cross-sections of laser tracks. 
Typical track cross-sections are shown in Figure 5.10. In general, the penetration increased 
with a decrease in ambient pressure but became independent of pressure at some threshold 
pressure above 20 mbar. 
5.4 Discussion 
The results show that the reduced bead profile at sub-atmospheric pressure is primarily due 
to increased denudation, rather than increased metal vaporisation as reported previously 
[57,114]. The apparent contradiction between these two references regarding suggested 
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processing parameters at sub-atmospheric pressures is resolved: it is most likely that the 
100% density reported at 100 µbar and very low scan speeds ≤0.02 m/s [114] was in fact 
measured from the coupon substrate which had been completely cleared of powder, under 
conditions similar to Figure 5.8(a). We have scanned islands at these pressures, Figure 
5.11(a) and Video Figure 5.11(a), and it is clear that the substrate is cleared of powder 
throughout the scan and that no powder is incorporated. 
 
Figure 5.11: Top view of island scans for (a) 50 μm powder layer spread on baseplate at 10 µbar 
for 50 W and 0.1 m/s and (b) 130 μm powder layer spread on a LPBF surface at 10 µbar for 100 W 
and 0.4 m/s. 
It also explains why the measured density decreased steadily to 70% as the laser scan speed 
was increased to 0.6 m/s [114]: powder was eventually incorporated into the track by 
conditions similar to Figure 5.8(b) and Figure 5.8(c). The observation by the same group 
that no powder was consolidated below 100 mbar at 0.1 m/s scan speed [57] is consistent 
with the results reported here, for example the track profiles shown in Figure 5.9(a). 
However, simply increasing the scan speed (or a reducing the power) of the laser [57] does 
not inform the choice of process parameters: the results presented here show that unwanted 
balling can indeed occur at high scan speeds, even for sub-atmospheric pressures. 
The extremely low surface roughness and lack of spatter observed at 50 nbar and 
0.01 m/s [115] is again most likely due to measurements made from the coupon substrate, 
which had been completely cleared of powder. Indeed, a previous publication by the same 
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group includes images of these low roughness surfaces which are completely devoid of any 
residual powder [147]. It also explains why they observed both the surface roughness and 
spatter to increase at 0.1 m/s: powder was eventually incorporated into the track by 
conditions similar to Figure 5.8(b) and Figure 5.8(c). The appearance of spatter as the laser 
scan speed increases and eventually incorporates powder into the track is evident when 
comparing Video Figure 5.8(a) and Figure 5.8(c), for example. 
The Figure 5.11(a) showed how the powder is cleared from the substrate during 
area scans at low pressure (10 µbar). This image is for a powder layer thickness of 50 µm 
spread directly on to the baseplate for which the denudation is greatest. The effect of 
denudation is reduced as the steady state build condition is reached, due to the increase in 
the powder layer thickness as described in Chapter 3 and surface irregularities of previously 
built layers constraining the particle motion as described in Chapter 4. Figure 5.11(b) and 
Video Figure 5.11(b) show the laser interacting at 10 µbar with a 130 µm thick powder 
layer spread on to a LPBF surface (built under standard atmospheric conditions). Even 
under these conditions, which are representative of the steady build state, the substrate is 
cleared by the outward expansion of the evaporation plume 
The videos presented here enabled the first direct observation of the outward 
expansion of the evaporation plume counter-acting and eventually dominating any inward 
flow of the ambient gas as the pressure decreases, for example Figure 5.4(a), Figure 5.5(a) 
and Figure 5.7(a) for the 50 W condition. They confirm that denudation due to 
asymmetrical heating of particles close to the laser spot being propelled away by the vapour 
flux generated, was correctly discounted in [58]. The pressures at which the flow regime 
transitions from hydrodynamic to molecular, and the trends in the resulting denudation, are 
also generally consistent with those inferred from measurements of the size of the denuded 
region. 
The Figure 5.10 showed an increase in penetration depth with reduced pressure. 
This increase is attributed to the reduction in vaporisation temperature at low pressure as 
explained in the introduction of this Chapter (Figure 5.1), and similar to that observed in 
laser keyhole welding. 
For laser welding at low speeds, the threshold pressure below which there is no 
noticeable effect on the penetration depth has been approximated at ~Pc/10, where 
rPc   is the pressure in the keyhole due to surface tension,  , and r is the radius of the 
keyhole [118] A plot of the variation in surface tension with temperature for stainless steel 
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316L is given in [148] from which the approximate relation for surface tension (in N/m) of 
65.21045.0 3   T  was determined in the temperature range 2,000 to 4,000 K. Using 
the vaporisation temperature at 1 bar from Figure 5.1, combined with an approximate 
keyhole radius of 25 µm from Figure 5.10, yields a threshold pressure of 50 mbar. This 
estimate applies to low weld speeds [118], so in practice the threshold pressure is likely to 
be somewhat higher for LPBF because the higher laser scan speed will make a small 
pressure contribution in addition to the surface tension pressure. This estimate of the 
threshold pressure requires further experiments to be validated, but it is consistent with 
Figure 5.10 where the deepest penetration has already been reached by 20 mbar.  
 
 
Figure 5.12: Vaporisation temperature (which is linearly related to surface tension in this 
temperature range) plotted against distance between balls from Fig. 7(c). 
The reduced vaporisation temperature and its effect on the surface tension also appears to 
affect the balling frequency seen at the highest scan speed. A fast-Fourier transform of the 
longitudinal scan profiles in Figure 5.9(c) yielded the balling spatial frequency, from which 
the typical length between balls was calculated. The vaporisation temperature was plotted 
against this balling length, Figure 5.12, shows a linear relationship. The balling length is 
considerably shorter than predicted for a Plateau-Rayleigh instability [36]: the melted 
substrate shown in the cross-sections in Figure 5.10 indicate that the mechanism was not a 
molten ‘cylinder’ breaking into droplets. A Kelvin-Helmholtz hydrodynamic instability can 
arise when the velocity of the liquid metal at the surface of the melt-pool is lower than the 
velocity of the atmosphere [149] but this effect is less well understood and it is not 
straightforward to predict the balling length from the process parameters. 
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5.5 Summary 
The reduced bead profiles seen at sub-atmospheric pressure are primarily due to increased 
denudation, rather than increased metal vaporisation. As the pressure decreases in the 
transition region between hydrodynamic and molecular flows, entrainment of particles 
towards the melt pool increases but is in competition the repelling of particles away from 
the melt pool by the expansion of the laser plume. Eventually, in the molecular flow regime, 
particles are only repelled by the plume away from the melt pool. The resulting disruption 
to the powder bed means that most pressures would require a pre-sinter for the process to 
be viable, with a concomitant increase in processing time and complexity. The regime 
between 1 bar and ~50 mbar (the threshold pressure at which the penetration depth no 
longer increases) could provide an interesting window for processing without a pre-sinter, 
but further investigation is required. In E-Beam process, pre-sinter holds the powder from 
being thrown away by means of vapour expansion. 
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Chapter 6. Laser Powder Bed Fusion in High-pressure Atmosphere 
6.1 Introduction 
A combination of high-speed imaging and schlieren imaging as well as cross sectioned 
micrographs were used to investigate the interaction of the laser beam with the powder bed 
at atmospheric pressures up to 5 bar, in argon and helium atmospheres. As an outcome of 
this work, a journal article entitled “Laser powder bed fusion in high-pressure 
atmosphere” has been submitted to The International Journal of Advanced Manufacturing 
Technology as an open access and is currently under review. Supplementary data (Videos) 
associated with this Chapter can be found at the online version of the article. 
As reported in the Chapter 2, an increase in ambient pressure might reduce 
denudation, due to a decrease in the laser plume velocity and the resulting induced flow in 
the shielding gas leading to less entrainment of powder particles. A reduction in the recoil 
pressure from the laser plume might lead to a more stable melt pool and a smoother build. 
It might also reduce condensation coating on the machine windows from evaporation of 
metal from the melt pool. It increases the vaporisation temperature that might allow use of 
higher energy densities and increased scan speed without boiling the material. 
The Clausius-Clapeyron equation describes the coexistence curve on the phase 
diagram for vaporisation of a material, for which the liquid and vapour phases exist in 
thermodynamic equilibrium [57,150]. For stainless steel 316L, an empirical fit to 
experimental data in the range 1750 to 5000 K plot is given by [144,145]. 
 
T
P
868,18
1183.11log   
(6.1) 
with the pressure in Pa. This change in vaporisation temperature with ambient pressure is 
plotted in Figure 6.1and the vaporisation temperatures at the pressures tested are marked. 
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Figure 6.1: Plot of vaporisation temperature against pressure. The empirical line is a plot of Eq. 
(6.1) and the Clausius-Clapeyron line is taken from Chapter 5. The experimental pressures 
reported here are marked for which the corresponding vaporisation temperatures are: 3087 K (1 
bar); 3348 (3 bar) and 3485 K (5 bar). 
6.2 Experimental System 
The design and characterisation of an open-architecture LPBF system for in-situ 
measurements have been reported in the Chapter 3. The LPBF system is computer 
controlled for the automated build of fully dense components, enabling in-process 
measurements under realistic build conditions. However, for this study, the laser interaction 
with a single powder layer was investigated in order to understand the process conditions 
at high pressures that might enable multiple layers to be built in the future. The open-
architecture LPBF system was encased in a custom-made pressure chamber shown in 
Figure 6.2. The pressure chamber was essentially the same as a vacuum chamber used to 
perform LPBF at sub-atmospheric pressures down to 10 µbar in Chapter 5 and so it is not 
described in detail again here. The key difference was that the high-vacuum viewport 
assemblies, which were used to provide optical access to the power bed, were reinforced 
externally with stainless steel adapter plates and additional O-rings to prevent them from 
blowing out under high pressure. The top of the pressure chamber contained a viewport for 
the LPBF laser, and two symmetrical viewports for white light illumination and imaging 
of the powder bed, each with a ~30 mm clear aperture. For this study, two additional 
viewports (Thorlabs VPCH42-C without anti-refection coatings) in the ends of the chamber 
enabled a collimated white light beam to pass across the powder bed for schlieren imaging. 
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The pressure chamber was connected directly to the shielding gas cylinder through a non-
return inlet valve. For argon, the chamber was purged by continuously filling for 10 
minutes, with the pressure gauge port in the top of the chamber intentionally opened, to 
reduce the O2 concentration to <0.1%. The pressure gauge was then tightened in position 
and the chamber pressure increased to the required value. For helium the process was 
reversed: the pressure chamber was filled from the top in the initial purging process so that 
the heavier air was displaced via the bottom of the chamber. The pressure chamber 
including viewport windows were hydrostatic pressure tested to 10 bar, although the 
highest pressure tested in these experiments was 5 bar. The pressure decrease due to leakage 
was negligible during the time required to scan the laser tracks and islands at a given 
pressure. 
 
Figure 6.2: Schematic of the open-architecture LPBF system with pressure chamber. 
Experiments were performed on gas-atomised stainless steel 316L powder (Renishaw PLC) 
with particle diameters in the range 15 to 45 µm and a mean diameter of 30 µm [133]. 
Powder layers of thickness 50 µm were spread on stainless steel 304L build plates 
(coupons) which had been roughened by manual, circular rubbing with P400 sandpaper. 
The powder was melted with a single mode fibre laser (1070 nm) focussed to a spot of 
diameter 50 μm (Chapter 3). High-speed image sequences were recorded with a Phantom 
V2512 monochrome camera at 40,000 frames per second (fps) and 768x368 pixels 
resolution, with illumination of the powder bed by a Lumencor SOLA SM white light 
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source. The camera was fitted with a band-stop filter to block light from the LPBF laser. 
The images recorded correspond to a top view of the powder bed with the camera angled 
at ~20° to the vertical. The portable z-type schlieren system used a 300 W tungsten lamp 
for illumination and images were recorded with the high-speed camera using a variable 
focus telephoto lens (focal length 200 – 500 mm) at 80,000 fps and 384 x 512 pixels 
resolution. The playback speed for the schlieren results have been adjusted to produce the 
same apparent time dilation as for the direct imaging videos. For the schlieren experiments, 
the camera was fitted with a polariser to remove glare in addition to the band-stop filter; 
the powder layer was spread on the coupon and the spreader block assembly was then 
carefully removed so that it did not obstruct the collimated schlieren illumination passing 
across the powder bed similar to described in the Chapter 4. 
6.3 Results 
Similar to Chapter 5, results were recorded for three different laser power and scan speed 
combinations that provided the same line energy (laser power divided by scan speed) of 
250 J/m: 50 W and 0.2 m/s, 100 W and 0.4 m/s, and 200 W and 0.8 m/s. The 100 W laser 
power condition have been shown to build parts >99% density at atmospheric pressure 
(1 bar) previously. Single tracks and rectangular islands of 1 x 2 mm2 were scanned at 
pressures of 1, 3 and 5 bar (absolute pressure). For the island scans, the scan spacing was 
50 µm between adjacent tracks and the laser was switched off for ~500 µs at the end of 
each line. 
6.3.1 Argon Atmosphere 
Figure 6.3 and Videos Figure 6.3(a-e) show direct imaging for top views of the powder bed 
for single track scans, recorded with increasing pressure in argon. Concentrating on the 
100 W and 0.4 m/s condition as typical of a good build condition, the results at 1 bar in 
Figure 6.3(a) were consistent with our previous observations (Chapter 4 and 5). The laser 
plume points vertically upwards and induces a flow in the shielding gas that entrains 
particles from all directions on the powder bed. Entrained powder particles are either 
consolidated into the track or ejected upwards. Some of these particles are incandescent 
due to their interaction with the laser beam or the laser plume. The laser plume also ejects 
incandescent spatter due to instabilities in the melt pool.  
At 3 and 5 bar, Figure 6.3(b) and (c), the powder particle entrainment and the 
resulting denudation do indeed decrease as the pressure increases. However, the amount of 
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plasma generated in the laser plume above the melt pool increases significantly as the 
pressure increases. The amount of molten spatter and the size of the spatter particles also 
both increase; plasma can even be seen around some of these spatter particles, particularly 
at 5 bar, which suggests that the spatter is at a high enough temperature to produce metal 
vapour (an effect observed even at ambient pressure, similar to the Leidenfrost effect) 
which is then ionised via the transfer of thermal energy from the plume. This increased 
ionisation indicates that the temperature of the laser plume increases at high pressure. These 
observations are discussed in detail in discussion Section 6.4.  
Figure 6.3(d), (c) and (e) show the effect of changing the process setting at 5 bar. 
The 50 W and 200 W conditions are consistent with our previous observations (Chapter 4 
and 5) where the laser plume points forwards and backwards respectively with respect to 
the laser scan direction. In all cases, the denudation at 5 bar was less than the corresponding 
process setting at 1 bar; however there was more plasma, and more and larger spatter 
particles were generated. Less plasma was produced at the 200 W condition that at 50 and 
100 W at 5 bar: the higher scan speed and backwards direction of the laser plume meant 
that the incident laser beam had less time to interact with the laser plume. Many of the 
spatter particles produced at 200 W do not produce vapour or plasma, for the same reason. 
The build height measured relative to the build plate for the single track scans are 
inset in Figure 6.3. These bead profiles are for the full 5 mm scan length of the track and 
are therefore at a different scale to the images in the figure. In general, the smoothness and 
continuity of the track worsened with an increase in pressure at a given laser power and 
scan speed, due to an increase in absorption, scattering and shadowing of the incident laser 
beam. Generally, the smoothness and continuity of the track improved with an increase in 
laser power and scan speed at high pressure. These effects are discussed in Section 6.4. 
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Figure 6.3: High-speed images for top views of the powder bed in argon when scanning single 
tracks at the pressures and process settings (laser power and scan speed) indicated. Scan direction 
is right to left. Denudation is reduced as the pressure increases at a laser power of 100 W and scan 
speed of 0.4 m/s; the formation of plasma and spatter increases as the laser power and scan speed 
are increased at 5 bar. Inset is the height profile for the entire length (5 mm) of each bead, i.e. not 
to the same scale as the image. 
Figure 6.4 and Video of Figure 6.4(a-e) show direct imaging for side views of the powder 
bed for single track scans, at 1 and 5 bar in argon. Side images were captured at 80,000 fps 
and the video playback speed was not adjusted to match with top view to see better particle 
movements. Although the contrast between the incandescent spatter and cold particles is 
worse in the side images than for the top images, because the illumination direction is less 
favourable, the cold particles can still be discerned. The results at 1 bar, Figure 6.4(a) and 
(c), for both 100 and 200 W, are consistent with our previous observations. The laser plume 
contains metal vapour, which can be observed directly when it is ionised. The flow in the 
shielding gas induced by the laser plume entrains individual powder particles, which can 
become airborne: some particles are incandescent due to their interaction with the laser 
beam or the laser plume. Powder agglomerates are also entrained and some can be melted 
by the laser beam to produce incandescent spatter. The laser plume also ejects spatter due 
to instabilities in the melt pool. At 5 bar, Figure 6.4(b) and (d), the amount of plasma and 
number of powder agglomerates increased compared to 1 bar, indicating an increased 
process temperature. The amount and average size of molten spatter therefore increased at 
high pressure. As noted above, the amount of plasma and spatter was less for 200 W than 
for 100 W at 5 bar, because the interaction time of the laser beam with the laser plume was 
reduced. Figure 6.4(e) shows the 100 W condition at 5 bar with an additional 632 nm filter 
inserted in front of the camera lens, to reduce saturation in the image from incandescent 
spatter particles. The plasma around molten spatter can be clearly seen in the video. 
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Figure 6.4: High-speed images for side views of the powder bed in argon when scanning single 
tracks at the pressures and process settings indicated (the images captured at 80,000 fps and 
playback speed of the videos is 24 fps). Scan direction is right to left. The formation of plasma and 
spatter increases as the laser power is increased at 5 bar; less plasma and spatter was formed at 
the higher scan speed due to less interaction between the laser and the laser plume. An additional 
632 nm filter was included for Fig. 3(e), in order to image the incandescent spatter more clearly. 
Schlieren imaging was conducted for the single-track scans. Figure 6.5 and Video Figure 
6.5 show high-speed video sequences with the laser travelling towards the camera. It is not 
possible to resolve either individual cold powder particles, or the laser plume immediately 
above the melt pool, due to the lower magnification than that used for the direct imaging. 
However, the thermal plume of heated shielding gas and metal vapour rising above the 
melted track, as well as spatter and heated particles, can be seen. The images in Figure 6.5 
were taken with the laser spot at the same distance from the start of the scan line (4 mm) 
so as to compare the evolution of the thermal plume. At higher laser scan speeds, less time 
is required to scan 4 mm and so the plume rises less far above the powder bed. At high 
pressure, the thermal plume is constrained closer to the powder bed due to the lower 
velocity of the laser plume from the melt pool. This effect is less pronounced at 200 W 
because the laser plume is angled backwards with respect to the laser scan direction. 
The schlieren features arise from refractive index gradients due to temperature, 
pressure and concentration gradients in the shielding gas. However, the schlieren system 
sensitivity to pressure and concentration gradients across the thermal plume is relatively 
small compared to the sensitivity to the temperature gradients. The sensitivity of the 
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schlieren system was constant for all the measurements in Figure 6.5. Therefore, the darker 
schlieren features confirm an increase in the temperature of the plume as the pressure 
increases, as inferred from direct imaging of the plasma in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4. 
 
Figure 6.5: High-speed schlieren images during single track scans towards the camera at the 
pressures and process settings (laser power and scan speed) indicated. In each case, the schlieren 
sensitivity is the same and the image is taken when the laser had scanned 4 mm on the powder bed 
surface. At high pressure, the thermal plume rises less due to the reduced velocity of the laser 
plume; the schlieren image features are darker due to the increased temperature of the plume.  
The left-hand column of Figure 6.6 and Video Figure 6.6 show the laser spot scanning from 
right to left for a single track. The results were recorded with the same schlieren sensitivity 
as in Figure 6.5. The images in Figure 6.6 were taken with the laser spot at the same distance 
from the start of the scan line (8 mm) so as to compare the evolution of the thermal plume. 
At 200 W, the laser beam traverses less of the thermal plume than at 100 W, due to its 
higher scan speed and because the laser plume is angled backwards with respect to the laser 
scan direction. 
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Figure 6.6: High-speed schlieren images at 5 bar during single track scans from right to left when 
the laser had scanned 8 mm on the powder bed surface. The schlieren sensitivity is the same as in 
Fig. 6. The incident laser beam traverses more of the heated gas and metal vapour produced by the 
melt pool at 200 W than at 100 W; the thermal plume rises faster in helium. 
Figure 6.7 shows cross-sections of single track scans. In general, the penetration depth 
decreases as the pressure increases at each laser setting, which suggests that the physical 
processes which generate the keyhole are weaker at higher pressure. The penetration at 
200 W at 5 bar is similar to that for 100 W at 1 bar. These points are discussed further in 
Section 6.4. 
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Figure 6.7: Cross-sections for single track scans at the pressures and process settings (laser power 
and scan speed) indicated. The penetration depth decreases with an increase in pressure. 
Figure 6.8 and Video Figure 6.8(a-e) show direct imaging of island scans recorded with 
increasing pressure in argon. The first scanned line of the island is equivalent to the single 
track scans of Figure 6.3, and the direction of the laser plume and the particle entrainment 
are consistent at each laser setting and pressure. For subsequent tracks in the island, the 
laser plume is directed away from the previously melted track. The extent of denudation in 
the first layer can be significant, as the effects of adjacent tracks accumulate and the 
temperature of the powder bed increases. However, its effect should not be over-
exaggerated: the first layer is relatively thin and is spread directly on to the coupon. It has 
been shown that the change in the powder layer thickness between layers is described by a 
geometric series and that in the steady state build after 6 to 10 layers the denudation is less 
severe due to the increased powder layer thickness (Chapter 3) and the surface roughness 
of previously built layers (Chapter 4). 
Some denudation is still evident at 5 bar, which causes the laser spot to interact with 
different amounts of powder as the island scan progresses. The production of plasma and 
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spatter is greatest when more powder is present, indicating that the plasma primarily 
consists of ionised metal vapour rather than ionised argon, and that variations in the amount 
of powder incorporated into the melt pool cause melt pool instabilities which contribute to 
spatter. 
 
Figure 6.8: High-speed images for top views of the powder bed in argon when scanning 
rectangular islands at the pressures and process settings indicated. Denudation is reduced as the 
pressure increases at a laser power of 100 W and scan speed of 0.4 m/s; the formation of plasma 
and spatter increases as the laser power and scan speed are increased at 5 bar. 
Figure 6.9 shows the build height relative to the build plate for the island scans shown in 
Figure 6.8. The first track of each scan is much higher than the subsequent ones, as powder 
denudation is significantly reducing mass consolidation in the first layer. At 3 bar, Figure 
6.9(b), tracks beyond the first are higher on average compared to 1 bar, Figure 6.9(a), 
showing the effect of reduced denudation. At 5 bar, Figure 6.9(c), the effects of the 
interaction between the plasma and laser significantly disrupt the process. In general, the 
smoothness and continuity of the layer worsened with an increase in pressure, but improved 
with an increase in laser power and scan speed.  
The islands produced at 5 bar were sectioned orthogonal to the laser scan direction, 
left-hand column of Figure 6.10. Adjacent laser scan lines progress from left to right in the 
images. As seen in Video Figure 6.8, none of the builds at 5 bar in argon produced a stable 
build due to the increase in spatter from the melt pool and plasma in the laser plume.  
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Figure 6.9: Surface height maps for the island scans of Figure 6.3 
 
 
Figure 6.10: Cross-sections orthogonal to the laser scan direction for the island scans at 5 bar of 
Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.8. Adjacent laser scan tracks progress from left to right in the images. 
The build and penetration depth are greatest at the beginning of each island. As the island 
progresses, the penetration depth stabilises but at a decreased value: the change in the shape 
of the melt pool cross-section is consistent with an increase in laser spot diameter during 
the island build. This effect was due to accumulation of metal vapour above the powder 
bed causing the laser spot to defocus and condensed particulate scattering some of the 
incident laser beam: all the experiments were recorded without a flow of shielding gas 
across the powder bed from the flow straightener in order to observe only the laser's 
interaction with the powder bed. 
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6.3.2 Helium Atmosphere 
Figure 6.11 and Video Figure 6.11(a-d) show direct imaging of island scans recorded with 
increasing pressure in helium. For the 100 W condition, Figure 6.11(a) and (b), show that 
the denudation decreased as the pressure increased to 5 bar as observed previously for 
argon. However, in helium the amount of plasma generated in the laser plume and the size 
and number of spatter particles remained the same at 5 bar compared to 1 bar. These 
observations indicate that the laser plume in helium was at a lower temperature than at the 
corresponding pressure in argon. Figure 6.11(c), (b) and (d) show the effect of changing 
the process setting at 5 bar. Unlike argon, the amount of plasma, and the amount and size 
of the spatter, did not increase at higher laser powers: it remained the same in each of the 
three process conditions. The surface height maps measured from these island scans, Figure 
6.12, were smoother and more continuous than for argon, and indicate that the process was 
more stable at high pressure in helium. 
The islands produced at 5 bar in helium were sectioned orthogonal to the laser scan 
direction, right-hand column of Figure 6.10. The solidified bead cross-sections of the first 
track in each island are larger than those at the corresponding process setting in argon, 
indicating that the energy input was increased. 
 
Figure 6.11: High-speed images for top views of the powder bed in helium when scanning 
rectangular islands at the pressures and process settings (laser power and scan speed) indicated. 
Denudation is larger than at the corresponding setting in argon. Denudation is reduced as the 
pressure increases at a laser power of 100 W and scan speed of 0.4 m/s; the formation of plasma 
and spatter does not increase at high pressure. 
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Figure 6.12: Surface height maps for the island scans of Figure 6.11. 
The penetration depth in Figure 6.10 was again deeper at the beginning of each island, and 
stabilised at a decreased value as the island progressed. The decreased penetration began 
later in the island build than for argon, showing that more time was required in helium for 
the accumulated metal vapour to defocus the laser beam and for scatter from particulate to 
reduce its apparent intensity on the powder bed. 
Finally, the right-hand column of Figure 6.6 shows schlieren imaging for the helium 
atmosphere at 5 bar, recorded with the same schlieren sensitivity as for argon in Figure 6.5 
and Figure 6.6. The thermal plume rises faster in helium due to its lower density and 
kinematic viscosity than for argon. The increased convection in the resulting thermal plume 
is consistent with the increased number of laser scans required before the accumulated 
vapour and particulate affected the penetration depth of the melt pool. Although the imaged 
flow features are less dark in helium, it is not possible to infer directly the relative 
temperature of the thermal plume compared to argon, because the refractive index 
sensitivity to temperature gradients is lower in helium due to its lower density. However, 
the absence of significant amounts of ionised metal vapour in the direct imaging results, 
Figure 6.10, enables the inference of a lower temperature plume in helium than in argon. 
6.4 Discussion 
In an argon environment, particle entrainment (and hence denudation) was reduced at 
increased ambient pressure, due to the reduction in the speed of the laser plume and the 
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associated reduction in the speed of the induced flow of the shielding gas. However, it was 
accompanied by more plasma in the laser plume, and by an increase in the number and size 
of spatter particles ejected from the melt pool, making the process less stable. The increased 
amount of plasma is due to an observed increase in the temperature of the laser plume at 
high pressure. The increased internal energy of the plume, combined with an inferred 
increase in the temperature of the melt pool at high pressure, leads to more powder 
agglomerates which produce more and larger spatter particles. 
The increase in vaporisation temperature of the metal at higher pressure suggests 
that higher temperatures can be reached in the melt pool as described in the Introduction 
Section 6.1. For laser welding [117] and LPBF experiments at sub-atmospheric pressures 
(Chapter 5), the penetration depth increases as the pressure is reduced. By analogy, the 
reduction in penetration observed in Figure 6.7 with an increase in pressure is partially 
explained by this increase in vaporisation temperature. At high pressure, the same incident 
laser power is absorbed in a shallower melt pool to keep it molten at high pressure: 
effectively, more energy is required to create and maintain a weld pool of a given size. A 
complementary interpretation is that the recoil pressure (the difference between the 
pressure exerted by the laser plume on the melt pool and the ambient pressure) is reduced 
at high pressure, so that more energy is required to overcome ambient pressure to open and 
then maintain a keyhole. 
The second effect that reduces the penetration at high pressure is a decrease in laser 
energy that reaches the workpiece, due to increased absorption and scattering of the beam 
by the atmosphere. For a fibre laser operating at a wavelength of 1 µm at atmospheric 
pressure, losses due to Rayleigh scattering (from small particles of condensed metallic 
atoms with diameter ~100 nm) dominate both inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption by the 
plasma and Mie scattering (from larger agglomerations of condensation particles) [120]. 
The effect of each of these scattering and absorption mechanisms increases at high pressure 
due to the increase in density of the atmosphere. This effect, combined with the increased 
vaporisation temperature, accounts for the reduction of the penetration depth observed at 
high pressure.  
The increased temperature of the laser plume observed at high pressure is more 
difficult to analyse analytically or numerically, due the large number of unknown 
thermophysical properties at high pressure. However, it is possible to infer information 
about the ionisation state of the plasma in the laser plume as the pressure, and hence 
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temperature, increases. The first ionisation state of a plasma can be approximated by the 
Saha equation [119]: 
    
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(6.2) 
Where Ne, Ni and N0 are the electron, ion and neutral atom densities, Te is the electron 
temperature and constants ge, gi and g0 is the degeneracy of the electrons, ionised and 
neutral states Ei the first ionisation potential of the atom, me is the electron mass, k is the 
Boltzmann constant and h is the Planck constant. For quasi-neutral, weakly ionised plasma 
Ne=Ni and N0>>Ne, and using the equation of state ekTNP 0  gives: 
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For stainless steel, the metal vapour is predominantly iron vapour (~66% by mass of the 
powder) but also contains some of the alloying elements, including chromium (~17%), 
nickel (~12%) and manganese (~2%). Selective vaporisation during laser processing of a 
metallic alloys may lead to a slightly different vaporisation rates of the alloying elements, 
and hence composition of the plasma. At 1 bar, the laser plume has an expected temperature 
of ~6,000 K, primarily depending on the laser power (Chapter 4), which is supported by 
experimental data for the electron density in the laser plume above a laser key-hole weld in 
iron [119]. There is no comparable experimental data available at high-pressure. The 
electron density for iron at atmospheric pressure given by Eq. (6.3) is plotted in Figure 
6.13(a) for the atomic constants given in Table 6.1. Clearly the temperature varies with 
position in the laser plume, and two values are included in the figure: 6,000 K 
corresponding to a typical temperature and 8,000 K to a high estimate of the increased 
temperature at 5 bar. From Eq. (6.3) at 6,000 K, the degree of ionisation (Ne/N0) for iron is 
2.3% and for argon is only 0.002%. Even if the electron temperature in the plasma at 5 bar 
rises to as much as 8,000 K, the degree of ionisation of argon is still only 0.09% which 
supports the observation that the plasma at high pressure was predominantly ionised metal 
vapour. The threshold for the optical breakdown of gases decreases at high pressure, but its 
value for argon at 5 bar is ~3×109 W/cm2 for a laser wavelength of 1064 nm [151] which 
is significantly higher than the highest value in our experiments (1×106 W/cm2 at 200 W 
for a 50 μm diameter laser spot). Figure 6.13(b) shows that the degree of ionisation actually 
decreases as the pressure increases. However, the overall number of ions increases, as 
shown in Figure 6.13(a) and observed experimentally. 
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Table 6.1: Atomic constants for atoms and ions of interest [152] , used in Eq. (6.3) and Figure 6.13. 
Note ge=2 
 gi go Ei (eV) 
Iron 30 25 7.9024678 
Argon 2 1 15.7596112 
Helium 2 1 24.587387936 
 
Figure 6.13: (a) Plot of electron density against pressure for a weak plasma of iron, argon and 
helium from Eq. (6.3) using the atomic values in Table 6.1. For each element, the upper and lower 
lines correspond to Te of 6,000 K and 8,000 K, respectively. For helium, Ne < 1012 at 6,000 K. (b) 
Plot of the degree of ionisation for iron and argon at Te = 7,000 K. 
Increased thermal ionisation of the metal vapour contributes to the increased plasma in the 
laser plume, due to the increased temperature of the melt pool and laser plume. It is 
conceivable that as seed electrons are present within the laser’s focal volume, cascade 
photoionisation processes add to the overall degree of ionisation of the metal vapour. This 
effect would explain the large increase in plasma observed when spatter was expelled 
upwards, in the direction of the laser beam, compared to that observed during backwards 
ejection of the laser plume. Theoretical analyses suggest that the intensity threshold for 
cascade photoionisation is inversely proportional to the pressure squared [153], while 
competing processes such as recombination are less favourable within the high energy 
argon plume. 
Denudation around the melt track was always greater in helium than in argon at the 
corresponding pressure and process setting. The drag force on an entrained powder particle 
(due to the flow induced in the shielding gas by the laser plume) is proportional to the 
density of the fluid and the square of its velocity. Hence the velocity of the laser plume in 
helium must be greater than in argon. The denudation decreased at high pressure due to a 
reduction in the laser plume velocity, but with no increase in ionisation of the metal vapour 
or spatter from the melt pool. The thermal conductivity of helium is approximately ten 
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times that of argon across a range of temperatures, effectively conducting the heat away 
and preventing the formation of plasma. Any ionisation of helium is even less than argon, 
due to its higher ionisation potential, Figure 6.13(a), and the optical breakdown intensity 
threshold is even higher [151]. The thermal plume rises faster in helium due to its lower 
density and kinematic viscosity, assisting with the convective transport of metal vapour and 
plasma away from the melt pool. Hence, more energy arrived at the metal surface, resulting 
in a larger melt bead at the corresponding process setting than in argon. However, even so, 
the accumulation of vapour and particulate above the powder bed did eventually cause 
defocus of the laser beam and a reduction in the apparent laser intensity reaching the 
powder bed, causing the penetration to be reduced in the island scans. 
Although denudation was reduced at high pressure, the increased ionisation of metal 
vapour and spatter from the melt pool degraded the islands in argon: no advantage in using 
high pressure was identified, at least for the conditions investigated. The helium 
atmosphere mitigated the negative effects of plasma and spatter to some extent. There is a 
similarity in denudation and penetration achieved in argon at 1 bar, 100 W and 0.4 m/s and 
in helium at 5 bar, 200 W and 0.8 m/s with a comparable smoothness and continuity of the 
built layer. As discussed above, this effect can be attributed to a reduction in recoil pressure 
at 5 bar, resulting in lower kinetic energy in the melt pool and more stable flow. Therefore, 
a high-pressure atmosphere could potentially enable an increase in processing speed, 
provided that the metal vapour generated is extracted to prevent laser defocus and excess 
plasma generation. The advantages of high pressure in helium at the conditions tested 
would not appear to be sufficiently decisive to recommend the additional complexity and 
expense required in the LPBF system. However, the enhanced heat transfer observed when 
using helium certainly warrants further study on the potential benefits of gases and mixtures 
beyond pure argon. The effects of helium or mixtures with other gases on material 
properties (such as hardness) and fluid-particle interactions would also need to be 
considered. 
6.5 Summary 
The entrainment of powder particles in the laser powder bed fusion can be reduced by 
increasing the ambient pressure, which in principle reduces the associate effects of powder 
denudation and porosity. However, in argon, the associated increase in the temperature of 
the melt pool and the laser plume produced more spatter and ionised metal vapour: the 
smoothness and continuity of built layers was degraded. Due to laser defocus and excess 
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plasma formation, no advantage in using high pressure could be identified. In helium, the 
plasma and spatter were limited by its higher thermal conductivity and diffusivity, and a 
comparable smoothness and continuity of built layers was achieved to that in argon at 
atmospheric pressure but at an increased process speed. However, this marginal potential 
advantage at the conditions tested would not appear to justify the additional complexity and 
expense in the LPBF system required.
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Chapter 7. Conclusion and Future Work 
The goal of this work was to address the issues in the process and create more in-depth 
knowledge through in-situ process monitoring. The data acquired, in combination with the 
understanding that has been gained, can be used to aid the selection of robust process 
parameters and to act as the foundations for development of in-process feedback control. 
A modular open-architecture LPBF system was designed to maximise accessibility, 
ensuring ease of modification for specific process monitoring techniques with a high level 
of flexibility in varying the process parameters. The underlying design was determined by 
the requirements of access for various in-situ process monitoring techniques such as x-ray 
imaging, high-speed imaging, thermal sensing, schlieren imaging and other in-situ strain 
measurements. 
7.1  Key Conclusions 
The completed work presented in the thesis has produced many interesting results. A 
number of key conclusions can be made in each of the following subject areas: 
An open-architecture modular laser powder bed fusion system for in-situ monitoring: 
 A compact, automated and modular open-architecture LPBF system was developed 
with tremendous flexibility in parameter modification, remote operations and build 
view access modifications. The system was fully characterised for producing parts 
with >99% density. 
 The developed LPBF system supported various sensors mounting options inside the 
build chamber for the fixation of equipment such as; strain gauges, thermocouples, 
dynamometers, spectrometers. Various optical systems such as optical cameras, 
pyrometers could be mounted as close as 45 mm from the powder bed. 
 The built LPBF ensured a high level of reproducibility and repeatability in building 
parts. 
 The LPBF system enabled systematic investigation of shrinkage in powder layers, 
and powder layer thickness evolution in the multiple layers build. The steady-state 
melted layer thickness of 40 µm and powder layer thickness of ~130 µm are 
established after approximately 10 layers. The steady-state melted layer thickness 
was found equal to the build step increment for each layer in z-stage. 
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 High resolution (2 µm) x-rays computer tomography (XCT) imaging enabled 
pseudo in-situ powder layer packing density measurement. The measured packing 
density from the 3D image was ~56 % for stainless steel 316L for a powder particle 
size of 15 – 45 µm. A higher packing density of > 60% was observed in Ti64 for a 
large powder particle size distribution of 45 – 105 µm.  
In situ x-ray measurements 
 High energy flash x-rays were found to be unsuited for the powder bed for in-situ 
monitoring, as the high energy x-rays were not attenuated by the micron size 
powder particles.  
 Long-exposure phase contrast x-ray imaging has sufficient contrast to visualise 
individual particles and was found to be suitable for in-situ monitoring. Stainless 
steel 316l powder particles of size 15 – 45 µm can be clearly seen on the 1 mm thick 
304 stainless-steel coupon.  
High-speed imaging of laser powder bed fusion 
 High-speed imaging enabled visualisation of several of the complex phenomena 
within the LPBF process. Single line scans showed that the direction of particle 
ejection changes with regards to scanned direction from forwards to backwards with 
increasing laser power and scan speed. When the scan speed and power are 
relatively high, such as 200 W and 1 m/s for our case, the plume was tilted fully 
backwards which heavily disrupted the powder bed behind. Furthermore, it was 
observed that the ejected laser plume creates a low-pressure region and that induces 
gas flow (Ar), which determines the pattern in which powder is denuded from the 
vicinity of the melt pool. 
 For island scanning, the plume was tilted away from the previously melted track, 
towards fresh powder that further disrupted the powder layer. The powder 
availability for consecutive tracks depends on the induced gas flow pattern which 
further proved the concept of dynamic packing density in LPBF. Large denudations 
were observed within the first layer in both the adjacent tracks and around the island 
itself.  
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 Imaging of the process after several layers showed that the denudation has reduced 
impact on powder availability compared to the first layer due to the increased 
powder layer thickness and surface roughness.  
 Schlieren imaging enabled visualisation of plume propagation in the atmosphere 
above the powder bed, facilitating flow characterisation. High-speed observations 
of the plume propagation correlated well with the denudation effect observed in the 
direct imaging. The refractive index gradients observed in the videos were 
undesirable and caused variation in the laser position and focus. However, in 
commercial systems, the hot fluid should be cleared away by the shielding gas cross 
flow. Schlieren imaging was found to be a useful tool for the optimisation of a cross-
flow system. 
Laser powder bed fusion in vacuum 
 Vacuum was found to be unsuitable for the laser powder bed fusion without any 
pre-processing of the powder layer. 
 Considerable disruption to the powder bed was observed at sub-atmospheric 
pressures. As the pressure decreases, particle entrainment increases, however the 
expansion of the laser plume prevents the particles reaching the melt pool: profiles 
and track cross-sections revealed a drastic reduction in the cross-sectional area. 
 The reduced bead profiles seen at sub-atmospheric pressures are primarily due to 
increased denudation, rather than increased metal vaporisation as reported in the 
literature. 
 In the molecular flow regime, particles are only repelled by the plume away from 
the melt pool. The resulting disruption to the powder bed means that most pressures 
would require a pre-sinter for the process to be viable, with a corresponding increase 
in processing time and complexity. 
 For the regime between 1 bar and ~50 mbar, a mild vacuum (the threshold pressure 
at which the penetration depth no longer increases) could provide an interesting 
window for processing without a pre-sinter, but further investigation is required. 
Laser powder bed fusion in high pressure atmosphere 
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 The entrainment of powder particles in LPBF can be reduced by increasing the 
ambient pressure, which in principle mitigates the associate effects of powder 
denudation and porosity. 
 The associated increase in the temperature of the melt pool and the laser plume 
produced more spatter and ionised metal vapour: the smoothness and continuity of 
the built layers was degraded.  These effects combine to reduce penetration of the 
melt pool. 
 Helium can stabilise the process at high pressure. Higher scan speeds could then be 
implemented than at atmospheric pressure, although at the expense of significant 
complexity in the system. 
7.2 Future Work 
The work presented in this thesis has produced many interesting results, while also leaving 
several opportunities.  
With regards to an open-architecture LPBF system, areas of interest for future work 
include: 
I. Increase laser power capacity up to 1 kW and application of different laser sources 
such diode lasers in LPBF.  
II. The building of version 2.0 LPBF system with more enhanced sensor mounting 
facility. Feedback control for layer spreading quality, oxygen concentration 
measurement and melt pool monitoring. 
III. Addition of multi-material modular spreader and auto-hiding for schlieren imaging 
(to perform schlieren in multilayer components). 
IV. Addition of heated bed for residual stress mitigation studies. 
V. Building more complex geometries and monitoring build performance. 
With regards to in-situ monitoring: 
I. Further tests for in-situ phase contrast x-ray measurement while melting single 
tracks and multilayer builds. A short exposure up to 1 picosecond phase contrast x-
ray source at Gemini laser is already located.  
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II. Further high-speed imaging tests using a high zoom lens and ultra-high-speed 
camera to visualise the powder particle level interactions and observe the presence 
of laser supported combustion and detonation waves in LPBF. 
III. High-speed imaging for exotic aerospace alloy metal powders such Titanium alloys, 
Aluminum alloys, nickel alloys etc. 
With regards to temperature and residual stresses measurements:  
I. In-situ characterisation of residual stresses for process setting in metal powder-bed 
fusion  
II. Multi-sensor (thermocouple, thermal camera and pyrometer) temperature 
measurements for single track to multilayer build for validation of numerical 
simulation and equivalent heat source.  
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Appendix A – CAD Drawing of LPBF System 
Main Assembly with Scanner and F-theta 
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LPBF Powder Spreading System 
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